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A Short History
of the

Paducah Public Schools'
Environment 1 Education Project

At the T.V.A.'s Land Between the Lakes
Conser-.7at on Education Area

In 1966 the Tennessee Valley Authority completed the construction of

their Youth Acti 'ty Station in the Conserv' tion Education area. Dr. Mar-

tin McCull ugh, Assi tant Superint ndent in charge of instruction, Paducah

Public Schools, visited the site. As a result of this visit, he saw the

great possibilities for instruction in many areas of our curriculum in the

o t of doors

In November of 1966, Dr. McCull ugh formed a committee comp_sed of

the sciei consultant, a high school biology teacher, a junior high school

L,arth science t acher, the high school football coach and two elementary

h teache s to voluntarily work at determining what parts of our cur-

rent fifth grade curriculum could be to tter taught out of doors than in

the classroom.

Many weekends and several one day sessions were used in familiarizing

the group with the area. The group selected the fifth and eighth grade

levels to investigate. Each member took an area of our fifth grade cur-

-ulum ecology, geology, math and social studies, to investigate. The

group then developed exercises to be used in the Land Between the Lakes

using school objectives and specific behavioral objectives for these

exercises.

the spring of 1967, the group piloted two fifth grade classes

for two day-one night field trips to the area. Our eighth grade class

f earth science students also participated in the piloting program.

10



At t-is stage decided to t.rain high school students to work in

the field as as-istant insrrucLos w1071 the . fifth graders. This pro-

duced a grouping of. appto.iina.eiv 1-.n students, one certified teacher

and one high scioni assL teac1r for each exercise.

The pilot programs we e f cdt,d b the Paducah Board of Education.

These pil t programs sh,n3 d suh 'ppa ent potential as an innovative

approach for learning that a se , n was written into the ESEA Title

o explore in depth the poten-III Region Project. The purpo

1 of out of dot n-intal tducaLLon. This p ojeet provided

financial assistance school dist icts with funds to take one

thoisan.d students to the LBL during the 1967-68 school year. A teacher

trai ing program for intExested school systems was set up for late Au-

gust 1967 using Ms Lib Roller of the Davidson-Nashville Metropolitan

School System, and CUff Knapp &nd graduate students of Southern Illi-

nois University.

The 1967-68 program was very successful, but in 1968-69 Title III

money became scarce -nd could only support the teacher training sessions.

Many school systems continued to particip te. The Paducah Board of Edu-

cation funded a program for a three day-two night field trip for all

fifth .4;raders and approximately half of the eighth graders for a two day-

--one night field trip.

At this point, the exe c ses developed by the original group and

other participating teache s were co p led in a small volume for teacher

use. Then during the summer of 1968 a number of the members of the Pa-

ducah st ff participated in an Outdoor Education course sponsored by

Murray State University arid taught by Dr. Martin McCullough.

11



This course devcloped many of the objectives, the bibliography and

many of the exercises whicA were compiled by James K. Major and

Charles A, Cissell and published by ESEA Title III Region I in the

first ediLion of the "ErvironmentaJ Educ tion - Objectives and Field

Activities".

In the of 1968, ESEA Title III Region I was able to pay for

consultants for an area teacher training session of f days duration.

There were a number of school systems who continued to participate, with

some school systems paying the expenses and a stipend to the participa-

ting teachers.

In the 1968-69 school year the Paducah Public School System sent

all the fifth graders and all the eighrh graders to the LBL for over-

night field trips. It as d --ing this year that this school system be-

gan sending biology classes and primary classes to the area on one day

field trips.

In 1969, ESEA Title III Region I published the second edition of

"Environmental Education - Objectives and Field Activities". There

were a number rw exercises written by the trained classroom tea-

chers who had been working in the field with their own students. Much

of this material was written from borrowed ideas of other programs and

modified to fit the needs of their own students.

During the school year 1969-70, there were twelve area school sys-

tems using the Land Between the Lakes facilities on overnight stays and/

or day field trips. The majority of the leaders in these programs were

teachers trained in the Title III Region I supported workshops.

iv



The Paducah Public Schools continued the practice of conducting a

four day teacher t -ining w rkshop as well as a two day training session

for high school studenr_s who wished to participate as assistant teachers

with the fifth grade students. The e nsultt for these in-service

tra ning sessions were experienced members of the Paducah Public School's

Environmental Education staff. The Paducah Board of Education paid the

expenses and a stipend to all participating certified staff members. These

participants were all volunteers. The expenses of the high school students

were paid but they did not receive a stipend.

During this school year, 1970-71, one third of the Paducah Public

School student body was involved in either one day or over night field

trips to the LBL Conservati n Education area. The Board of Education paid

all expenses, except for insurance coverage of the participants.

In the spring of 1970, the Paducah Public Schools held a two day wri-

ting workshop with twenty-five participating classroom teachers and cen-

tral office personnel at the LEL Youth Activities Station with expenses

paid and a small stipend. Out of this session, came some forty new exer-

cises to be incorporated into the program.

During the summer of 1970 th.. third edition of Environmental Educa-

tion - Objectives and Field Activities was published. Copies of this

edition have been sold all aver the United States and Canada. Three copies

even found their way to Japan through the generosity of John Paulk, the

Director of TVA's Conservation Education Center.

The Paducah Public Schools have continued their program of teacher

in-service training high school student assistantteacher in-service train-

ng, and the same type of day and overnight field trips to the Land Between

the Lakes.



In another nnov tion durjr.g May, 1971, the Paducah Tilghman High School

Crest ing Club had e and one-night writing 'orkshop at

the Vouth Activr

Durin r, the Paducah school system had 74

certifi d personnel Lrairlcd in the Ital Education program and

than 50 t-aine,d h:gh schuol as istant teachers. We believe the

trained high scho 1 personnel reec--edthe greatest benefit of all f om

our program.

In order to coot nuc, to improve our program and develop new exer-

cises, we applicl to the ESE,. Ti le III Region I Project for support

for a Wr' _Ag Workshop in pr ii. 1971. This workshop was funded for

twenty-one participants, Part of this current volume is the result of

this workshop. The o_geoizatioo of e ercises at elementary, junior

high senior high school levels, as wall as a number of new exer-

cises et e: h level, are the resilt of this writing workshop.

One unique feature of this volume gives the collaborators a great

sense of pride: the writing was done by classroom teachers for use with

their children. None of them are formally tr. ined in either Outdoor

Education or Environmental Education. They developed ideas that seem

good to them and, in turn, tested the ideas then on their students.

While this curriculum guide is written to fit a particular area and

need, it is our belief that any school system school or teacher can

take this & ide and modify it for their o n area and needs. Thus, it

will serve as a guide to any kind of program they want to develop.

1
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The .:elop Ent and prores or tIvis em ironmeutal education

p- ject wo--ld h;-?ve

ESEA Tt1e III Rezion 1;

le w..thout the assistance of the

tic support of the Paducah

Public Schools admins r tion d F ard of Education; and the work

of many dediteci teachers.

James M. Major, Director
Environmental Education
June 1, 1971
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

CONTEXT: The General Purpose, General Objectives, and School

Objectives of the Environmental Education Program

were for-aulated to best meet the needs of the referent

group.

REFERENT
GROUP: age 6 to adul-

FACILITY: Land Between the Lakes, Youth Activity Station

TIME AND
SCHEDULE: To be determined by Director, Environmental Education

Program, and School Principal involved.

Fifth grade students -- 2½ to 5 days at L.B.L.
Program can be made to cover students prom first grade
thru 12th grade for from one day to five days. The only
change would be the depth of study.

This Program can be used in any area with minor altera-
tions.

lb
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUGhTION PROGRAM
WHY?

General Purposes

The environ ental education progrAm addresses itself to the

need for a general educaLional effort to produce in future genera-

tions iaterpretations of the profound relationships between re-

sources and ecological balances, regional development, public

policy, economics, and human welfare.

The purpose of environmental education is to sensitize people

to enVironment and make them increasingly aware of the ways in

which theEnvironment shapes man and the ways in which man shapes

the environment both to his advantage and disadvantage.

Outdoor activities are d signed to encourage the development

of the concept that all living creatures are products of their

t tal environment and that the environment can be modified by

man in order to secure a safe, healthful, and peaceful future

for himself and his heirs.

The draft of the outdoor activities involled educe i nal

procedures which are planned to stimulate learning y firsthand

experience and to provide the incentiv- to make objective re-

source decisions.

in this way much of the material the public schools have

been offering their students from books was first collected,

evaluated, and placed in print. Why not take the student to the

places where they can collect the information and take it back

to the classroom? Why not place the students in the greatest

classroom of all, the great outdoors?

Charles A. Cissall
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

SAMPLE OBJECTIVES OF AN ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION
PROGRAM

OBJECTIVES:
I. KNOWLEDGE

A. To develop an u derstanding of natuial resources.
B. To develop a gre6ter understanding of the historical background

of an area.
C. To realize that interrelationships exi t between living organisms

and their physical environment.
D. To observe and measure where possible pollution of air, water,

and the land by man.

II. SKILLS:
A. To encourage the development of socl skills.
B. To stimulate outdoor recreational skills necessary in a natural

habitat.
C. To develop skills utilizing the studento ability to see, hear,

feel, smell, and taste.
D. To train teachers to utilize resources in the outdoors for an

enhancing of both natural and social science instruction.
E. To manifest the cognitive processes of comprehension, analysis,

and synthesis through stimulating and creative learning experi-
ences.

III. ATTITUDES:
A. To develop an appreciation for natural resources.
B. To develop an appreciation for the historical background

of an area in our case the L.B.L. area.
C. To stimulate greater interest in classroom activities which

are related to real life situations found in the local sur-
roundings as well as in the L.B.L. area.
To create a desire to develop health and physically strong
bodies.

E. To promote a desire and a will to protect living and non-living
resources important to man and to use them wisely.

F. To visualize the foundation and relationship of man's artigtic
and scientific achievement to the natural world.

IV. PROCESS:
A. To rake outdoor or environmencal education resources more

accessible to all 3tudents.
B. This is done by taking students out of the claSsroom of four

wails to L.B.L., National, State, County, or City Parks, farms,
of to the schoolyard.

James M. Major
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

General Objectives

I. Self-Realization
1. Perceiving mans role in conservation methods relative to

plant and animal life
2. Exploring new avenues of individual creativity that are stimulated

by beauty and the setting of the outdoor environment
. Acquiring Skills in outdoor and environmental living in connection

with satisfying experiences
4. Using life situations in the outdoors for application of school,

subject matter material
5. Providing for status needs cAld feeling of self-dependence

6. Sensing spiritual thoughts and feelings through contact with

nature

II. Human Relationships
1. A variety of social settings are provided where students can be

themselves and where the group relationships and indtvidual feel-

ings are in proper balance.
2. The outdoor living quarters is considered to be a miniture com-

munity where many community problems have their comparable aspects.

3. Many outdoor activities are possible only through teamwork and

group action.
4. Outdoor experiences offer opportunities to develop new friend-

ships.
5. There is little dependence on social and economic status and

other barriers to real understanding due to the simple and
informal manner of living and wcz.king in the outdoors.

6. In the outdoor school activities he teacher is in a better posi-

tion to establish genuine rapport with participating students.

IfI. Economic Efficiency
1. Outdoor experiences offer opportunities for planning and

executing purposeful work which will be valuable in earning
a living in adult life.

2. Students witness job opportunities available in vocational
and professional areas in wildlife conservation and management,
agriculture, forestry, and park management.

IV. Civic Responsibility
1. The outdoor activities are conducive to a maximum amount of

coulmunity and group interaction.
2. Assuming a position of leadership in cooperative work activi-

ties is encouraged and is available in the structured outdoor
program.

Charles A. Cissell
James M. Major
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

School Objectives

1. To develop a sense of responstbility for the preservation and
conservation of our natural resources

2. To acquire the use of the power of observation and curiosity
about natural phenomena as an aven e of learning.

To promote a desire and a will to protect living and non-living
resources important to man and to use them wisely

To realize that interrelationships exist between living organisms

and their physical environment

5. To identify the natural changes in the environment and develop a
sober and salutary attitude toward the changes

6. To strengthen the senses through close and accurate observation

7. To promote the growth of a spirit of inquiry and the broadening

of interests

8. To manifest the cognitive processes of comprehension, analysis,
and synthesis through itimulating and creative learning experienc s

9. To visibilize the foundation and relationship of man's artistic and
scientific achievement to the natural world

10. To move the learning experjence f om an entirely artifical setting
in 7,.he classroom to the real life environment

11. To provide learning activities that cannot be structured in the

classroom

12. To provide learning activities which associate and connect learning

and living and to enable students to achieve better academic success

Charles A. Cissell
James M. Major



ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
AREAS OF STUDY OBJECTIVES

Life Science General Objectives

1. To be able to recognize some of the common plants and animals
and natural communities in the Land Between the Lakes area.

2. To observe some of the interrelationships of plant and animal
life in diffezent environmental habitats of the Land Between
the Lakes srea.

3. To know some uses of different plants and animals
4. To reognize the need for conservation of plant and animal life.
5. To catch first-hand glimpses of the daily changes in nature.

Earth Science General Objectives .

1. To see some general characteristics of rock strata in the Land
Between the Lakes area and to learn how they relate to plants,
animals, water and hutLan use.

2. To study the history of rocks and their contribution to soil

formation.
3. To learn ways to control erosion and loss of soil fertility.
4. To study the chemical nature of water.

Astronomy General Objectives

1. To be able to recognize some major constellations and their
relationship to earth motions.

2. To observe movements of heavenly bodies as a pattern of related
behavior.

Social Science General Objectives

1, To be able to realize the impact of the old iron industry on the

lives of the people in this area.
2. To be able to realize the effect of the isolation of the area

on the lives of the people who lived in the area.
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
AREAS OF STUDY OBJECTIVES

(continued)

Conservation General Objectives

1. To be able to recognize the evidence of natural conservation.
2. To be able to recognize the evidence and need of man's effort at

conservation.

Pollution General Objectives

1. To be able to recognize the evidence of n s pollution of
his natural environment.

2. To be able to measure in some cases the degree of pollution
present in a given area.

3. To be able to recognize the probable ecological result of
man's pollution of his environment.

Language General Objectives

1. To be able to record experiences.
2. To be able to write Haiku poetry.
3. To be able to recognize that the language is made up of symbols.
4. To be able to write Ginguain poetry.
5. To be able to write ballads.
6. To be able to write short stories.

Charles A. Cissell
James M. Major
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
PROCESS

The procedure used by the environmental education staff to effect
the educational acti ities of the program for a particular referent
group.

The Instructional Approach

The Land Between the Lakes affords many teaching opportunities for
the instructional staff.

All of the experiences during the resident stay at Land Between the
Lakes are to be considered instructional in nature. However, the edu-
cational program refers to those activities which have been planned by
the environmental education committee. All areas of operation for a
particular referent group are to come under the supervision of the
project leader.

Within the broad scope of the environmental education program many
possible patterns of instruction are to be considered by the project
leader and the field staff for a particular referent group prior to
the scheduled trip to Land Between the Lakes.

Each member of the instructional team will answer the following ques-
tions:

How will you organize your teaching?
Theme, problem, unit, skill development .

How will you plan your teaching?
Planned day by day at LEL, Teacher directed,
pupil d rected, teacher-pupil directed .

How will you teach?
Guided tour, self-directed, problem-solving and
discovery approach, lecture, demonstration .

What will you teach?
Material related to on-going classroom program,
specialty or personal desire of individual,
season of the year, present climatic condition .

After considering the answers to these questions the project leader
will want to determine who will be responsible for particular educa-
tional activities.

Charles A. Cissell
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION PROGRAM

SOME ACTIVITIES FOR INSTRUCTION

Life Science Activities
*Finding animal homes; identifying animal signs
*Mapping different plant communities; making small-plot studies
Making clue charts for identification of trees, flowers, birds
Studying animal tracks, making plaster casts, sketching
Observing animals and keeping field notes on habitats
Using microscope and hand lens for close study of organisms
Taking nature hikes

Earth Science Activities
*Conducting water experiments; pH check, oxygen content
Collecting rocks, fcssils
Breaking up a rock and studying its properties under hand lens
Studying a slope at different elevations
Visit quarry at Land Between the Lakes
Keeping field notes of observations on a locale before and

after rain
*Conducting soil experiments, pH check, color, texture, moisture

content, temperature

Astronomy Activities
Recording phases of moon
Estimating time by star position
Observing moon through telescope
*NighL study of major constellations

Social Science Activities
Investigation of Center Furnace
Investigation of Iron Bank Hills (Old iron Diggings)
*Visitation of Gemetaries
*Visitation of Old Homesttes

Weather Activities
*Temperature Ranges
*Relative Humidity
*Cloud Cover
*Wind
*Atmospheric Pressure

Language Activities
*Tombstones tell all
*Keeping a daily diary or log book
*Look alike/reminds me of exercise
*"Haiku" - Nature poetry
*Words are symbols

Pollution
*Test for solid particles in water
*Test for solids, (Particulates ) in air
*White-Disc Test
*Life and Oxygen concentration

*Sample activity sheet includedsuitable for field experience for
referent group, age 10 to adult-
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Philosophy of Environmental Education

Environmental (Outdoor) Education is one of the finest innovations in the

field of education. Why must children have to be within four walls in order

to learn? The fundamental belief of our organization is that the child can
and will learn much more outdoors than within the four walls of the conven-

tional classroom.

We have selected as our special objecttve the enrichment of our carrent curri-
culum by teaching the things that directly apply in the out of doors.

Our program has been directed specifically at the fifth grade children, secon-
darily at the eighth grade, and lastly on the tenth grade biology student.
During the 1968-'69 school year, we piloted two first grade classes in a one

day visit to L.B.L. This included a visit to the model farm maintained by

TVA, the Center Station Museum and one or two woodland trails. Due to the

success and enthusiasm of the children, teachers and parents, the 1969-70
school year has seen many of our first, second, and third grade classes on a

similar one day trip to the Land Between the Lakes.

During the 1969-70 school year we also expanded our program to include the
junior high school and some elementary achool Special Education children.
Those in junior high school spent two days and one night at the Youth Activi-

ties Station and the elementary school children had a one day trip similar

to that of the primary unit.

It is the opinion of all of our staff, from the superintendent down through
all ranks, as well as our parents thatthis is one of our greatest and most

beneficial additions to our curriculum.

We believe that no teacher should take children into any outdoor area un-
less that teacher knows the area and knows the subject material to be pre-

sented. in order to make sure of this, we believe that all teachers involved

must be trained. In the last three years we have conducted or taken part

in ftve or more six-day workshops with a format similiar to the one dated

Oct, 19-20, 1968. We have conducted other workshops for administrators.
Our training program has reached more than one hundred teachers in ouf area.

The curriculum for each workshop varies but comes from the following areas

of study:

Beology (plant and animal), Mammal Habitats, Bird Activities, Animal Trap-
ping (All animals, including birds, caught must be released), Insects and
Spiders, Geology, Land Forms, Stream Valley, Fossils, Local History, The
Local Iron Industry 184C-1912, Social Study of Local Cemeteries, The Model
Farm, Soil Testing, Asti:onomy, Nature Art, Mathematics, Map Study, Compass
Operation, Nature Walks, Day and Night Watches (observation using the five

senses when alone), Twig Study, Evidence of Water and Air Pollution, Creative
Writing (Poetry, Short Story, Journal), and last but more important the leaving
of each area, large or small in the same condition one finds it, since each

area is a community within itself.

Teachers are sbown how this teaching of behavioral science techniques make
the student, adult, or child more aware of himself and of his feelings. A
very definite effort is made to make it obvious that "True Tranquility can
only be Obtained by Contemplation of Nature."



Philosophy of Environmental Education

In addition teachers are instructed in The Designing and Writing Behavioral
Objectives in the preparation of the exercises they will use in their own
program. These exercises should pertain to their own classroom curriculum.
In our opinion this is one of the most important facets of this type of Edu-
cational Innovation. The behavioral objectives make a portion of the evalua-
tion very definite.

The participants are assisted in developing their awn program and turn in a
rough draft of this program at the conclusion of the workshop. The organiza-
tion, the assignment of duties and schedule of the proposed activities are
vital to the success of any Environmental Education operation.

The reaction of parents in our community has been positive. One problem
on the staff is explaining why every child cannot go to the LBL due to the
lack of funds and trained personnel. It would appear that from the en-
thusiasm of administrators in a recent meeting, great efforts will be made
in the near future to eliminate these problems to some degree in many school
systems within our area.

The Paducah Independent School Districts 1969-70 school year partici-
pation involved 2293 out of the 6100 students enrolled in our system.

Parental Reaction:

One mother said: "My little boy went to the LBL for two and onc half days
and come home a young man."

Another said: "My son went to the LBL fearing his physical education instruc-
tor (one or our trained instructors), and came home feeling that this teacher
was some sort of god. Jim is a completely different boy and all to the good."

Another said: "This LBL classroom is the greate t thing that ever happenend
to our children."

One of the prize experiences of one of our project leaders involved Mrs. Doris
Crutchfield. On arrival at the LBL YAS, one youngster approached her with
the greeting, "I hate you, I hate you, I hate you." During the two and one
half day session this youngster worked in Mrs. Crutchfield's group more than
once. When time came to leave, this youngster approached Mrs. Crutchfield
to show her the model of a beaver lodge he had made in nature art class.
Mrs. Crutchfiled praised his work, which was good. Just before the boy got
on the bus to leave, he turned and ran back to Mrs. Crutchfield and hugged
her. --Can you say that no behavioral change had taken place?

A sixth grade language arts teacher reports that his students are still bring-
ing up their experiences in the LBL as fifth graders a year later.

The director is frequently approached by youngsters with question, "When
can we go back to the Land Between the Lakes?"

Anecdotes of this nature are repeated in some way on every trip to the LBL.

Children take their parents up there on weekends and during the summer to
show them around.

James M. Major
11
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WEST KENTUCKY ESEA TITLE III

ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION WORKSHOP'

Second Session-Ootober 19-20, 1968
Land Between the Lakes-Youth Activities Station

Director: James M. Major

Consultants: Charles A. Cissell, Ecology
Robert E. Farmer, Earth Science
Doris M. Crutchfield, Contour Mapping, History, and Math
Jane McCool, Nap and Compass, and Math
G. Dale Trentham, Earth Science
James M. Major, Daywatch-Nature Walk

Receptionist: Tommy L. Major

Saturday, October 19, 1968

9:00-9:30
9:30-10:00

10:00-12:00

AGENDA

Registration and Dormitory Assignment
Orientation
First Period
Red Group-Charles A. Cissell-Ecology
Blue Group-Robert E. Farmer-Earth Science
Orange Group-Doris M. Crutchfield-Contour MApping
Yellow Group,-Jane E. McCoel-Map and Compass, Math
Black Group-James M. Major-Daywatch
Brown Group-G. Dale Trentham-Earth Science

12:00-12:30 Clean Up for Lunch

12:30-1:15 LUNCH

1:15-3:15 Second Period
Blue Group-Charles A. Cissell,-Ecology
Orange Group-Robert E. Farmer-Earth Science
Yellow Group-Doris M. Crutchfield-Contour Mapping
Black Group-Jane E. McCool-Map and Compass
Brown Group-James M. Major-Daywatch
Red Group-G. Dale Treutham-Earth Science

3:15-5:45 Third Period
Orange Group-Charles A. Ciasell-Ecology
Yellow Group-Robert E. Farmer-Earth Science
Black Group-Doris M. Crutchfield- Contour Mapping
Brown Group-Jane E. MeCool-Map and Compass
Red Group-James M. Major-Daywatch
Blue Group-G. Dale Trentham-Earth Science
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5:45-6:15 Clean Up for Dinner

6:15-7:00 DINNER

7:00-8:00 Fourth Period
All Groups-Doris M. Crutchfield-History

8:00-9:00 Fifth Period
Seminar on Progress of Workshop-all consultants

9:00 Night Owling

Sunday, October 20, 1968

7:30-8:30 BREAKFAST

8:30-10:30

10:30-12:30

Sixth Period
Yellow Group-Charles A. Cissell-Ecology
Black Group-Rcbert E. Farmer-Earth Science
Brown Group-Doris M. Crutchfield-Contour Mapping
Red Group-Jane E. McCool-Map and Compass
Blue Group-James M. Major-Daywatch
Orange Group-G. Dale Trentham-Earth Science

Seventh Period
Black Group-Chalres A. Cissell-Ecology
Brown Group-Robert E. Farmer--Earth Science
Red Group-Doris M. Crutchfield-Contour Mapping
Blue Group-Jane E. McCool-Map and Compass
Orange Group-James M. Major-Daywatch
YelloV Group-G. Dale Trentham-Earth Science

12:30.=1:00 Clean Up for Lunch

1:00-1:45 LUNCH

1:45:3:15 Blueprint Development-Environmental Progress Report

3:15-3:45 Critique

3:45-4:15 Police Dor i ory and Pack

4:15 Disperse



THE LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES

The first settlers who came to the land lying between the Cumberland

and Tennessee Rivers were hardy adventurers from North Carolina. They

floated down the rivers on rafts and seemed to be actuated by the spirit

of adventure. These same rivers that furnished transportation into the

area formed barriers later and locked these Scotch-Irishman into a land

f fertile farmland along their banks, with a ridge dividing the area

between the rivers. The ridge was scarred with small streams which formed

land blockades within which sprang self-sufficient communities. These

sites are identifiable today by the cemeteries. Evidence of how the people

lived and what they believed can still be gleaned from these memorials'.

By the early 1840's, while Kentucky was still one of the leading

iron producing states, it was found that these hills not only fortified

their community but that they were filled with iron ore . This, with the

natural deposits of limestone and an abundance of hardwood for charcoal,

brought new interest into the "Land Between the Rivers. Dr. T. T. Watson,

a handsome, intelligent, humane and rich iron maker was one the first men

to see the potential of the iron industry.

The Hillman family, who boasted of seven generations of Dutch Iron-

masters came into the area and built several furnaces and the rolling mills

which were on the east bank of the Cumberland. Center furnace built in

Trigg County was known as the "Grandaddy" of them all because of its impor-

tance and longevity. Tenny Hillman managed the furnaces until fifteen years

after the War Between the States. He then built the first blast furnace

in Birmingham, AlabaMa. This is now a branch of the U.S. Steel Company.

29
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Another ironmaker attracted to the hills of Kentucky was William

Kelly from Pennsylvania. Kelly's ore was on the surface, and after a

short time it gave out. He had two impelling forces - natural inclina-

tion for scientific work and a shortage of good orr_. Kelly thought air

was fuel. After a few years he was able to prove this by producing

malleable iron (steel) by forcing a blast of air into a furnace filled

with molten pig iron. When the oxygenADurned, the carbon and other

impurities were blown from the mouth of the stack. This discovery had

tremendous impact in 1871, when a legal consolidation allowed steel made

by Kelly's Pneumatic Process to be called Bessemer Steel. The price of

steel was greatly reduced, and the United States became the greatest

industrial nation in the world.

In 1860 only one vote in Trigg County was cast for Lincoln as some

800 to 1000 Trigg Countians joined the Confederate Army, and the Hillman

furnaces were furnishing eighty percent of the sheet and bar iron to the

Confederacy. The victory by the Union forces at Fort Donelson, which

gave attention to General Grant as a military leader, made this part of

Kentucky and Tennessee very controversial.

By 1912 the fires went out in the furnace stacks and left only many

shades of blue and purple scattered waste material in the grotesque hills.

The Pennsylvania Ironworkers returned to their native homes, and the wood-

cutters and charcoal burners cleared small fields and attempted to support

their families by farming. Kelly Pneumatic Process had given railroads

a boost, and the demand for -ties was great. Most of them were made

by hand, but a few steam sawmills went into operation. The Hillman Lands

were delcared a state wildlife refuge, and white-tailed and fallow deer

restocked a game area that less than sixty years before was some of the

finest hunting to be found.
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With the Scotch-Trish background, the presence of corn, an

abundance of 'firewood, plenty of white oak for barr ls and the ease

with whi h whiskey could be stored or shipped, homemade distilleries

began to spot the hill sides. Most of these were twelve-to-twenty-

barrel stills, but some were as much as one hundred-barrel stills.

The spring water that flowed over the Milestone rocks and the pr de

the makers took in their product gave the moonshine a good rep'ttation.

It found its way into many organizations, even the national political

conventions. The interference of the Federal Government was not welcomed

hy those people who had found a home in a land almost sur ounded by water,

withstood a war, been able to survive on the pour soil and had asked nothing

from the outside world. The government, however, expected the revenue from

this industry. It has been estimated by some officials that the loss in

revenue amounted to as much as twelve million d llars some years.

The building of the Kentucky and Barkley Dams and TVA's recent con-

version of the Land Between the Lakes to a recreation area has kindled

a new fire. To scule, it is nostalgia, for others, it is a campfire or

a new educa ional experience that can never be quenched.

Doris Crutchfield
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The Land Between The Lakes

The Land Between the Lakes is one of the newest and most exciting outdoor

recreation and educational areas in Ame 'ca. Nest3ed between two of the world's

largest manmade lakes in western Kentucky and Tennessee, this 170,000 acre area

is within an easy drive of more than 70 million people. This is the role of the

Land Between the Lakes today, ho ever importance of position is not new to this

area. The historical background of this area is one which lends itself not only

to the development of the Kentucky and Tennessee area but to our nation as a whole.

The first inhabitants of this area, whLch at the time was the land between the

rivers Cumberland and Tennessee, were the Chickasaw Indians. In 1818 a treaty was

made and the United States became .he possessor of what is now called the Jackson

Purchase Treaty Lands. A sum of 83000000.00 in gold was paid for this area, and

the Indian legends say that the gold was buried, and to date has never been

recovered. White men from North Carolina floated doT-n the rivers to this area

and settled. The rivers bordering the area form natural routes of transportation,

yet also isolate the area from the surrounding country. The first white settlers

were Scotch-Irish, a hardy, adventurous breed of settlers accustomed to living

in a communal or clan system of society. For their purposes the land between

the rivers was geographically perfect.

Geographically the area was divided down the center by a ridge. Today this

backbone of the area is the basic route of Highway 453, the "Trace" or as it was

known historically, "Goober Pea Ridge". Branching off of the ridge were numerous

small streams which divided the area into geographic "squares" having as their

borders the river, a stream on each side, and the ridge. It was in these "squares"

that the independent, self-sufficient communities arose. Because of their ethnic

and cultural background any ne from outside the houndries of a specific

geographic "square" was considered an "outside



It was in these "squares" that the independent, self-sufficient communities

arose. Because of their ethnic and cultural background, anyone from out-

side the boundaries ofa specific geographic "sq a e" was considered an

"outsider" by the inhabitants of that cormunity. Today many of these

communities have left cemeteries where they lived, and it is from these

memorials that much information can be obtained as to the life and cuatoms

of these people.

The decline of wildlife and limited croplands necessitated the seek-

ing of other mean of survival for the people in this area. Salvation

was to be found in the rolling hills of the land. In the early 1840'

iron ore was found to be in abundance in the Land between the Rivers.

Not only was the ore abundant, but it was literally inches beneath the

surface of the earth. This coupled with the abundance of limestone and

hardwoods for charcoal, brought new life to the area between the rivers.

Dr. T. T. Watson was one of the first to take advantage of this

great potential source of iron. In partnership with the Hillman family,

whose background included seven generations of Dutch Ironmasters, he

soon completed construction of Fulton Furnace. Br. Watson, whose

memorial monu e t can be seen near Center Furnace, died in 1846, leaving

the Hillmans as sole owners of the iron industry which they christened

"The Empire". In 1846 the best known, most pr d ctive, and longest

lived iron furnace was built. Having no better name to give to the

furnace, it was named because of its location between two other furnaces

in the central portion of the "Bmpire".. Center furnace the "Grandaddy"

of them all began its life in Trigg County in 1846. The "pig" iron

industry was well under way,with seven Hillman furnaces in the Land be-

tween the Rivers area.



Although new life was given to the "Land between the Rivers" by the

iron industry, tragedy was to strike the area, as well as the nation

between the years of 1860-1864, the Civ 1 War.

I- the election of 1860, only one vo e out of 1,451 went for

Lincoln fromTrigg County. Eight hundred to one thousand men from

Trigg County enlisted in the Confederate Ar y. One of the greatest

contributions to the South was made in the form of sheet and bar

iron. The Hillman furnaces, operated by Tennessee Hillman, furnished

eighty percent of the sheet and bar iron ro the Confederacy. Other

interesting events occurred during this period of conflict, however

two of the most intere ring and possibly ironical occur in the "Land

between the Rivers".

The first event concerns a Captain Gtven Campbell, a Confederate

officer from Trigg County. W en the fall of the Confederacy was cer-

tain, a detail of men led by Capt. Campbell were assigned to escort

Jefferson Davis, and the treasury of the Confederacy to safety. While

going through Georgia, it was decided that the best tactic to adopt

would be to split up the detail, half going with the treasury and the

other half going with Jefferson Davis. Capt. Campbell went with the

treasury, reputed to be a priceless diamond necklace. Captain Campbell'

part of the mission was successful. He delivered the necklace to a port

in Florida, and it was sent to some South American country. It has been

a mystery since its destination was secret, and died with the Trigg County

captain. Tne other half of the men, Including Jefferson Davis were cap-

tured in Georgia. A Union patrol was in the area of the detail's camp.

They asked a young Negro if he had seen any ' ebels".



He said that he had and told the men about the camp. All were cap-

tured by the Union patrol. Ironically this portion of the story

was never revealed until many years later. Controversy had developed

about the attempt to escape by disguising himself as a woman, others

said that this was not true. The Controversy reached the "Land Between

the Rivers", and the truth was revealed. A local orchard owner, Richard

Watkins, revealed the story to Arthur Watkins, Circuit Clerk of Trigg

County. He told his unique story about how he was born in Georgia and

one ay during the final phases of the war was asked if he had seen

any of the Confederates. He told them of a camp and followed to watch.

He climbed a tree, and to his terror found that he had betrayed Jefferson

Davis. In his state of fright, he fled Georgia, going to Tennessee, and

finally settling in the "Land Between the Rivers". By this ironic twist of

fate, the man who was to protect the President of the Confederacy, and the

man who betrayed him unknowingly, lived a significant portion of their

lives in the "Land Between the Rivers , probably within a relatively

few miles of each other.

The second event concerns a young Union officer. His mission was

to capture two important forts in the "Land Between the Rivers". These

forts oere in the Tennessee part of the area. This young officer not

only captured the forts but moved his men up the rivers to a strategic

milita y point and began one of the greatest flanking movemeras in

military history. Later in his life the officer was to base a political

campaign on these efforts. Because of his success in the Civil War in

the "Land Between the Rivers" the officer, Ulysses S. Grant, was elected

President of the United States of America!
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Life in the "Land Between the Rivers" was not easy by any

stand -d. Existance was a struggle marked in variety by the

degrees of conflict with the land, and, in one case, a conflict

which gained world-wide significance.

William Kelly was a young Irishman who had married a girl,

Mildred Gracey, from the "Land Between. the Rivers" area. In 1847,

while watching one of the furnances, Kelly noticed that a portion

of the iron burned hotter than the rest and the cause of this

seemed to be only a draft of cool air blowing on the portion. With

this experience in mind, Kelly decided that this was the key to

making "maleable iron" from "pig n": "Pig iron" was the iron made

by the furnaces. It was characterized by a brittle quality that

necessitated a two step process of rolling the iron into sheets and

reprocessing it to make it "maleable iron" which can be molded into

tools. Because of this two step process, the "maleable iron" was

expensive, and not used in great qualities. K lly's idea was that

air could be used as fuel to burn the iron ore to a purer quality,

which would eliminate the two step process, and make "maleable iron"

practical to use in great quantities. Kelly told his wife about his

idea. She and her father took immediate action. They locked Kelly in

the hou e and called for the doctor. They thought that he had gone mad.

Cool air on hot metal only cools the metal! The doctor e amined Kelly

and decided that he w-_s not crazy and neither was his idea. The people

in the community began to call Kelly, "Crazy Kelly". His experiments

soon caused a lack of labor at the furnace, consequently, when he was

approached by two young Englishmen who were interested in helping him,

he gladly accepted. In 1850 or '51, Kelly was ready for his final

experiment. A portion of the air cooled iron was lifted from the

furnace.

ti
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Before it cooled, a blacksmith made a horseshoe and nails from it.

"Pig iron" couldn't be made into horseshoes or nails! His experiment

was a success.

The next morning, Kelly was surprised to find that the two young

Englishmen had fled during the night, leaving most of their clothes and

their pay behind. Trailing the two men by blookdhounds, Kelly reached

Eddyvilie wharf and found that the two men had taken a riverboat north

and were planning to return to England. Shortly afterwards a

patent was applied for by an Englishman named Bessemer. The news

spread throughout Lhe world that the "A.ge of Steel" was at hand. The

news was no surprise to the people of the "Land Between the Rivers".

One of their own people had developed the process six years earlier.

A great legal battle followed and the patent was awarded to Kelly, but

due to financial ruin, Kelly sold his patent to his father for $1000.00.

Eventually Kelly was to receive $450,000.00 for his royalties from the

patent. This, however, was little compared to the millions received by

Bessemer, who had obtained the British patent. Later Kelly was to make

a confession to his wife. He insisted that it remain secret until after

his death. Kelly identif'.ed a photograph of Bessemer as being one of the

two Englishmen who had fled. Kelly lived to see his invention become the

cornerstone of the world's industries, and credit given to a man undeserving

Tennessee Hillman who operated Center Furnace left the "Li:nd Between the

Rivers" and built the first blast furnace in Birmingham, Alabama,

utilizing Kelly's principal. This furnace was later to become a branch

of the U.S. Steel Company.

37
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Although Kelly's idea was to bring ab t the ',Aige of Steel"

throughout the world, was one of the principal reasons for a new

tragedy in his "Land Between the Rivers". The cheap production

of steel gave rise to a new transp rtation giant in America, the

railroad. Rails could be made inexpensively, and they reached to areas

that b fore had been ignored bccause of lack of transportation.

Su rounded by the rivers the "Land Between the Rivers" remained

inaccessable. Progress brought about by the railroads passed this

area by. New iron ore deposits were being mined throughout the

nation. These deposits could be taken efficiently to the blast

furnaces in rail centers. There was no demand for the once

convenient transportation by the rivers. The furnaces closed. Even

old Center Full-lace shut down in 1912. By 1919 the Hillman "Empire"

had fallen.

In 1919 all of the lands of the "Empire" were declared a

State Wildlife Refuge. The once natural deer and other wildlife

were released in the area. Most of the ironworkers left the

"Land Between the Rivers". A few remained trying to grow crops,

and cutting the trees for the railroad ties. Life was hard.

The hard life was endured by the descendents of the first

Scotch-Irish pioneers. Among themselves they retained many of

the customs of their ancestors. One of these customs was the

making of their unique whiskey. This whiskey was of the highest

quality. The men took great pride in their product. Many homemade

distilleries spotted the hills. With the abundance of wood for

cooking and storing, and the corn they grew, they produced the

finest of 'moonshine". The term "moonshine" was the result

theFederal Government's attempt to tax the people of the "Land

B t een the Rivers" for the whiskey.
23
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These people lived in an isolated land, surrounded by water; were living

in a region of poor soil; had survived the Civil War, and had seen a once

prosperous industry die. They were independent people, having never

asked for help from "outsiders", including the Federal Government. The

government however, expected the tax to be paid. Any whiskey that was

sold ta -free was, consequently, labeled "moonshine", illegal liquor.

In recent years the "Lend Between the Rivers" or now the "Land

Between the Lakes", has again gained national prestige. To the people

who lived there it was a loss- They were moved out of the "Land Be-

tween the Lakes" when it opened as a national outdoor recreational area.

The culture had survived 150 years of turmoil and triumph In a limited

way their moving was again turmoil, but triumph lies in the heritage

that they created. A time of rest has come to the "Land Between the

Lakes". It's a special rest that reflects a peace found in nature and

in living with nature. Only a few such areas still exist in the world,

and this is one of them. ThE heritage that remains is one of importance

and service. The history of the area shows that this is no new task,

only the method differs. It is a proud heritage established by- proud

people, and survives as a tribute to these people in the "Land Between

the Lakes".

Lynn Hodges

3 9
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EXERCISE: Social Studies Location of Land Between the Lakes

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of these activities the students
should be able to:

1. Tell in what states and counties the "LBL" is located.

2. Identify the t o lakes bordering the LBL and explain how the

two lakes are connected

3. Identify and explain the reason for having two dams.

4. Identify eight (8) animals commonly found in the LBL.

Rationale:

It is the opinion of the Environmental Education Committee that all students

who go to the LBL should have a knowledge of its location (states and counties,

the lakes involved, why the lakes were formed, why the canal was constru ted, the

economic value of the lakes etc.)

We have discovered that many students really have no knowledge of the above

factors. The TVA Information Center at Golden Pond, Kentucky will be glad to

furnish you with bulletins such as: Land Between the Lakes; Land Between t'e

Lakes Fact Sheet; TVA Today; Welcome to Lake arkl y; Land Between the Lakes

Project Report; and a map of the area. All of the answers to these questions

can be found in these bulletins and on the map.

It is our feeling that the stay within the LBL of the students will be

much more meaningful as the res,'lt of this activity.

Activity I. Location of the Land Between the Lakes

1. In what state or states is the Land Between the Lakes located?

2. In what counties is the LBL located?

3. What is the lay of the land of the LBL with respect to the compass?

4. What lakes border the LBL? On which sides?

S. How were these lakes formed?



Activity II. Purposes behind the formation of the Land Between the Lakes.

1. Who built the dams that formed the lakes?

2. Why were the dams built?

Why was the canal at the nor h end of LBL dug?

Activity III. The economic value of the Land Between the Lakes and the lakes

adjoining it.

1. Why are these lakes important to the national economy?

2. Why are these lakes important to the economy of Western Kentucky?

3. What happened to the farms along the rivers when the dams were built?

Was this good or bad?

4. What has happened and is happening to the tax base of the counties

adjoining the lakes? (Optional)

Activity IV. Use of the Land Between the Lakes.

1. What does TVA intend to do with the entire LBL area?

2. Is the use of this area for this purpose good land use?

3. What is the purpose of the 5,400 acre Conservation-Education area?

4. What facilities attract tourists to this area?

S. Why are there so many wild animals found in the northern area of the LBL?

James M. Major

NOTE: Use worksheet map to locate points of interest as well as lakes, rivers,

states and counties.

41
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FIELD ACTIVITIES

as developed by

Staff and Others
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OPERATION DAYWATCH

Exercise - Observation - Use of the senses

Behavioral Objectives:

Following this exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Tell the temperature, wind direction, cloud cover
and whether it is clear or cloudy.

2. Tell the plants, the colors, the odors, that surround
him.

3. Separate natural from man-made sounds that are audible.

Materials:

Thermometer, compass, pencil and pad

I. Activity The weather

What is the temperature? Date

Which direction does the wind blow from? Time

the wind light moderate strong?

Is there fog or dew?

Is it clear or cloudy?

Is it raining? snowing?

II. Activity The sky

What can you see in the sky?

Is the sun high or low?

What colors can you see in the sky?

4 4
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Page 2 - Operation Daywatch

ITI. Activity - The Earth

What can you see?

What _can you smell?

How does the ground around you feel?

How far can you see?

What living creatures can you see?

IV. Activity - Sounds

'Describe the sounds that you hear

What do you think causes these sounds?

Can you hear sounds caused by humans.

What are these human made sounds?

V. Activity Yourself

How do you feel?

What are you thinking about?

At this point, what would you like to do?

LEVEL: ANY LEVEL

James M. Major

Time Observation



OPERATION NIGHTWATCH

Exercise - Observation Using the Senses

Behavioral Objectives:

Following this exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Tell the temperature, wind direction, cloud cover, and
whether it is clear, cloudy, raining or snowing.

2. Point out and name two or more constellations.

3. Describe sounds

4. Distinguish between natural and man made sounds.

Materials:

Thrmometer, compass, pencil and pad

I. Activity - The weather

What is the temperature?

Wh ch direction does the wind blow from?

Is the wind light, moderate, strong?

Is there fog, or dew?

Is it clear or cloudy?

Is it raining? Snowing.

Activity - The sky

What can you see in the sky?

What is the phase of the moon?

What constellations can you see and name?

Are there any "shooting stars"? Wher

Which direction do the "shooting stars" move?

What colors can you see?

46 31
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Page 2 - Operation Nightwatch

III. Activity - The earth

What can you see?

What can you mell?

How does the earth within reach feel?

How far can you see?

What living creatures can you see?

What colors can you see?

IV. Activity - Sounds

Describe the sounds that you hear.

What do you think causes those
sounds?

Can you hear sounds caused by
humans?

What are these manmade sounds?

V. Activity - Yourself

How do you feel?

What are you thinking about?

At this point, what would you like
to do.

LEVEL: ANY LEVEL

James M. Major
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Map and Compass Activity

Behavioral Objectives: Students will be able to take a compass and a map of an

unfamiliar area and move with confidence from one area

to another.

Materials: Compass

Map of LBL area

Sample Map

Markers

Procedure: Use your c, mpass in solving the sample problems

provided by your teacher. After completing this

exercise, you will be ready for an outdoor exercise

using a map of this area and your compass.

Your group will be assigned certain areas to locate

from the map. At each location you will find a marker

wh.,ch you are to collect. After completing the neces-

sary stops, you are to return to your starting point.

Groups may be timed during this exercise, and if so,

special titles will be awarded each group.

4 8
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A
1.

2.

A

Map and Compass Problems
0

What Compass Reading Do
You get in going from:

49

A to B

B to C

B to A

B to C

C to B

B to D

1. What is the height of Hill
2. What feature is shown on Hill
3. What compass reading do you

get from A to B?

Contour Interval=10'

Dale Trentham

LEVEL:EIGHTH GRADE



EXERCISE , Compass - Shooting and Following an Azimuth

Behavioral Objectives: After the completion of this exercise the student
should be able to:

Shoot an azimuth and follow it.
Pace a distance.
Demon5trate the ability to complete a compass course without reference to
land marks, arriving at destination with an error of no more than two paces.

Materials: Compass

Activity:

Compass Course #A

1. Locate a starting point which you can recognize

2. Shoot an azimuth of 1950 and follow it for 60 paces.

3. Shoot an azimuth of 2400 and follow it for 40 paces.

4. Shoot an azimuth of 289° and follow it for 70 paces.

5. Shoot an azimuth of 19° and follow it for 80 paces.

6. Shoot an azimuth of 58° and follow it for 70 paces.

7. Shoot an azimuth of 1540 and follow it for 65 paces.

Compass Course #8

1. Locate a starting point which you can recognize.

2. Shoot an azimuth of 238° and follow it for 70 paces.

3. Shoot an azimuth of 1990 and follow it for 80 paces.

4. Shoot an azimuth of 109° and follow it for 70 paces.

5. Shoot an azimuth of 58° and follow it for 40 paces.

6. Shoot an azimuth of 15° and follow it for 60 paces.

7. Shoot an azimuth of 334° and follow it for 65 paces.

Questions:

1. How do you shoot an azimuth?
2. What was your starting-..point?
3. How much did you miss J;our starting point?
4. Why do people whose paces are different arrive at the same place?
5. Did you miss your destination by two or less paces?

James M. Major
LEVEL: Fifth and Eighth Grade
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EXERCISE: Compass Walk

Behavioral Objectives:

At the conclusion of this exercise the student should be able to:

1, Make an azimuth reading and follow it.

2. Measure distances in ter s of paces.

3. Convert distan-ze in paces into distance in feet.

4. Demonstrate the ability to complete a compass course and arrive

within twenty feet of the course destination.

Materials: Compass

1. Activ-;_ty:

Determine length of one pace (distance between two successive left foot
orints) by pacing of 100 feet two or three times and dividing the average
number of paces per 100 feet into 100 feet.

Practice taking at least six azimuth readings on six different landmarks.

Follow at least one of the following compass walks:

Compass Walk #1

Start at the flagpole. Take an azimuth of 132°. Walk 75 feet
on this azimuth to a latge tree.

2. At the tree take azimuth of 140° and follow it 380 feet to a
campfire site.

At the campfire site, take an azimuth of 2740. Walk about 80
feet to the birdhouse.

4, From the birdhouse, take an azimuth of 200 and follow it about
120 feet to a cedar tree, leaning toward an aximuth of 1080.

5. At the base of the leaning cedar tree, take an azimuth of 550
to the back porch of the dining hall.

Compass Walk #2

1. Start at transformer pole #47 on circular driveway. Take an
azimuth of 52°. Follow this azimuth 540 feet to a boat.

2. At the boat, take an azimuth of 120. Follow this to a tree
stump near the waters edge.
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I. Activity: (cont.)

Compass Walk #2 (cont.

3. At the stump, take an azimuth of 288°. Follow this azimuth to
trail in woods. You will see a large white box at the end of the
trail. Follow trail to white box. (weather station)

4. At weather station, take an azimuth of 196°. iollow this azimuth
to main path.

S. At main path, shoot an azimuth of 1600. Follow this azimuth to
the rear of the dining hall.

C_ pass Valk #3

1. Leave dining hall by rear door. Take an azimuth of 3400 and follow
until white weather station is in view through the trees.

2. Take an azimuth of 160 and proceed to white weather station.

At weather station, shoot an azimuth of 3000. Follow this
azimuth to a deer stand in a tree.

4. At deer stand tre, take an azimuth of 1610. Follow this
azimuth to a tree with a large patch of lichens about seven
feet above the ground (also has several broken limbs leaning
against the base of the tree).

5. At this tree, take an azimuth of 1160 to an old thorn tree about
three feet in diameter at the base.

6. At thorn tree, shoot an azimuth of 1700 and follow
back porch of the dining hall.

QUESTIONS:

1. What is an azimuth?

2. What is a pace?

3. What is the length of your pace in fee

4. How do you convert paces into feet?

Robert E. Farmer
Jane McCool

LEVEL: FIFTH AND EIGHTH GRADE

the



EXERCISE - Contour Mapping

Behavioral Objectives: At the conslusion of this
able to:

1. Identify a discrete area.

2. Convert measurements to scale.

3. Read a compass and follow an azimuth.

4. Sight a point by using a transit, (Figure

5. Plot points on a graph.

6. Order information gathered by entire group,

7. Interpret the finished contour map.

exercise, the student should I

and rod (Figure 2)

Materials: Polar graph paper, compass, measuring tape, rod, transits, and flag5
(plastic ribbons tied to wire segments)

LTNE
LEVEL

'S.IGHTING TUBE

TRANSIT

Figure 1 Figure 2

The transit sighting tube can be lower at 1' levels to suit the height of the
students. Suitable adjustments can be made with the rod. These d'mensions
give 3' contour lines with a 5' eye level.



Activity:
1. General survey of area to be mapped by the entire group. Fix boundary

lines. (An island, wooded area, or other natural boundary is beneficial.)

2. Select a focal point. (Usually the highest point in the area.)

Orient the polar graph paper.

4. Establish a rclsonable scale so finished map will be approp iate to graph
paper. Record this scale in the map legend.

5. Divide into survey teams. Assign ea(Th tea-m a specific direction to
establish 3 foot changes in elevation from the focal point to the outer
limits of area. Mark the outer limits point with a flag indicating the
degree reading, (Suggest a difference of 450 between each survey line.)

6. Measure the distance between each
points with lines.

change in elevation and record these

Optional:
9. Assign each team the boundary line from the flag placed on the outer limits

clockwise to the next flag.
10. Map the boundary, if it is irregular, by laying off a line of reference

using a compass to determine direction. Measure offsets by finding the
distance from the line of reference to the boundary at reasonable intervals,
Adapt these distances to the scale being used and record on the graph paper
map. Connect the point to complete th .e. boundary line. (Figure 2)

Line of Reference

11. Combine all boundary lines.

Questions:

1. How are the survey 1 n s comparable to the latitudinal and the longitudinal
lines?

2. Mow could the map be more accurately constructed?
3. Can you give any other way to plot the irregular boundary lines?
4. How could this map be beneficial?

LEVEL: FIFTH AND EIGHTH GRADE Doris Crutchfield



EXERCISES: Ecological Succession - Plant Communities

Behavioral Objectives: After completing these exercises, the student should be
able to:

1. Identify a plant community.

2. Distinguish between deciduous and evergreen trees

3. Distinguish between woody and herbacelus plants.

4. Identify lichens.

S. Identify mosses.

6. Identify ferns.

Identify fungi.

Identify grasses.

9. Distinguish different water plants.

10. Point out and count the diffe e t kinds of plants in a given area. (Mini-
community)

TERMS AND SYMBOLS

Community:

Ecology:

Succession:

Herbaceous plant:

All the living things that exist as closely related
members in an area.

How living things get along with each other in a
community.

Any change in plant life in the direction of "higher
forms"

Any non-woody or soft-stem plant which dies down to
the ground at winter - gras3, weeds, small flowering
plants.

Perennial plant: A plant lasting or active throughout the whole year.

Deciduous: Plants which shed their leaves each year.

Evergreen: Plants which have green leaves throughout the year.

Litter:

Abundance:

Decaying matter covering the earth's floor.

The number of plants belonging to the same kind within
a given area.
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ACTIVITIES:

Deciduous woody Plants (More than 10 feet tall)

Deciduous Shrub or Bush (Less than 10 feet tall)

Evergreen Woody Plant

Grass and Herbaceous Vegetation

Moss Plants

Fern Plants

Litter

Fungi

N . 1 A Land Community - Plant Succession

Purpose: To examine the competitive and cooperative relationship that exi ts
among the living things in a small area. We want to measure the
abundance of the different kinds of plants found in the community.

You teacher will mark off an area and assign you a starting position.

Each student will make a map of the area. Make symbols like those shown on
page 1 to represent the kinds of plants you find. Count the number of the
largest plants and draw in a symbol to represent each one where you see them
growing ili the community. De not attempt to count all the grasses, but put
symbols in the grass area.

BE AS CAREFUL AS YOU CAN TO RECORD ACCURATELY THE NUMBER AND KINDS OF PLANTS
THAT ARE FOUND GROWING IN THE COMMUNITY.

Exercise No. 2

A STILL WATER COMMUNITY A Small Pond

Describe the appearance size, color, structure-of the plants found:

1. Floating on the surface of the water.

2. Below the surface.

3. On the bottom. (Use weighted line and hook)

4. Do you see plants growin:, up out of the water? What kind?

. Are all water plants the sam

6. How are they different?
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Su cession of Plants

Do you see any animals attached to the plants?

Decay materials from plants and animals settle down on the bottom and fill
up the pond. Would the pond fill up more rapidly in the deep or shallow
waters?

9. Why?

10. How do the plants living on the bottom of the pond get sunlight?

Exercise No. 3 - A Bare Rock Community

Purpose: To compare the kinds of plants found in the pond with those found
growing on rock surfaces.

Remember that each area you study - small or large is a Community.
It is only a smal.l part of a larger Community.

The plants you find growing on the rock surfaces represent the 1st stage (primary)
of plant succession.

1. Examine the plants CAREFULLY WITH YOUR MAGNIFYING GLASSES.

2. Describe the color of plants.

3. How large are the plants?

4. Are they anything like the plants you found in the pond? How are they
different?

S. Do you find these plants growing as SINGLE individuals or growing it: a
MASS or COLONY?

6. Do you know what a LICHEN PLANT is?

7. It consists of 2 plants. Can you name them?

8. How did these plants find their way to the rock surfaces?

9. Do you see any fl wers on the plants?

10. Would you call them "flowering" or "non-flowering" plants?

11. De you suppose tha lichens are breaking down the rock surface into smaller
particles?

NOW TURN TO A COUPLE OF NEAR-BY TREE TRUNKS.

1. Carefully examine the trunks for .3ma1l forms of plant life.

2. Do you find any?

3. Are they anything like those found on the rock surfaces?

4. Do you think all the lichens are he same size and kind?
42



Exercise No. 4 A MOSS COMMUNITY

Purpose: To compare the moss plants with the kinds of plants found in the
water and with the lichens found on the rocks.

1. What is the color of mosses?

2. Are they larger or smaller than lichens?

3. Do they have roots?

4. Do they have stems?

S. Do they have leaves?

6. Are they flowering or nonflowering plants?

7. What are the soil conditions where the moss plants are growing?

8. What are the "light" conditions of the moss Community?

Exercis No. 5 - A FERN COMMUNITY

1. Do you find mosses in the Fern Co munity?

2. Are the ferns considered "lowe or "higher" than mosses?

3. Why are the ferns larger than the mosses?

4. Do the ferns have roots? Stems? Leaves?

S. Are the ferns "flowering" or "non-flower,ng"?

6. Do you see any improvements over the soil conditions found here compared with
the bare rocks and moss communities?

7. Did the plants have anything to do with the changes of the soil?

S. Do you find any "higher" forms of plant life growing among the mosses and
ferns?

Exercise No. 6 - OPEN FIELD COMMUNITY

Purpose: To.observe small seed plants establishing themselves and making a soil
conditions suitable for "higher" plant forms to invade the community.
We will want to LOOK CAREFULLY for as many different kinds of plants
as we can find.

Your teacher will first have you observe a small area the size of a hula-hoop in
the open field Community and then direct you to the small stream Community for
a comparative study.
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Make a list of the different kinds of plants you are able to find. Look very
carefully on the surface of the ground.

Count the number of each kind of plant in each of these two

Exercise No. 7 - THE WOODLAND TREE COMMUNITY

re unities.

Purpose: To obser how all the plants have built up the soil enough to
estabil.,,.h the "higher" form of plant the flowering, woody trees.

Obse vation only.

Are all the woody trees the same k nd?

Would you say the e 15 varicty among the woody te a ?

Can you detect any soil improvement?

Exerci e No. 3 - A FUNGUS COMMUNITY

Purpose: To compare color, size, structure, and place of -_owth with other kinds
of plants we have found,

Look for plant life on the trunks of fallen trees and dead stumps.

Axe the plants Hgreenh o "non-green"?

How do they get their --d?

De you find any similar plants growing on the living es?

Do they have leaves?

Do they have flowers?

How do they make new plants?

Are they "lower" or "highe than grem plants?

5 9
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LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE



Exercise: Fungus Among Us

Purpose: To study reproduction in a mushr om.

Behavioral Obj tives: At the conclusion of this inquiry the student
will be able to identify:

A. Spores of a mushroom

B. Gills of a mushroom

Materials: Fresh mushroom, sheet of white paper, glass tumbler, small
brush, microscope slide, cover glass, compound microscope,
glycerine: water solution, 1 knife.

Each student is to go out into the field and collect a mushroom.

Bring it back to the laboratory. Examine it.

The mushroom itself is the fruiting body of this particular fungus.

It consists of a stalk and u_ ella-like cap. Look at the underside

the cap and find the gills. Cut the cap from the stalk and put the cap,

gill side down, on a piece of white paper. Cover the cap with a tumbler

or some other object that will protect it from air currents. Set the

cap, paper, and tumbler in a place where it will not be disturbed. The

next day uncover and remove the cap by lifting it straight up from the

paper.

1. What do you observe on the paper?

2. What is the relation between what you see on the paper and the

structure of the mushroom cap?

With a small damp brush, remove some of the material on the paper

and place it on a microccope slide. Add a drop of glycerine and water

solution. Examine under both low and high power.

3 Approximately how many particles are there in the sample you are

observing?
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4. Using this number, estimate the total number of suc',_ particles coming

from the mushroom.

5. If we assume that these particles are reproductive spores, how could you

account for the fact that the world is not covered with mushrooms?

6. How numerous would mushrooms be if they only produced a smEll fraction

of the number of spores seen here?

Appropriate for grades 5, 10

b 1
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EXERCISE: PLANT POPULATION ANALYSIS

Purpose: To undere-and the strurture of the coimrmity, identif
relationships between species and to iaue the relative impo
of species.

Behavioral ObJect'.- s: At the conclu
be able to:

A. Identifi- a tree, shrub, seedllee, sapling, and herb_
B. Calculate the population denseee

and herbs In. a quedrat.

inter-
ance

ef ',jet', investigation the student will

The number of kieds ot plants in
by counting all specimens in a given san
most frequently are equaree and srrips,
transects.

If many quadrats are to be establ-
certain length, and then marking out a
to be analyzed de -mines the siee of zi
sides is often used tor trees, 5 meters

trees, shiubs, seedlings, saplings,

,r1rorig(4t are usually determined
The two kinds of areas used
called quadrats, the latter

af,ee

CL

using a rope or chain of a
eaee eith it. The type of vegetation

Thue a souare with 10 meter
serebs and 1 meter for herbs. The

smaller squares may be within the largere and r.hue the number of shrubs in the
5 meter square multiplied by 4 will give the projected number of shrubs in the
10 meter square, and the number of herbs in the 1 meter square multiplied by
100 will give the projected number of herbs in the 10 meter square- Counting
is sometimes implemented by the removal of the plants as they are noted.

Where the vegetation is varied in type, so that selecting typical quadrats
is difficult, a transeet may be used. This is a line or strip of narrow width
extending through a community. All the plants in the strip or along the line
may be enumerated. A scheme similar to that employed in quadrats may be
utilized to simplify the counting of trees, shrubs, and herbs.

Gathering plant data. in a forest eommunity it is convenient to di-ide
plants into three groups: -trees, shrubs, and herbs.

A tree is a tall woody plant with a single stem (trunk). Trees over 5 cm
in diameter (about 16 cm in circumference) are studied in the main quadrat,
Some attempt should be made to identify the kinds of trees; usually the end of a
twig with a few leaves is a sufficient specimen. Trees that form the canopy (the
forest top, which receives a direet sunlight) should be noted separately from
those that do not reach the canopy. If comparisons are to be made between areas
studied by different teams, a count of the trees (either by species er just as
"trees") should be made. A further refinement may be made by measuring the
trees with calipers (for diameter) or with a tape (for circumference).

Shrubs are woody plants that branch at or near the ground and therefore
lack trunks. Saplings are simply young trees with trunks 1-5 cm in diameter.
Both shrubs and saplings should be studied in an area smaller than that used
for the trees. If the trees have been Identified by species, then the saplings
should be, too. Counts of the saplings may be made and related to the counts
of trees of the same species. Because it is often difficult to distinguish
individuals, counts of shrubs may have to be approximate.

Herbs (in the ecological sense) or nonwoody plants that die back at
least to ground level in winter. (In the tropics they are more difficult
to describe.) Tree seedlings are veiy young trees with stems less than 1

6 2
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in diameter. Both herbs and seedlings should he studied on small quadrats,
but you may wish to have sevrerat of these per team area, A spade may be
used to dig a small trench [Aong one side of the "herb quadrat," and the

relationships between the underground parts of the plants may be noted.

Note, also, the presence et .toadeteele, mushrooms. and other fungi. Again,

if your class is makireg a L;:nripa,tative etud,. counte of the different species

of herbs and saplinge should be made, 1-inelly, the proportion of this
quadrat that is covered by -Moss may be esimated.

In nonforested areas the dereeleee ven above ean be adapted to the

nature of the community. Spelz-J. prGble arise, however. In a lawn,

for example, there is no need te eeuht 1:::ee of grass; but a count of the
"weeds" might be of some value,. ,,oNparasons are made between

a well-trodden area and a ptotecT,e:i one_ nv be useful tor this

work.
Studying the Data: The data gather by 'ceam mu,t be exchanged with.

other teame Thie -en -est iceam data on stencils from

which copies can be made for ail members ei ehe elass Team leaders should

devise a form that will pemit e:asy
Here is a sample of questions you should consider:

1. What producers are in the commue
using general terms like "t .ees," "eheobs,"
species in your list,

2. Are producers abundant or re? Th

This can be answered by
te., or by naming the various

15 may be answered in general
terms or with density figures-

3. If there are different groups of producers, which one of them

seems to contribute the most toward producing food':

4. Are there layers of producers? If so, what relationships can
you find between producers in different layers?

5. Does the community produce all its own food, or is food carried

in from beyond the community boundaries? What evidence do you have for

your answer?
6, What consumers are in the community? This, too, may be answered

with sueh general terms as "insects," "spiders " "birds," etc., or with
names of identified species.

7. Which consumer orders (first, second, etc are represented?
What evidence can you point out that supports your answer?

8. If some quantitative data have been obtained, what relations can
you find between the numbers of a particular organism and the numbers of
another organism that eats it?

9. Besides evidence of food relationships, what evidence do you
have that any one species in the community affects another?

A survey of a community should r ise more questions than answers.
In studying the data, part of the job is to look for questions that need
answering.

Appropriate for grades 8 and JO.

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shirley Menendez
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Aim:

EXERCISE: PLANT SUCCESSION

To sic tie change in vegetation in one area over a period of
125 years.

Concepts.:

1. As different plants come into an environment the environment_
changes.

2. As the environment of a plant changes, the plant becomes better
suited or poorer suited to the environment.

3. When the environment of the plant becomes toO unsuitable, the
plant will die.

4. The replacement of one plant by another over a period of time
follows a predictable pattern.

Vocabulary:

1. Environment

2. Succession

Ecology

4. Climax vegetation

5. Shade tolerant

Evaluation:

1. How do plants -ffect environment?

2. How do animals affect environment:

3. What are some other factors influencing environment?

4. What is ecology? Give examples.
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Procedure:

Locate a grassy, open field near a forest.

a If a piece of open land in the eastern U.S. is left
completely alone by man, it will eventually be covered
by large Limber. This process may take up to 125 years.

The purpose of this lesson is to demonstrate the various
stages a piece of land goes through over this 125-year
period. At each atop, you must imagine that you are
looking at this original piece of land at some future
date.

b. This is what the land looks like in 1968.

c. What is the vegetative -.over? Answer: Grasses

d. We-are now ready to take a time machine trip into the
future-

Locate an opening similar to that above but covered by brush
or saplings two to five years old.

This is 1971.

b. Do you think these plants have heavy or light seeds:
NOTE: Pine, sumac, elm, auk] sassafras are typical light-
seeded plants; oak, and hickory are heavy seeded plants.

c. Why do most of the plants here have this type of seed?
Answer: Oak and hickory seeds fall, roll, or are carried
by squirrels to their locations; thus they are usually
close to a parent tree. Pine, sumac, elm, and sassafras
are blown or carried by birds to their location; thus they
may be found far from the parent tree.

Note the understory plants. There are still marty gras
and weeds growing here.

Locate an area which was once open but now has trees 6 to 12
years old on it (6 to 12 feet tall).

a. This is 1976.

Note the understory. Are there many grasses and weeds, or
have these been replaced by different plants? Why? Answer
The environment has changed; there ia no longer adequate
sunlight for the original vegetation.

What is this replacement of one type of vegetation by a
different type called? AngWer: Plant succession.

6
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d. What are some other factors that may have influcnced the change
in vegetation?

Answer:

(1) Animals could have influenced the change. For example: A
sudden increase in the rabbit population here due to the
filling of Lake Barkley resulted in a shortage of food. The
rabbits almost completely eliminated the sumac for one season
and much of it failed to come back becao3c the sweetgum took
its place.

(2) Fire (none occurred on this particular location

(3) Others

e. The total relationship between a plant and its environment is known
as plant ecology. What are some of the environmental factors we
have covered thus far?

(1) Competition between plants f r light and moisture.

(2) Influence of animals on plants.

Locate an area once open but now covered with trees four to six inches
in diameter.

a. This is 1981, the trees are 12 to 15 years old.

b. Note the understory. There is very little sumac and similar species
left.

c. Observe the overstory. Trees with short lives such as sassafras
look unhealthyif there are even any left. Slower growing trees
are overtopped and are losing the battle for moisture, light, and
minerals. Competition among plants of the same species is evident.

5. Locate an area once open but now covered with pole-sized trees (4 to
10 inches in diameter).

a. This is 1991, the trees are 15 to 30 years old.

b. How many different species of trees are there left in the overstory?
Answer: The overstory consists almost entirely of oaks and hickories--
the short-lived trees have died out.

C. How Liany understory species are left? Answer: The understory is
almost bare because very little sunlight and moisture is available.
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6. Locate a stand of small sawt mber-size trees (12 to 16 inches in
diameter ) 1

a. This is 2023, the lar -- trees OrL 50 to 60 years old.

b. Are there more or less small irees and brush in the understory
than there was in the pole 5 and?

c. Why? There are mere smell. trees eeuse the environment has
developed to the point where flvora le for the growth
of shade-tolerant plants. Maple ' pawpaw are two examples
of trees that can live under the s ade of larger trees.

d. Why are some of the smaller specimens ot sun-loving plants
such as oaks and hickories d1.-? They are lf s vigorous
trees that cannot tolerate the ,_ewc_tition for light or
moisture. This natural tl'mnning ges the stronger trees
more room to grown.

e. Why are some of the overstory co OA _ably larger than
others

Answer:

(1) Some of the smaller trees re the same age as the larger
ones but are losing the battle tor moisture and 1 ght.

(2) Some of the smaller trees came in to fill in space after
short-lived trees such as sumac and sassafras died out.

7. Locate a stand of large mature sawtimber (16 inches and larger in
diameter

Thi'i is 2093, the la gest trees are about 125 years old.

b. Are there more or less understory trees than in the small
sawtimber stand. Answer: More.

c. Why?

(1) Some of the larger trees have died creating open spaces.
There was an abundant supply of seeds on the forest floor
to take advantage of the available light and moisture.

(2) Many supressed trees live as inconspicuous seedlings
until the overstory starts to open up. These supressed
trees are large enough to be noticed now.



Do you think that the small timber in this stand will grow as tall
and straight as the small timber growing on an old field? Why?
Answer: Many oi these trees have crooked tops and poor form because
they were suppressed so long.

e. Predict how this area will look in another 100 years without any
management.

Answer:

(1) Trees of all ages present.

(2) Mo-e shade-tolerant trees in the overstcry,

(3) More heavy-seeded than light-seeded plants.

Forest management includes manipu:ating the ecology of an area to pro-
duce the most desirable trees. .Some of the ways this is done include
the following:

a. By harvesting g_oups of trees to create openings. Even-aged groups
of sun-loving trees will soon become established in these openings.

b. By cutting or chemically killing undesirable trees.

If this area were covered with pine trees, man could keep it in
pine by burning off the understory every two to five years. Pines
are much more resistant to fire than hardwood5.

d. By harvesting the less vigorous trees before the entire stand is
mature, man can improve the growth of his best trees by giving them
more light and moisture, At the same time, man can get income from
his tree crop before it is fully ripe.

T.V.A. FORESTER LESSON PLAN

LEVEL: EIGHTH AND TENTH GRADES
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Outdoor Eduation-Lartd Between the Lakes

Titl-: A Study ct Dezidou.s Tw= Mlf.ntet or Early Spring

iptiLELLME:

1. Develop skill in makla Pcc-!r;--t a7ld thnrcngh observations.

2. Develop skill in communi,7_eting oservation both verbally and

visually.

3. Develop skill in being e7lile to dsnguish both pertinent and

irrele%_nt physical pr.prtie.
4. Develop skill in compariig different s'i.nce objects in order

to determine likc.nesses and d-Ifferences between them.

5. Develop skill in constructing 1-2. Eultable classification scheme

built upon obser ed data or the ability to devise an identification

s heme or both.

Procedure:

Each student should have a 10 X lens.

Attention should be called to a part. ular twig (suggest hickory)

Students should be urged to record all observations they can. (On

request names of structures should be furnished by instructor, such as

bud rings, bundles, leaf sears, pith, lenticels, node, terminal bud,

lateral buds, alternate buds, and opposite buds)

Students should describe their observations and should be asked to

make a line drawing of the twig.

Students be encouraged to indicate any abnormalities due to injury

from climate and insects.

Students should have their attention called to other twigs--oak, tree

of heavev, walnut, poplar, sycamore, maple, ash, s eet gum, etc.

(It is only necessary to avoid,too many of the same genera in order

to have twigs with different characteristics)
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Common Name Genera

Tree of heaven Ailanthus

Ash Fraxinus

Walnut Juglans

Sycamore Plan-Lauds

Maple Acer

Popular Populun

Hickory Carya

Oak Quereus

Buckeye and Horse Chestnut Aesculus

Tulip tree Liriodendron



TWIG KEY

DiRECTIONS Examine the twf.g. Then read c5xefu1 lv descrLptions A and AA,

the twig must be describe b'..7 one of thesa po:'_nts or tt nnot be identified

by this 1 A. ma le twig, f-.)7 Ti.nstance, fits in. point A, sfLnce it has

opposite leaf scars.) Then procid to L;,e pots eud r A, taking B and BB,

and so on until you have (In answer. -ig you sa trying to identify

fits first under AA, then consfder nat the desriptions under E and EE,

and so on until you have an answer.

A. LEAF SCARS A.ND BdDS OPPOS1T 14C' OTHER. SEE B AND BB.

B. Twigs and buds red to br wu: the maples.
See C and CC.

C. Buds brown. sharp-po-nted7 sugar_ELAple

CC. Buds reddish brown, blunt-
.--vL711_12.12.21e

BB. Twigs stout, grarybr wn, tuds clark to black: the ashes.See D and DD.

D. Buds rusty color, hark brown with diamond-shaped
figures: white_ash

DD. Buds black, nark gray, smooth: black ash

AA, LEAF SCA.RS AND BUDS A,LTERNATE ON TWIG. See E and EE.

E. Terminal, or end, b--d with a cluster of other buds around it;fruit is an acorn: the oaks. See F and FF.

F. Buds sharp-pointed: the black oaks

FF. Buds blunt-pointed: the ulite oaks

EE. Terminal had borne siog'Ly. See G and GG.

G. Buds with three or foul., scales standing away from bud,
bark in loose, hanging sheets: Shagbark_hickor-v

GG. Buds with close-fitting woo
colored black walnut

71.
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Holes where sap
flowed into leaves

BEECLI

James M. Major LEVEL: FIFTH AND EIGHTH GRADE
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Exercise: FLOWERS

Purpose: Our purpose here will be to examine the structure of a flower

and to determine the reproductive functions of its various parts.

Behavioral Objectives: The students will be able to:

1. Identify the structures of a flQwer

2. Contr st and compare the same structures in different

flowers.

Materials: Flower, hand lens, razorblade or knife

Each student is co go out into the field and collect one flower.

Before you dissect the flower to see the parts on the inside, look

at the outsiLL,

The outermost whorl of floral parts may be green, leaf-like parts

which protected the flower bud when it was young. These are called sepals.

In some flowers, lilies for example, sepals seem to be lacking. Actually

they are present and look like an outer whorl of petals.- Petals are

usually large and col red, and lie just inside the sepals. Both sepals

and petals are attached to the enlarged end of a branch. The enlargement

is called the receptacle. Th se three parts of the flower are called

accessory parts because they are not directly involved in sexual reproduction.

1. What functions can you suggest that p .tals might have?

Now review the structure of the essential parts of a flower by stripping

the sepals and petals away. You will find a central stalklike body surrounded

by five to 10 more delicate stalks, each ending in a little sac. The small

sacs are anthers in which thousands of tiny pollen grains are produced.

Each anther, with its slender stalk, is a stamen, and these make up the male

parts of a flower. The number of stamens v ry according to the kind of

flo e
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2. What is the number of stamens on the flower you are using?

3. What are some of the ways in which pollen is carried from the anthers

to the female part of a flower?

The central stalk surrounded by tae stamens is the female part of the

flower, called a carpel or pistil. It is composed of an enlongated basal

part, the ovary, above which is an elogated style ending in the stigma.

4. How is the stigma adapted to trap the pollen grains and to provide

a place for them to grow?

With a very sharp razor blade, cut the ovary lengthwise. Using a hand

lens or dissecting microscope, look at the cut surface.

6. How many ovules can you see inside the ovary?

7. How close to the egg can a pollen grain get?

8. If the pollen grain cannot get the egg directly, how d you suppose the

sperm cells produced by the pollen reach the egg?

Appropriate for grades 5, 8 10

This exercise is limited to a time when the students can collect 1 flower

each in the field.

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shirley Menendez



Exercise: Pond Community

Purpose= To develop skills in doing field work in the pond community

Behavioral Objectives: After conclusion of this investigation the
student will be able to

1. State specific examples in the area that
fit into the pyramid of numbers.

2. State examples of food chains observed.

Pond Community

As lakes fill in, they eventually reach a stage at which the water
is so shallow that any thermal stratification is quickly destroyed by the
wind, and thermoclinea never form. The rooted aquati_ vegetation becomes
more conspicucns, occupying a greater percent of the bottom area of the
lake. It may eventually extend entirely across the lake; under the
circumstances, the lake usually is called a pond. It will still be very
productive and may especially harbor many species of amphibians, reptiles,
and invertebrates. The benthos will contain abundant organisms in ail
regions.

Due to the shallow nature of the pond, the temperature will be more
like that of the air, becoming'warm in the summer, and freezing over
quickly in the winter (in the colder climates). The many animals and
decaying organisms present may use up all the oxygen under the ice, resulting
in suffocation of the occupants.

The abundant vegetation will hasten the final filling of the pond.
As it approaches extinction, it may dry up during the dry months, but
have enough water in it to support organisms during the wet season. In
such instances, the organisms must be able to form spores, migrate, or
withstand drought, and this creates an unusual community, known as the
temporary pond community.

The shores of ponds will reveal the future development of the pond,
for as the pond fills in the shoreline approaches the spot that used to
be the center of the open water. From the open water to the shoreline,
the following plant zones or communities may be observed: submerged
aquatics, floating aquatics, emergents. From the shoreline to the climax
community around the pond, the following zones may be seen: rank her-
baceous vegetation, shrub, temporary tree, and climax forest. As succession
proceeds, each community will rep]ace the one next to it toward the center
of the pond. The final stage in the standing water succession will be
comoleted when the climax community covers the area once occupied by water.
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FIELD WORK IN THE POND COMMUNITY

Obtain water samples from locations as dii cted by the instructor, and
from them determine the oxygen and carbon dioxide concentrations, and pH.
Also note the temperature readings from these locations. Determine the
depth of the water.

Collect plankton samples, to be examined for composition later.
Numbers and kinds of species present should be noted. Dip nets may be
used to collect large invertebrates, and 5F:ines for fish, organisms from
mud bottoms. Note kinds and abundan e of i1 animals found.

Make careful observations on the plant life present, from the sub-
merged quatics in toward shore, inclrding the flc: ing aquatns and
emergent aquatns. Also observe the zones of communities on shore, from
shoreline back to the climax vegetation (if any) around the pond. What
are the dominant plants of each zone?

In what ways are the physical conditions of each zone different from the
preceding zones?

Is this pond relatively productive?

What factors may affect its productivity?

How will its productivity affect the rate of succession of the pond ta
dry land? List the kinds and numbers of organisms in each trophic level.
Does this represent the true picture of energy flow through the community?

Appropriate for grades

J. Milam
R. Hicks
S. Menendez

8, 10.
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AQUATIC con UNITIES

PYRAMID OF TROPHIC LEVELS
IN FRESHWATER COgMUNITIES

Consumer Level III
(feeders on level II)

Consumer Levei Il
(feeders on level I)

Consumer Level I
(feeders on producers)

Producers
(Convert light energy intr.) chemical energy)

Examples of organisms belonging to the var

Producers
Photosynthetic bacteria
Floating algae
Attached algae
Bryophytea
Submerged, floating, and

emergent vascular plants.

Consumer Level I
Feeders on phytoplankton

Protozoa
Sponges
Tardigrades
Bryozoans
Cladocerans
Rotifers
Copepoda
Haliplid beetles
Mosquito larva
Clams
Snails
Some fish (e.g., gizzard

shed)
Feeders on larger plants -

Bryophytes and vascular plants
Nematodes
Crayfish
Mayfly larva
Snails
Ducks
Muskrats, beavers

ous trophic levels:

Scavengers
Feeders on dead organic matter,

often in particulate form, from
all trophic levels
Bacteria Cladocera
Protozoa
Planaria
Nematodes
Rotifers
Bryozoans
Anaclids

Copepods
Ostracods
Amphipods
Blackfly larva
Clams

Consumer LevelII
Feeders on zooplank

Planaria
Rotifers
Nematodes
Cladocerans
Copepods
Blackfly larva
Mosquito larva
Juvenile fish

Feeders on larger
invertebrates

Dytiscid beetles
Odareta nymphs
Water scorpions
Dragon flies
Water bugs
Small fish
Frogs, salamanders
Turtles
Birds
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Consumer Level_ III
n Feeders on larger in-
vertebrates and small fish

Large carnivorous
fish such as trout,
pickerel, bass,
sunfish

Large frogs
Turtles, snakes
Birds
Otter



Exercise: Clue Charts for Identification of Trees.

Thj exercise can also be used for the study of flowers.

Purpose: To make them aware of and familiar with the various types

of trees their various leaf shape the length it

takes a tree to grow to maturlty - the average height of

a family group usage.

At the end of this exercise the childr n shou d be familiar with the

following:

1. Know at least 15 types of trees, if not more.

2. Know the section of the country they are dominant.

3. Know some of the reasons why they will n t grow in

other sections of the country.

4. Know the usual length of time it takes for a full

grown tree.

S. Know the height of the family groups.

6. Know the main usage of the wood from these tr is.

7. Know their various leaf shapes,

Materials needed:

1. A plastic bag for o- 1 cting spe imens of the various

trees in that area-

2. A note pad and pencil or ball point pen

3. Microscope to study specimens

4. Manual - "Master Tree Finder" T. Watts
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Why study trees?

Trees are the orly source for lumber in building wooden

houses as well as for fuel for some homes at the present time.

Everyone that is teachable should know the various trees

in the section of the co ntry where they live, This is impor-

tant for building as well as for planting trees for the

beautification of your homes.

Knowing the various types of trees is also important if

you are interested in making a liv ng growing them.

If this exercise is modified to study flowers, students

wil] need the manual - "Flower Finder" by M. T, Watts.

Corine Glore
Northside Elementary

LEVEL: FIFTH AND EIGHTH GRADE



Exercise: Microsuccession in Rotten Logs

Purpose: To investigate the various stages of microsuccession and the
types and relative abundance of life associated with each type of rotten
log communities.

Behavioral Objecti es: At the conclusion of this exercise, the student
will be able to:

A. Identify trees representing the various stages in microsuccession.

B. Compare and contrast the types of life in the various stages of micro-
succession.

C. Compare the quantities or relative abundance in each kind of rotten
log.

The principle of succession may be demonstrated in microhabitats

within a community, such as plant galls, fecal droppings of large

mammals, and rotting logs, In each case, the microhabitat undergoes

physical and chemical changes which accomplish its destruction, and

its remains become a part of the soil of the community. The- physical

and chemical changes are brought about by biotic forces primarily.

Bacteria, fungi, invertebrat_s, and vertebrates all aid in changing the

original microhabitat.

In case of the rotting log microsuccession, the changes may begin

while the dead tree is still standing. At that time certain insects

and other invertebrates may inhabit the bark and outer wood. Birds

and mam als may use hollow parts for nests.

The tree finally falls to the ground after being weakened by the

boring insects and the rotting effects of bacteria and fungi. The

bark is probably already off, and thus the first inhabitants of the

tree will now be replaced by new ones. The wood will be further

riddled with borine, and more fungi may gain entrance to the inner

parts of the wood.
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The plants d animals change the wood both physically and chemically,

until once again, a new kind of community is found in the log. At this

stage, the inside of the log may be "punky", while the outer shell remains

firm. In such a condition, logs often serve as homes for small mammals

such as the common shrew and white foo ed mice, as well as lizards and

salamanders.

Eventually, even this outer shell disinegrates under the attack of

organisms, and the log, now nearly a part of the forest floor, plays host

to still a different set of organ sms. For example, many of the smaller

snakes like the ring-necked and worm snake f nd this habitat suitable to

their needs. These will finally disappear as the log is completely decayed.

Procedure: FIELD WORK IN ROTTEN LOG MICROSUCCESSION

In any one log, the succession from the dead tree stage to the stage

where the log has become part of the forest floor takes several years.

Ob ervation _f this succession may be witnessed in a few hours by

examining several logs of the same species in the same community, at

different stages of decay. T e instructors will indicate trees repre-

senting stages in the mir osuccession, and the class _ay then make various

observations on these stages.

Stage I: Standing dead tree.

there bark on the tree? If so, is it easily removed?

Is the wood hard and dry? What invertebrates can you find under the

bark, or in the wood? Are wood borers present? Are any vertebrates,

such as squirrels or birds, nesting in the tree? Record all species of

anithals found.
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age II Newly fallen tree.

Is there any bark on the tree at this stage? Is the wood firm or

soft, wet or dry? What invertebrates are found in it or in the wood?

Are any borers present? (An axe may be necessary here to observe deep

tunnels in the wood.)

List all species and their relative abundnce,

Stage III Log rotting inside, but hard on outs d

Lift off the outer shell, and closely examine the contents. Break

apart the shell, being careful to note all invertebrates, Rake through

the punky p- t of the log, being especially watchful for lizards snakes

and salamanders, as well as invertebrates. Record all species and their

numbers. Are there any mammal runways in or under the log?

Stage IV Completely rotten log,

Rake through the rotten wood as in the stage thr e log, noting

all species observed and their quantities l- the wood more moist

or less so than in the previous stag

In which stage were the most kinds of animals found? In which

stage were the most animals of all species found? What is the most

striking physical difference between the first and the last stage of the

succession? How can you describe the chemical diff.?rence between the

first and last stages?

Appropriate for grades, S, 8, 1.CL

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shirley Memendez

8 2
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EXERCISE: THE RELATIONSHIP OF MOISTURE AND LIGHT TO TREE GROWTH

Objective:

To provide field exercises to show the groth and development of

individual trees.

Concept:

I. The forest is made up of groups of trees rather than ind vidual

trees.

2. Each tree lives in a slightly different environment and this

environment affects the growth and development of the tree.

3. The growth of a tree dep nds on a combination of environmental

factors including available light and available moisture.

4. Different species of trees have different characteristics.

Vocabulary:

1. Competition

2. Environment

3. Photosynthesis

4. Suppressed

S. Crown (of tree

6. Pruning

Materials:

Increment borer

8 3
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Evaluation:

1. Why do open-grown trees have more limbs?

2. Where does a plant get its food?

3. Why do trees in valleys grow faster and larger than trees on

ridges?

4. How is a tree like a factory?

Instructional Procedure:

Effect of moisture on plant growth.

1. Review the concept of environment.

Discuss the environment of two trees with emphasis on

available moisture (one tree on moist site, one on dry sit

Point out each tree's environment.

a. Are there larger trees around it? How many are

competing for moisture?

b. Are there smaller trees around it? How much competition

do they present for moistuve?

c. Are there grasses, herba eous plants and brush? How

much water do they use?

d. Is the soil here moist or is it dry? Why do you think

this? How deep is the local water table?

e. What is the exposure of the site to the sun? Does it

face north, south, east, or west? North and east sites

are generally more moist than south and west fac ng slopes.

8 4
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3. Take core samples on the two trees.

a. Count annual rings,

b. Point out the d ffe enee in growth rate - relate this to

available moisture

c. Point out the diffe ence in growth rate in years of

drought.

d. Trace the history of the area by the width of the growth

rings.

Effect of light on plant growth

1. Pick out two trees of the same species, one open grown, the

other in a dense timberstand.

2 Discuss the environment of the trees.

a. Are there large trees around it? How much sunlight can

the tree get from the sides? from directly above?

b. Are there smaller trees around it? Do they get much light?

NOTE: Certain species of trees are tolerant of shade and

can grow and prosper in the shade. Soft (red) maple

is a species so adapted. Generally the more

valuable spe ies require much sunlight.

c. Are there many grasses and bushes around the tree? Generally

there is less of this type of vegetation in a dense timber

stand.

3. Compare the age and growth rate of the two trees. Take core

sample to do this.
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Have the class discuss the effect of light on plant growth.

a. Point out that both light and moisture were in greater

availability in the open grown plant.

b. Briefly go into the concept of photosynthesis. Explain

the inter-relationship of moisture and light.

A green plant gets moisture from the soil, carbon dioxide

from the air, and uses these as the raw materials to pro-

duce a simple sugar. Sunlight provides the energy necessary

to make this change. (Oxygen and some water are given off

in the process.)

This simple sugar has the same role in the life of a tree

as food does in the life of a human. The basic sugar made

into more complex materials such as cell walls by the

addition of elements and minerals (minerals come from

the soil).

Ask why the open-grown tree has more limbs and a greater

crown. Answer. The lack of sunlight causes forest-g-o n

limbs (lower limbs) to die and fall off but in the open-

grown trees, these limbs get enough light to survive.

LEVEL: EIGHTH AND TENTH GRADES

T.V.A. FORRESTER LESSON PLAN
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Behavior of an Orb-weavinc, Spider

Purpose: To investigate the behavior of an orb-weaving spider
in web-weaving and predatory prey relationships in several
webs.

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of this investigation
the student will be able to:

1. Draw a diagram of the web.
2. Identify the orientation of the w

In most parts of the U.S. the orb-weaving sp ders are easily l'ound through-
out the warmer parts of the year. One of the common species is the golden
orb-weaver, Argiope_aurantia, which in some areas is extremely abundant.
This exercise is best performed where at least several webs may be
observed.

In a suitable habitat chosen by the instructor, divide into small
groups and locate webs of an orb-weaving spider. Observe and record
for each web the folio ing data:

1. position of the spider in the web
2. orientation of the web in respect to direction
3. orientation of the web in relation to the earth, (e.g.

vertical, horizontal, or at what angle)
4. draw as accurately as possible a diagram of the web

Gather a number of insects of suitable size (e.g., small grasshoppers,
leafhoppers, flies, etc.). Without casting a shadow on the web or disturbing
it in any way, toss an insect so that it is caught in the web. Observe and
record the activities of the spider. How long does it take. it to reach the
prey? Does it approach directly or by a devious route? What is its first
activity in respect to the prey? Does it bite at once? How does it
immobilize the prey? Does it then begin to feed immediately or does it leave
its prey? Repeat the operation as many times RS required to observe and
understand fully the responses of the spider

Cut or break one of the mai:- suppporting strands of the web.
Observe and record the response of the spider. Does it immediately set
about repairing the break? How does it operate? Where does the silk for
repair come from? IS the repaired web identical in form and structure to
the original one? What happens if you break more than one thread
simutaneously?

By carefully placing a wire hoop under the web, you can fasten
the main supporting threads to the hoop with cellulose tape or masking
tape. Capture the spider and place it in a jar, then collect the net
with as little damage as possible-. You can then transport both spider
and web to the laboratory. Here you can make as many observations on its
behavior as time and ingenuity permits. What happens ir you alter the
orientation of the web with respect to direction? Light? Plane on the
earth?

8 7
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Will the spider feed normally with the position of the lArGb altered?
What effect do changes in temperature, humidity, chemical stimuli,
etc., have on the spider's behavior?

A spider removed from its web and placed in a suitable artifical
environment will build a new web. If time permits, observe and record
the exact order of events of web-building. Will the spider build in
the dark? If so, does this web look the same as one built in the light?

Appropriate for 5, 8, 10.

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shirley Menendez
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Exercise: Bird Behavior

Purpose: To observe various types of bird behavioral patterns and
estimate the bird population of the area.

Materials: 1. Binoculars

2. Bird identification book

Behavior Objectives:

1. Identify behavior patterns that are characteristic of certain birds.

2. Compare the relative abundance of certain kinds of birds in the

area.

Procedure:

Designate an area of suitable size for the class (This is to be

determined by the teacher).

Make a cover map of the area, indicating major vegetational types, and

draw grid lines on it. Each student can then be assigned a portion

of the area in which he will walk the grid lines during the period of

time alloted. Each student will proceed along the assigned route, walk-

ing very slowly (preferable in early morning). If a bird is observed,

stop walking, and do not make any fast movements. Raise binoculars

slowly to your eyes. Do not attempt to follow the birds you sight.

Mark on your area map each bird observed, indicating by standard

sights any activities and the direction in which the bird moved.

Watch for behavior actions, such as manner of flying, feeding, communica-

tions, habitat where seen, etc.

Note any behavioral actions exhibited such as:

1. manner flying-darting, undulating, soaring, flapping, alternate

flapping and gliding, etc.
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2. special actions-tall wagging, darting from perch and quickly

returning, continual hopping about, climbing tree t unks

3. feeding-method of feeding, type of food

4 communication-calls, songs, drumming or pecking where the birds

are while communicating

S. habitat in which seen, and location of the habitat (e.g., oak-

hickory forest in upper branches)

6. distress action - how did it react when it saw you?

7. interrelations with members of its own species

8. interrelations with members of other bird species

In the classroom, all observation can be gathered and correlated, and the

bird population of the area can be estimated.

GRADE LEVEL: FIFTH, EIGHTH, AND TENTH.

Joe Milam
Shirley Menendez
Ricky Hicks
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CLUE CHART FOR BRD IDENTIFICATION

SIZE SHADE SHAPE

-1,---

SURROUNDINGS SWEEP SONG

ird Characteristics

Size Is the bird larger than a sparrow (6 inche or a robin (10 inches)?
a crow (20 inches)?

Shade - Areas of the body where colors are located variations in color at
the throat, belly, wings, tail, and markings of feathers)

Shape a. body shape (plump, sleek, thin, short and stubby, or streamlined)
b. head and bill shape (bill is thick or thin or long or short)
c. tail shape (rounded, wedge, square, notched)
d. wing shape (rounded, pointed, ragged)
e. leg shape (long or short)

Surroundings - Where was the bird located: (tree top, certical position on
tree trunk, in a wooded area, meadow, telephone wire, fence post,
prairie, along the country road, swimming or floating on water,
other)

Sweep - What were the flight characteristics? (jerky, darting, swooping, irre-

gular flight)

Song - Are there phonetic sounds such a "raspy, chip-chip, peter-peter?" or
a trill?

Da
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BACKGROUND MATERIAL FOR ANIMAL ECOLOGY

HOLES

Burrows and other openings used by animals seem to have a natural appeal
for children. The shape and size of the opening can lead to interesting specu-
lation as to its purpose. Is the opening in use? What is it being used for?
Did the animal that is using the hole construct it? Might more than one kind
of animal use it? Is it placed so that the ewner can observe from it without
being seen? Is it in a good spot for warmth? What does its location in a
river bank or at the base of a tree tell about the habits of the owner? What
can be learned about soil composition from the opening?

Many sorts of openings in the earth are dug or used by many different
kinds of animals. These openings range from the earthworm or crayfish tunnels
to bears' dens and the nests of kingfishers and bank swallows. Tracks and
signs of food will give excellent clues to identifying the users of these openings.

To discover if an opening is currently in use, a student could lay small
pieces of material across the mouth of the hole. If the material has been pushed
aside after a length of time, something is using the hole.

Wildlife managers and zoologists can identify mammal burrows in the
field from a sample of guard hairs collected from the animals that occupy the
burrows, a simple key, and a magnifying glass.

The hair samples can be collected with the aid of some soft number nine
or twelve guage wire that has been hammered flat. These are shaped into loops.
A wire is then placed where it will be rubbed by the passing animal. The rough
edges will collect some of the animal's hair as he pushed through the hole.
The animal is uninjured in this process except for the loss of a few loose
hairs. If no wire is available in the field, it would be worthwhile to try
some rough-barked wood, wood with cuts in it, or burdoct-like vegetation
that might pull off hairs.

WHERE TO LOOK

To the uninitiated, almost any small hole in the ground is a "snake hole".
However, a bit of observation and patience usually proves it to be the burrow
of one of the small mammals.

Natural openings: Mice, as a rule, do not dig burrows. They will some-
times use those dug by other animals,but usually seek natural openings among
rocks and lots.

Chipmunks generally find openings in rock piles. The openings of their
homes are usually about two-inches across with no dirt piles at the entrances.
What happens to the dirt? It is often hidden among the rocks and roots at a
second entrance.

Small funnel-shaped depressions can be the result of skunks digging for
food. Often skunks move into the abandoned burrows of other animals. Let
your nose be your guide, but don't be fooled by the skunk-like odor of foxes
and some members of the mink family.

Tunnels and trenches: Tunnels where moles have pushed up the surface soil
as they "swim" through the earth are familiar sights; however, the entrances te
their deeper shafts are unrecognized. Moles push large amounts of earth through
the shafts from below. Usually an unkempt, cracked pile of raw earth is the
result. The pile generally has the last portion of earth pushed up on one side.
This has been formed into a hard cylindrical "plug." Moles more than compen-
sate for the .nuisance of their tunnels by eating grubs that eat young plants
and by aerating and cultivating the soil. Sometimes they are blamed for eating
grass roots, but the mice that enter the tunnels are the real culprits.

,

Foxes digging for food make a long trench similar to that made by a dog
burying a bone. Fox dens have an opening ten to twenty inches in diameter.
Remains of prey are usually at or near the opening. If the den is in use, it
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usually has the "skunky" odor spoken of before. Red fox dens are usually on
the sunny slope with a bare bank "lookout pose,"

Badgers are champion diggers. Their dens have an ellee:ical openIng about
eight-to-twelve inches wide with a large pile of soil, They locate in well-drained
open areas.

Woodchuck burrows are about eight inches in diameter with a number of openings.
They are usually found near wooded edges of grassy areas. Piles of dirt at
the entrance are sometimes present. Other anemels, espeeially foxes, often
use abandoned woodchuc* dens.

Riverbank homes: Along a riverbank are sometimes found the homes of
muskrat or mink. The beaver-like piles of vegetation made by muskrat are
easily seen and recognized by almost everyone. However, some muskrat dig into
river banks or lakeshores at or below water level. Sometimes openings are
back from the water and concealed with vegetetion. These bank homes are
usually difficult to find, Water conditions seem to make a difference in the
muskrat's choice of home types. Where there i5 a bend in the river, the inside
of the curve is usually more shallow and vegetaeion-filled. On that side,
the mound houses are -found, while the deeper, swifter side has bank homes.
Mink dig well above the waterline, Theer openings are about four inches
across and have a musty scent.

Banks are likely to have other openings too, A number of small circular
openings usually in a line along a soft seam or scattered in sandy banks indicate
the presence of a colony of bank swallows. Rough-winged swallows have similar
openings, but they are not grouped together. Usually they are in a very un-
stable substrate near water.

Another bird with a burrow home is the kingfisher. His nest is usually
three to four feet from the top of a bank near water. The opening is three
to five inches wide, and smaller from top to bottom. A rut or drag mark left
by each foot of the bird is sometimes apparent.

Tree dwellings: Many animals use or produce holes in trees. Few of the
tree dwellers make the holes in which they live. Openings from decay or
weathering are often modified by the animal using them. Any opening is likely
to be used. Its siee will determine the si-e range of the animal likely to
move in.

Woodpeckers do produce holes. Hairy woodpecker holes tend to have rec-
tangular openings, usually of about one and three-quarters inches wide.

Horizontal rows of shallow holes, usually on the south side of trees
with sweet sap, have been made by sapsuckers While sapsuckers do eat the
sap, they also eat the insects attracted to

Small mounds: Invertebrate burrows are a study in themselves. Earth-
worm openings surrounded by castings and "doddle bugs", or ant lions, sand
funnels are probably the most commonly seen. Try dropp ng insects into the
openings to see what happens.

Pits made by larva of tiger beetles are interesting too. They are about
the diameter of a pencil. Most of the time they are plugged by the earth-colored
head of the insect. If the insect is frightened, it goes to the bottom quickly.
A stem of grass thrust into the openings will produce a lively tussle. To
get the insect though, one must dig it up. The easiest way is to remain
very still until suddenly the hole disappears. The insect's head is filling it.
As that time a quick blade thrust into the earth at an angle will capture the larva.
Mandibles are sharp, so be careful. Take the insect back to class and try to
raise a member of one of the most colorful families of beetles.

Some crayfish make "chimneys" of rounded earth pellets up to several
inches high. The tunnels generally go down to water level.

Insect tunnels in standing and downed trees can be most interesting.
Look for the sawdust-like material at the openings. Many insects bore "egg
holes" with ovapositors. When the eggs hatch, the larva tunnel through the
wood or between the wood and bark. Many interesting tunnels and egg chambers
can be seen beneath the bark. The growth rate of the larva as well as their
number can often be determined. 9on



Exercise - STUDY OF MAMMAL SIGNS AND HABITATS

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of these activities, the students
should be able to demonstrate their skill in observation
in the outof doors by:

1. Locating eight mammal signs

2 Identify at least four mammals on the basis of tracks.

3. Identify at least two mammals on the basis of homes.

4. Locate and identify two mammal runways.

5. Identify at least two mammals on the basis of scat or droppings.

6. Locate and identify at least two mammals on the basis of teeth marks.

Rationale:

I have found this exercise has worked effectively with children ranging from

grades fifth through ninth with the greatest amount of success coming from

fifth and eighth grades. In order that this exercise work effectively

feel that it is necessary to let the children discover on their own. In order

to do this I feel that one should explain where the mammal signs may be found

and what specifically to look for'and where to look; explain to the children

the area to be covered; divide them into teams of not more than three and allow

them to cover the area on their own. If they discover some sign that they wish

to ask you about allow them to do so, but have available a handbook on mammal

habitat and allow them to find the answer to their questions themselves. It

is extremely important that the children be permitted to discover for themselves!

Terms:
Burrows: Homes in the ground
Arboreal: Homes high above the ground in trees
Terrestrial: Homes in brush piles, rock crevices, etc.
Aquatic: Homes in the water
Scat: Animal droppings
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Procedure:

Observe as many different mammal signs as you can and place them in one of the

six following clases: homes, trails, and runways, tracks, scat and droppings,

tooth marks, food storage. Homes of mammals will fall into two basic categories

burrows or homes in the ground; and homes above the ground.

Exercises:

Exercise #1 Burrows

(1) What is its diameter? Emphasize that it is important to know the diameter

in order to theorize as to what type of mammal might use that burrow. Example -

would it be more likely that a woodchuck or a field mouse would live in a burrow

6" in diameter? (2) Does the burrow have two or more entrances? (3) What

other signs do you find near the burrow, if any? If so, describe. Explain that

this is extremely important in order to get a m re definite ident fication of the

mammal which is using this burrow. 4) Does it appear to be active? (5) Is it

on a hillside near the woods or is it in a flat open field? Explain that some

mammals prefer to have their homes on a hillside while others prefer the open

field.

Exercise#2 - Homes above the ground

These homes are classified as terrestrial, aquatic, or arboreal. Terrestrial would

be homes in brush piles, rock crevices, etc. Aquatic would be homes in the water.

Arboreal would be homes high above the ground or in trees.

Example: squirrel.

(1) Is the home in a hollow tree, exposed high in a tree, in bushes or plants

near the ground? (2) Is it in a brush pile, rock crevice, beneath logs,

under flooring of an old building? (3) Is it above the water or ponds or streams?

(4) What does it seem to be made of? ) Are there any other signs near the

home?



FOOD STORES: (1) Where is the food store found? A hollow tree, buried in the

ground or elsewhere? (2) What is in the food store? The children should look

for nut hulls, twigs possibly stored or possibly buried. 3) Are there any

other signs near the food store? Tracks, etc.?

Exercise #3 - Trails and Runways

(1) Does it seem to be well used? (2) Describe the su roundings. Can you tell

where it is going? Does it appear to be going toward a water hole or toward an

open field for feeding? (4) Are there any signs that indicate what mammal might

be using the trail or runway?

Exer-i_-- #4 - Scat and Droppings

(Don't let this s are you, the teacher The children thoroughly enjoy this.)

(1) Describe by telling its shape, size, content, etc. Explain to the children

that by studying its shape, its size, and its content (Can you see any fur, bones,

etc .) that it is possible to tell almost exactly what animal this came from and

exactly what they were feeding on. (2) Draw as well as you can. (3) Collect

and place in a plastic bag.

Exercise #S - Toothmarks

(1) Where are they found? tree trunk nut hull? elsewhere? (2) Would you

say the animal was large or small and why? Explanation: You might find tooth

marks in the trunk of a tree where a beaver has been working. You might point out

to the children after they had expressed their views that by the height from the

ground that these tooth marks were on the tree that this would more than likely

be a small mammal.(3) Was that in which you found the tooth marks food? If not,

what do you think it was used for?

Exercise #6 - Tracks

(1) By using your chart you can identify the tra ks. (2) Does there seem to be

only one animal of the kind in the area or does there seem to be many? Explain

to the children that they need to check for tracks of different sizes and numbers.

8 3
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Exercise #6 - Tracks (cont.)

(3) Draw the track. (4) If weather permits, make a plaster print of the

track. Explain that they need to select a clear track and remove all debris

such as sticks, leaves, etc. from the track being very careful not to destroy

the track. Place twigs or cardboard strips around the track. Mix the plaster

to a ratio of two parts plaster to one part water or until it is about as thick

as pancake batter. Pour plaster into the track and allow to dry. Allow enough

time also for the track to harden so plaster will not break when lifting from

the earth. Tell children to let the track set over night before they try to

clear away the dirt.

Keith Chapman

LEVEL: FIFTH AND EIGHTH GRADE
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Exercise: Nocturnal Activity

Purpose: To determine the period when the largest number of animals
and species are active and to determine any correlation
between animal activity and abiotic factors of the environ-

ment.

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of this observation, the stu-
dents will be able to state

A. The time poriod during which the largest
number of animals are active.

B. The effect of abiotic factors on activity
of animals.

Materials: Sugar lure, aluminum paint, small paint brushes

An important behavioral pattern of any animal species is its time of

activity. Many Animals are active at night, yet all animals that are
nocturnal are not active at the same hours. Some are active early in
the morning hours. An appreciation of the interrelationships of animals

can be gained by a night's study of the activity of animais in a wood lot.

A trail will be set up by the instructor through a woods containing several
stumps or logs. Such a woods would preferably be a climax community, where

leaf litter is thick, and animals abundant. Commencing at dusk, the class
will cover the trail, stopping at each log or stump to note the kinds and
numbers of-animals found and their positions on trunks and stumps. Each

invertebrate may be marked with a dab of aluminum paint. The trail will

be retraced at regular periods throughout the night. As the night wears
on, it will be seen that various species appear at certain times and then

move up and finally down the trees. Light traps (see p. 91) and sugar
lures may also be used and checked at regular intervals to gain an idea

of the time of activity of.various species. Sugar lures may be prepared
with brown sugar and/or molasses, mixed with bananas or crushed apples.

The mixture is allowed to age a bit, until slightly fermented when it will

produce an attractive odor. It is then brushed on suitable trees along

a woodland trail.

When not engaged in observing Animals on the trail, the students will make
hourly records of wind velocity, relative humidity, evaporation rate and

temperature.

From the data gathered, you should be able to determine:

1. the period during which the
2. the period during which the
3. any correlation of activity

humidity, or other physical

largest numbers ofanimals are active
moat apecies are active
ofraniMala with the time, tomperature,
fadtors

What advantage might it be for a species to have a genetically determined
hour of activity (modifiable by local environmental conditions)?

Byl: Joe Milam Rickie HicVs, Shirley Menendez

LEVEL: FIFTH, EIGHTH AND TENTH GRADES



STUDENT:

Location:

NOCTURNAL ACTIVITY

DATA SHEET

DATE:

Weather:

TOUR I

Time Air temp., surface
Rel. hum., surface Air temp., 3 ft.
Rel.'hum., 3 ft. Wind velocity

Species Quant. Habitat Distance
from ground

NOTE: As many tours as desired bay be set up and conducted.



A BIRD HABITNT ST Y

Purpose:

The purpose of this exercise is to acquaint the student with
the life histories and habitats of some of our native bird species.

II. Objective:

At the end of this exercise the student will be able to identify
the call, song, habitat, and feeding and nesting habits of at least
one species of native birds.

II1. Materials:

The materials needed for this exercise are a notebook and pencil,
a field guide to the birds, and binoculars.

IV. Procedure:

Each student should locate a bird and identify its species. The
student should then follow this bird or a member of the same species
for approximately one hour taking accurate field notes during this
interval. Some of the aspects of the birds habits which the student
are as follows:

(a) feeding habits where and on what does it feed

(b) the type of habitat it frequents

(c) if it is a forest dweller the vertical zone it occupies
canopy, subcanopy, understory, or ground cover

(d) the location of its nest if it is during nesting season

(e) a description of the nest

(f) the song and call

Upon returning to the classroom the student should write a life
history paper on his bird species using his field notes and reference
books. The students might find it interesting to exchange information
through oral reports or classroom discussions.

REFERENCES

Bent, A. C. 1964 Life_Histories of North American Woodpeckers, Dover
Publications, Inc. New York.

Bent, A. C. 1968 Life Histories of North American Cardinals Grosbeaks,
Buntin s Towhees Finches, Sparrows, and Allies, Dover Publi-
cations, Inc. New York.

Blachly, L. and R. Jenks 1963 Naming the Birds at a Glance, Alfred A.
Knopf, Inc. New York.
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Housman, L. A. 1946 Field Book of Eastern Birds, G. P. Putnam's
Sons, New York.

Peterson, R. T. 1934 A Field Guide to the Birds, Houghton Mifflin
Company, Boston

Douglas Buckner
Gary Thompson

LEVEL: TENTH GRADE
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EXERCISE: SOCIAL STUDIES - Cemetery

Behavioral Objectives:

Follo ing this exercise the student should be able to:

1. Identify graves of perso s over five years old dying before 1900.

2. Identify graves of persons over five years old dying after 1920.

Name data such as birth date, death date, age, and wars represented
in the cemetery, different countries represented, interesting epitaph
and work space, different materials used in making gravestones.

4. Interpreting data about average ages found on gravestones.

Materials: pencil, paper, list of questions

I. Activity: Go to a graveyard and answer the following questions:

1. For five graves of persons over five years old dying before 1900,
list birth date, death date, age, work space, and average death
age for the five persons.

2. For five graves of persons over five years old, dying after 1900,
list birth date, death date, age, work space, and average death
age for the five persons.

3. Record three interesting epitaphs.

4. List different wars represented in this century.

5. List different materials found in making gravestones.

6. List different countries represented.

7. Interpret the information found in answering question 1 and 2 to
draw some conclusions about the differences in average death ages.

Jane McCool
LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE



SOCIAL STUDIES

EXERCISE: Old Homesites

PURPOSE: To learn something of the homes and daily life of the people
who lived in this section of Kentucky in the middle and late
1800's.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

After this exercise is concluded, the student should be able
to:

1. Recognize different kinds of locations for homes.

2. Identify materials used in the early homes of this region.

3. Have some idea of how the people made their living.

4. Know something of their communication with each other and the outstide
world.

MATEICALS: Notebook and pencil for note taking, compass and worksheet.

PROCEDURE: Go to at least three or four different homesteads.

ACTIVITY 1. Obs rve location

1. Is it located on a hill?

2. Is it in a valley?

3. Is there any source of water nearby?

4. Is this home near others?

5. Is the location in a wooded place?

ACTIVITY 2. What materials were used in the buildings?

1. Wood?

2. Brick?

3. Rock?

4, Dirt?

5. Glass?

6. Nails?



ACTIVITY #3. Observe any evidence of how these people wade a living.

1. Does the land appear flat or hilly?

2. Does the land seem fertile?

Do any fences that might have been used with cattle still
remain?

4. Is the river near enough to he uaed in making a living?

5. Are there many barns?

6 Ic the home izear enough to the iron mines for someone to
go to work there?

ACTIVITY 4. Consider the daily life of the people.

1. Is the home in or near town?

2. How did they communicate with others?

3. How did they get their mail, clothes and other supplies?

4. How many rooms does the house have?

5. What bath or toilet facilities can be seen?

6. How was the house heated?

7. Does the house seem to have ever been painted?

8. Do you find any trees, shrubs, grass, or flowers that
were planted by a pers

Jessie Huie
LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE
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EXERCISE - Observation visit to the farm

Behavioral Objectives:

At the conclusion
1. Identify
2. Describe
3. Name the

of this exercise, the student vhould be able to:
and name the various animals observed on the farm.
uses of the various animals on the farm.
various crops observed on the farm.

Materials: Notebook and pencil for taking notes.

Activity:

Questions:

Visit all the barns, pastures, fields, pens, and exhibits.

1. How many kinds of rabbits did you see?
2. Why do farmers raise sheep?
3. What does the mule do for the farmer?

(Other similar questions pertaining to the animals and crops on
the farm)

4. What evidence did you find of birds living in the barns?
5. What kind of birds live in the barns?

Jane McBride
LEVEL: PRIMARY UNIT



SOCIAL STUDIES

UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES IN THE LAND BETWEEN

THE LAKES RECREATION AREA

By

DORIS CRUTCHFIELD

JACKSON SCHOOL
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UTILIZATION OF RESOURCES IN THE LBL RECREATION AREA

UNIT OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this unit the students will have

1. visited the LBL Recreational Area,

2. used a contour map to orient themselves
and to travel.

3. constructed an elevation map.

4. assessed the natural resources.

5. identified the physical and natural traits of the previous
residents.

6. established the values the people who lived in the LBL
placed on the natural resources and stated ways they
adapted to or modified their env±ronment.

7 given examples of technology, their source and compensation
to the people.

BASIC INFORMATION:

This is a five lesson unit planned for fifth grade students.

Students should have a background in anthropol gy and be ready

to focus upon the economic choices that people make as they

seek to adapt to the natural resources available to them in their

physical environment.

It is suggested that it be used as Unit IV on Level V of the Pa-

ducah Public Schools Social Studies Curriculum.

The folio ing references are available:

1. Environmental Education. Objectives and Field Activities, by
the Paducah Public Schools Environmental Education Staff.

2. Land Between the Lakes, by Frank Smith.

2
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TVA Bulletins, Golden Pond, Kentucky.
The iron Industry in Land Between the Lakes
Land Between the Lakes
Land Between the Lakes Pact Sheet
TVA Today
Welcome to Lake Barkley
Land Between the Lakes Project Report

4. Former residents of LBL.

5. Visitors Center LBL
a. displays
b. movie

6. The Land Between the_Rivers, by Ed Huddieston, Nashville
Banner, Nashville, Tennessee.

7. William Kelly A True Histor of the So-called Bessemer
ocess, by Boucher.

Scott Foresman,

Harcourt, Brace

10, Harcourt, Brace

United States, Unit VII.

(Orange) Units III and IV.

(Purple), Unit III.

UNIT PREASSESSMENT

Place a check by any or all of the endings that make the

statements true:

1. The crest of a hill way be
_(a) a peak at the top of the hill.
(b)Ithe valley between two hills.
(c) a ridge or horizonital line formed by the

meeting of two sloping surfaces.

2. A contour map shows
(a) the physical features of an area of land.
(b) the roads in a given area.
(c) the altitude or elevation of the land.

Adapting to the environment means
(a) accepting the situation.'
(b) making changes in ones environment.

4. Modifying the environment means
(a) accePting-!the situation.
(b) making changes in ones environment.



5. To increase the production of food a farmer can
(a) change his environment.
(b) travel farther for his food.

It is easier to
(a) change the climate.
(b) change the land.

7. Better farmland is usually
(a) on top of a hill.
(b) on the side of a hill.
(c) at the foot of the hill.

8. Modern technology
(a) aids conservation of natural resources.
(b) destroys natural resources.
(c) may aid or destroy natural resources

and therefore depends on planning.

9. Before iron becomes steel
(a) it must be heated again.
(b) more impurities are removed.
(c) sometimes certain amounts of chemicals are added.

10. Shipping and railroads
(a) are essential to steel production.
(b) are non-essential to steel production.

11. Steel making centers should be
(a) close to large cities for labor forces.
(b) close to factories which use the steel.
(c) close to raw materials.

12. Ten years ago LBL was an
(a) agricultural economy.

industrial economy.

13. :A government is to
(a) tax people unjustly,
(Li) help people solve problems.
(c) perform research andihrnish information to people.

14. Dams are built to
(a) look beautiful.
(b) control floods.
(c) produce electrical power.

ANSWERS TO PREASSESSMENT:

1.

2. a, c



3. a 8. e 13. b,c

4. b 9. a, b, c 14. b,c

5. a 10. a

6. b 11. a, b, c
7. c 12. a
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EXERCISE ONE: ORIENTATION AND TRAVEL IN THE LBL USING A CONTOUR MAP

OBJECTIVES:

By the end of this lesson the student sh uld be able to use a

contour map and land form identificati ns to

1. identify crests, peaks, ridges, slopes, valleys and cliffs.

2. determine the elevation of any location.

3. travel to any desired location.

CONCEPTS:

1. Contour map a map showing the physical features of an area
of land by means of contour lines.

2. Valley - a stretch of low land lying between hills and usually
having a stream flowing through it.

3 Crest - The top of anything, or the line or surface along the
top.

4 Peak - a crest of a hill that ends in a point.

Ridge - a horizonital line formed by the meeting of two slop ng
surfaces.

Slope - land with an upward or downward inclination.

7. Cliff.- steep rock or surface of rock.

8. Elevation - height above sea level or e.titude.

PREASSESSMENT:

The students should betaken to a location in the Land Between the

Lakes and there asked to do the following things:

1. Observe the lay of the land around him.

2. Relate his surroundings to the contour map.



LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

The contour map on the next page may he used. The letters on

the map are suggested locations for each activity.

1, The student should be allowed to discover from the preassess-
ment the accuracy of his knowledge. (A)

If the given location is a valley, travel to the nearest hill
and experience the change in elevation. (A to B)

3, Discover the crest of the hill. Determine from observation
whether the crest is a peak or a ridge. (b

4. Explore the area traveling routes that are easy to climb.
Then travel routes that are more difficult to climb.

5. Find on the map a cliff that is very difficult to climb. (c)
Plot a route that leads to the top of the cliff without actu
ally climbing the cliff.

6. State the el vation at many different locations.
(A, B, and C)

POST TEST:

1. Were the land forms identified?

2. Could the students relate the land forms to the contour map?

EVALUATION:

Were the best routes selected to travel from one area to another?

Were the stue its secure in their orientation and travel?

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE
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EXERCISE TWO: ASSESSMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES, PHYSICAL AND CULTURAL
TRAITS IN THE LLND BETWEEN THE LAKE AREA

OBJECTIVES:

While visirltg an old h- e site li tee Land Between the Lakes, the

students will

1. compare the natural resource physical and cultural traits
of the people with those he is accustomed to.

2. speculate about the affect the envi onment has had on the
physical apd cult;yral traits.

interpret the histordcal artifacts-

CONCEPTS

1. Natural Resources - actual and pote tial forms of wealth sup-
plied by nature
a. coal
b, iron ore
c. waterpower
d. rainfall
e. plants
f. animals

2 Physical traits traits inherited from our parents.

Cultural traits - traits lea ned from our family and other
groups to which we belong.

4. Historical Artifact- any object that has been made by human
work.

PREASSESSMENT:

During a group discuss.on Identify

1. natural resources found near our home.

2, which of these traits are physical and which are cultural
a. body size (P)
b. hair style (C)
C. type of food we eat (C)
d, language (C)
e. color of eyeS (P)
f. posture (C)
g. education (C)



periods of history represented by the following artifacts.
a. arrow head
b. wagon wheel
c. part of an automobile
d. surveyors marker

LEARNING ACTIVITIES:

;VIAitan old home site and establish the way the former resi-
dents made their living.

2. Look for evidence of natural resources used to live.
a. spring
b. stream for transportation or food supply
c. fuel supply (coal or wood)
d. food for animals
e. wild foods such as wild greens, fruit, nuts, minerals, or

animals.

3. Search for evidence of physical traits.
a. physical strength or weaknesses
b. race

4. Collect data to establish cultural traits.
a. size of family
b. members of family (age, relationship to each othe
c. education of family
d. social customs of family
e. religious and burial customs
f. economic status

5. DiscuSs the evidence found and arrive at a conclusion as to the
postt!ion of this family within the society.

Determine ways the family could have better used the natural
resources and their physical and cultural traits to have had a
better life,

POST TEST:

Did the students

1. identify natural resources used by the family?

2. distinguiSh between physical and cultural traits?

3. relate the artifacts to historical habitation?
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EVALUATION:

1. What natural resources do you now have that you are not using?

2. How can you alter your life pattern to better use the traits
you have?

Is it easier to change physical or cultural traits?

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE

2 0
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EXERCISE THREE: CONSTRUCTION OF AN ELEVATION MAP

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this lesson the student will have constructed an

elevation map from a contour map using heavy paper or card board.

CONCEPTS:

1. Contour map - a map showing the physical features of an area
of land by means of contour lines.

2. Elevation map - a map showing the physical features of an area
of land by means of color.

PREASSESSMENT:

Review the activity on orientation and travel in the Land Between

the Lakes using a contour map.

LEARNING ACTIVITIES

The attached contou- map may be used.

1. Trace the elevation lines from the contour map on a piece
of tracing paper.

2. Transfer the outline of each level to a separate piece cf
heavy paper or cardboard.

4

Use scissors cr a coping saw, if the cardboard is very thiec
to cut out each level.

. Paint each level a different color. Make legend to explain.

S. Glue the levels on top of each other.

POST TEST:

The completed oap

EVALUATION:

If the map is a transfer of information from the contour lines to

colors then the objectives have been reached.

LEVEL:FIFTH GRADE
106I' 3.



EXERCISE FOUR: ADAPTATION TO OR MODIFICATION OF THE ENVIRONMENT IN
THE LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES

OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this lesson and upon returning from a visit in the

LBL the class should be able to

1. distinguish between adaptation and modification.

2. speculate as to the behavior of the early settlers in the
LBL area.

3. recall evidence of adaptation and modification.

4. infer the social, economic and p litical results of adapta-
tion or modification

5 analyze the values used in adaptation ot modification to
the environment.

CONCEPTS:

1. Adaptation - adjusting to and accepting without changing
the environment.

2 Modification - changing the environment to make it more
acceptable to you.

Early settlers in LBL - are the original permanent set-
tlers. They were of Scotch-irish decent and came about
1800.

4. Evidence of adaptation
a. use of raw material unrefined.
b. lack of transportation facilities.
c. no land form changes.

Evidence of modification
a. manufacturing
b. transportation
c. man-made land forms
d. flood control
e. electrical power

FREASSESSMENT:

1. What evidence did you see of adaptation of plants and animals?
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2. Did you see any examples of adaptat on by people?

Was there any eviden e of people changing their environment?

LRARNING ACTIVITIES:

Divide the class into small w -Ring groups. Each group will

select one of the followIng topics and use the format below to

analyze the behavio- in the LEL area.

Transportation

Farming

Mining

Buildings

Recreation

Education

Manufacturing

EVIDENCE IACCEPTANCE OR
1ADJUSTMENTS

:ADAPTATION OR
.MCDIFICATION

RESULTS

2. Generalize the reasons for the choices made.

3. Discuss how these choices affect_ed the people socially,
economically and politically.

4. Speculate on the feelings of the people.
a- Were they sorry the choices were made?
b. Were the choices made by the early settlers binding

on the more recent residents?
c. What has happened to the former residents?
d. How do tha fotwer residents feel now?
e. What is the present social, economic and political

status of the former residents?

POST TEST:

Have evidences of adaptation and modification been id ntilled?
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2. Have events been related as results of these practices?

EVALUATION:

Can we always mpasu e the results of a decision by the social,

economic or political returns?

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE
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EXERCISE FIVE: TECHNOLOGY - IT'S SOURCE AND COMPENSATION TO THE PEOPLE
IN THE LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES

OBJECTIVES:

Upon returning from a visit in the LEL the students should be

able to

1. list at least three examples of technology used in the area.

2. analyze these examples by giving the source, purpose and com-
pensations of each to the people in the LEL and to the rest
of the country.

CONCEPTS:

1. Technology - knowledge or skills being put to practical use.
It may increase or limit the use of natural resources.

2. Source - the person or organization responsible for the use
of the technology.

3. Purpose - reason for choosing technical methods.

4. Compensations - results especially as weighed against another
benefit.

5 There have been three
the LBL area.
a. The first was the

natural supply of
iron ore. It was

major examples of technology used in

iron industry that came because of the
limestone, hardwood for charcoal and
not the original settlers that developed

this industry, but some Dutch ironmakers from Pennsylvania.
The second example of technology used was the distillation
of whiskey. This came as a result of poor economic condi-
tions, lack of transportation, raw material available (corn,
spring water and white oak for barrels) and the Scotch-Irish
cuabm of making whiskey for their own use.

c. The third use of technology was by the government. In an
effort to help people to solve the problem of floods and
to provide adequate ,:lectrical power for modernization es-
pecially rural areas, the government built dams across the
Tennessee and Cumberland Rivers. This also improved trans-
portation by water.

PREASSESSMENT:

1. What are ways we all use technology each day?
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2. Who developed these skills?

Why were they so cies,gneu?

4. Do you .i.ndi7fidual '::ec-:Lve any benefits
from these technoal devees?

5. usi.g these methods ro their greatest potential?

LEARN' G ACTIVTTT

1. Divide the class into ci,-Iree groups. One to represent each
the examples of -technology used in LBL.
a. iron industry
b, distillation of whiskey
c. dams

2. Each group will identify themse ves as being the source
of technical methods.

3. Defense for the purpose of the use will be prepared by each
group.

4. Evidence of compensations received by the people will be pre-
sented.

5. As each group presents their defensive evidence, the remainder
of the class will take the offensive, pointing out waste of
natural resources, unethical practices, undemocratic control
or other adverse conditions.

A class discussion as to the benefits that could have been
derived from the technical methods used.

POST TEST:

1. Have the three examples of technology u ed in the LBL been
explored?

2. Was the proper source identified?

3. Were the advantages and disadvantages weighed in each example?

EVALUATION:

1. Who has the right to decide what is good for people?
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2. Why is the government needed to protect natural resource
the rights of people?

3. How do the decisions we make aS an individual or group affect
the people all over the world?

4. Are we responsible to other people?

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE
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UNIT POST TEST:

Draw a line through the words or phrases that are not necessary

to make a true statemen

1. The crest of a hill (may, may no be a peak or a ridge.

2. A contour map uses lines to show the elevation, roP.ds) of
land.

3. Adapting to the envir nment means a_cepting, changing) the
environment.

4. To increase the production of food a farmer can (accept,
modify) his environment.

5. It is easier to change (land, climate).

6. Better farmland is usually on the top, side, foot) or a hill.

7. Modern technology (may, never, always) conserves natural re-
sources.

Advantages are received from modern technolo y through (better
planning, more natural resources).

9. A government is to (help people solve problems, collect unjust
taxes

Iron ore, limestone and charcoal were (natural resources of,
imported into) LBL.

11. Before iron can become steel most impurities are (added, re-
moved).

12. The (railroads, lack or railroads) in LBL affected the iron
industry.

13. Before LBL became a reereational area it was an industrial,
agricultural) economy.

ANSWERS TO UNIT POST TEST:

1. may

2. elevation

3. accepting

4. modify

113
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6. foot

7. may

better planning



9. help people solve problems 12. lack or railroads

10. natural resources of 13. agricultural

11. removed

12 3
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SOCIAL STUDIES

ATLANTIS IN LSL

EXERCISE:

Working in groups of ten to fifteen students while in the Land

Between the Lakes the students at the end ot this lesson will be

able to:

1. Identify discrete area.

2. Differentiate between essentials and nonesse_ ials for
survival.

3. State a hypothesis about previous inhabitant of the area.

4. Collect data from their discrete area to support the],
hypothesis.

5. Organize the data.

Establish a theory from their hypothesis and data.

Relate the theory to others by identifying the area, dis-
playing the data and giving reasons for the theory.

CONCEPTS:

1. Discrete area is one that has identifiable limits.

2. Items essential for survivial are those that are essential
to live.

An hypothesis is a Lelief that forms a basis for further
investigation.

Data is facts, figur s or items from which con lusions
can be inferred.

5. Organized data is arranging data in such a way to make it
meaningful. . It may be eliminating data that is not relevant
to the hypothesis.

6. A theory is a general principle that has considerable evidel e
to support it.

7. To relate a theory it may be written, dramatized, verbalized
or communicated in any way.So that the idea is transferred
from one person or a group of people to another person or a
group of people.
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PREASSESSMENTS:

The prea sessment will be an inquiry just prior to the instructions.

The students will be asked the following questions:

1. In what city do you live?

2. What are the boundaries of that city?

What are the things that are necessary for you to live in
that c-i=ty?

4. Where do these things come from?

5. Name things that you have that a e not necessary for your
existence,

6. How do other p ople in your city help you to live?

7. In what kind of city do you live?

List things in your city that make your city the kind of
city you think it is.

9 Can you make a generalization about your city from the
above list?

10. How could you tell others about your city?

ACTIVITIES:

1. While on a field trip in the LEL ask the group of students
to select an area they particular. like.

2. Go to the area so the students can agree upon natural boun-
daries for their area.

3. After identifying the area, the students should discuss how
they think the area might have been used by man at some par-
ticular previous time.

4 The group should scavenge the area for any evidence of man's
use of the land at the time established. This may be rem
nants of man's existence or natural evidence.

Each student should collect items, sketch, describe or take
pictures of the artifacts or other evidence.

6 The group should pool their'fiadings and discuss each in view
of the way they thought the ai7ea once might have been used.

o
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If the collection supports changes in the original idea,
make those changes and then make another supposition based
on the evidence,

After the use of the ltnd is well established, the group
should plan a way to tell their story. This may be by writing
ballads about the land and its people, creating a play about
the life that once existed in their area, painting a mural de-
picting the people as they worked and played or any other mean-
ingful way of telling their story.

8. The groups will take turn entertaining by stating their theory,
exhibiting their mus um and presenting their interpretation
of the area selected.

Doris 7utehfield

Jackson School

LEVEL: FIFTH GRP,DE

4 ai
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SOCIAL STUDIES

Homesites

Pre-trip: Background for Students

1. Location of Land Between the Lakes-----Students will complete
a blank map of LEL which includes states, counties, rivers,
and lakes.

2. History of Land Between the Lakes-----Students will read the

brief history of LBL included in the Environmental Education
Handbook.

Physical Setting Students will be familiar with the physi-
cal surroundings of LEL (including water sources, mineral re-
sources, animals, vegetation, and climate) by viewing slides
and films of the area.

PURPOSE: To familiarize the students with the basic elements settlers
need to survive and to apply these to reasons which may have
encouraged pioneers to settle in the Land Between the Lakes.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

1. At the end of the exercise, students will be able to choose the
most suitable location to settle when given a contour map, soil
samples, and a list of natural resources of the area.

2. Students will use the criteria for settlement to determine the
reasons for the location of any particular settlement in the
area.

MATERIALS:

1. Contour Map

2. Compass

3. Soil Tester

4. -Handout of Terms

PROCEDURE:

Students will go to a pre-selected site for determination of a pos-
sible settlement area.
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AfteI the deLermination exercise, students will go to an actual
homestead to relate their findings.

LEARNING ACTIV1TES-

1. Students will orientate the contour map with their sur-
roundings.

A. in a valley? (wide or narrow)

B. Is it on a hill? --eep or a gentle slope)

C. Is there any source of water nearby?

D. Is the lo ation in a wooded area.

Students will match a list of geographic terms to their
locations on the map.

A. Plain Broad, Fl t, Lev 1 Area of Land

B. Ridge A Long, Narrow Elevated Piece of Land

C. Slope- ---A Gently inclined Surface of Land

D. Cliff-------- -The High Steep Face of a Mass of Rocks

E. Elevation ------The Height of an Area

F. Sinkhole--------A Hole Formed by the Action of Water on
Solcable Rock

Students will observe water supply, soil samples, and the
slope of the land to determine if farming is possible.

A. What natural food sources are available?
wild plants

B. Is the soil fertile of infertile?

C. Is there a close source of water?

D. Is there a large enough flat area to plant crops.

(Animal or

Students will Observe the natural building materials of the
area and discuss the suitability of constructing a home with
them.

A. Wood?

B. Rock?
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C. Dirt?

D. Clay?

5. Students will examine the natural resources of the area to
determine if any industry could be initiated.

A. What mineral resources are available?

B. What type of forest resources are available?

C. Can the streams and rivers be utilized? (Fishing - ship-
ping - water power)

6. Students will discuss the possible transportation routes and
lines of communication with the outside world.

A. Could the rivers be used?

B. Are there any roads?

C. Is there any eleetrial power available?

EVALUATION:

Students will write a short essay explaining the reasons a
person might select a particular area to establish a home.

Michael Ilhardt

Raymond Moore
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EXERCISE: TEST FOR SOLID PARTICLES IN WATER

Purpose: To show the amount of solid particles in various sources of
water.

Equipment and materials: Thermometer, 3 100 ml graduated cylinders
per student group

Procedure: Find 3 different sources of water and record color,
temperature, and velocity as fast, moderate, or slow

Select 3 water samples from 3 different sources and
measure 100 ml of each sample in a 100 ml graduated
c:71inder. Allow to stand for 24 hours and by using
the units of measurement on the container, record the
amount of sediment per sample.

Questions:

1. Which of the three samples has the most sedimeat?

2. Does a fast moving stream have more sedment than a
slow moving stream?

Does warm 1120 have more solid particles than c ld H20?

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shirley Menendez

LEVEL: FIFTH, EIGHTH AND TENTH GRADE'
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Exercise: Free Carbon DioxIde Concentration in Water

Purpose: To determine Free CO2 Concentratiou

Obtain a water sample and with it fill a Nessler tube to the
100 cc mark. Be careful not to splash or agitate the water, since carbon
dioxide will eaaily come out of solution. Proceed immediately to analyze
the Sample as follows:

1. Put in 10 drops of phenolthalein solution. (5 g. phenolthalein
in 1 liter of 50% alcohol, neutralized with N/50 Na0H)

2. Titrate with N/44 Na0H. Be sure to write down the level of
NaOH befpre starting the titration.

3. The end point is reached when a pink color appears for a few
seconds under agitation. Do not titrate until a permanent pink co1or
forms.

4. Read the burette after titration, calculate the amount -f NaOH
used.

5. Multiply this amount by 10. This will give the amount of free
CO2 in parts per million that was in the sampie.

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shir3-zy Menendez

LEVEL: GRADE 10

36
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Exercise: OXYGEN CONCENTRATION IN WATER

Purpose: To determine the Oxygen concentration in water.

Glass bottles with tight-fitting glass stoppers and having a capacity
of 250 cc. are used. Make certain all glassware used is clean. Special
water samplers are available to secure water without introducing atmo-
spheric oxygen. If a sampler is not available, the water should be
obtained in such a manner as to avoid splashing or bubbling the water.
Siphons are often of use in such a procedure. Temperature of the water
should also be recorded at the time and place the water is collected.

--, If water is then transferred from the sampler to the bottle, the water
should be allowed to overflow the 250 cc. bottle 2-3 times to flush out
atmospheric oxygen. When the stopper is replaced, no air bubble should
remain.

Now proceed to analyze the water as follows: (This is known as
the Rideal-Stewart modified Winkler test). For steps 1-6 the reagents
should be added quickly and the bottle restoppered to prevent oxygena-
tion from the atmosphere.

1. To water sample add:
a glass bead to aid in mixing
.7 cc. concentrated H9SO4
1.0 cc. KMn04 solution-

2. Shake well. A pale violet to pink color should appear and persist.
If it does not, add another cc. of KMn04 solution. After the color is
established, allow the sample to stand for at least 40 minutes.

3. Add 1.0 cc. otassium oxalate solution. Let stand until the color
disappears.

4. Add: 1.0 cc. manganous sulfate solution
3.0 cc. hydroxide sodium iodide solution

5. Shake. A yellow precipitate will form. Allow this to partially
settle and then shake again.

6. Add .5 cc. of concentarted H2s04. The precipitate should dissolve.
If it does not add another .5 cc. of the acid. The yellowish color
remaining represents the iodine which has replaced the dissolved oxygen.
At this point analysis may be suspended for some time, allowing the
titration to be carried out in the laboratory.

7. Measure out 100 cc. of the water sample and titrate with the sodium
thiosulfate solution. MAKE SURE YOU READ THE LEVEL OF THE SODIUM TNIO7
SULFATE SOLUTION BEFORE YOU START TITRATING. WRITE IT DOWN. Titrate
until a very pale yellow color is reached.

8. Add 2 cc, of starch solution. The sample will turn blue.

9. Continue titrating until the sample becomes clear. The clearness
should persist under agitation;
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10. Calculate the amount of sodium thlosulfate used, in cc., and
multiply by 4/5. This w111 gI,Te roughly t!i c. parts per million of
dinsolved oxygen in the sample of water. More exactly, PPM dissolved

0 x cc.. thiosuifate used x norma:LiLtosulfate
cc. of sa

Reagents

ed

All water used:should be distilled. Salts usually dissolved in
small quantities of water first, then diluted.

Potassium permangaaate solution: 6.32 gm. KMno4 in 1 liter H20.
Potassium oxalate solution: 20 gm, K2 0204 H20 dissolved in water.

Add 4 grams of Na01-1 and dilute to I liter with water. Mangagous

sulfate soLution: 480 grams MnSO4 H20 to 1 liter of water.
Hydroxide sodium iodide solution: 50K) gm. NaOH and 135 gm. Nal
to 1 liter of water.
Sodium thiosulfate: (N/10): 24.2 gm. NaS2S037. 5 H20 to 1 liper
of water. Use cooled boiled water. Add 5 cc. of chloroform. When
this is to be used, dilute to n/100 by adding 9 parts water to I part

of this solution.
Starch solution: 3 gm. potato starch, ground with H20. Place in

500 cc. freshly boiled water. Allow to stand overnight then use
only the clear fluid.

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shirley Menendez

LEVEL: GRADE TEN
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Exercise: White-Disc Test For Water Pollution

-ose: To show visible signs of poilLtior by particles ancl dis-
coloration in various bodies of water in the area.

Behavioral Objectives:

1. Be able to identify p ssible signs of water pollution..

2. Compare the discoloration of watr in same general area.

Materials: White-disc connected with long stick which is marked
off in units of length

Procedure: While holding the disc apparatus by the stick, push

it down ttlto water until the disc is no longer visible.

Take a reading on the graduated stick and record.

After repeating this in several places, make comparisons

of visibility of water bodies. Also make comparisons of

different areas in same pond or lake.

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shirley M6nendez

LEVEL: FIFTH, EIGTH AND TENTH



Exercise: Temperature Conversion

Purpose: To develop skills in converting Fahrenheit temperature

readings to Celsius and vice versa.

Behavioral Objectives; At the conclusion of this investigation

the students will be able to calcuiate

temperature conversions.

Go to a pond. Take the Fahrenheit temperature in the shade

and in the light. Convert tho e temperatures to C.1sins readings.

to another water source and Lake the Celsius temperature

reading. Convert that temperature to Fahrenheit.

Take the temperature at your dormitory in the morning, noon,

and in the evening. Convert those Fahrenheit temperatures to Cel-

sius.

Joe Milam
Shirley Menendez
Rickie Hicks

LEVEL: GRADES FIFTH, EIGHTH A TENTH
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TEMPERATURE CONVERSION

It is= not difficult to convert
temperatures from one scale to the
other if you remember the follow-
ing. A Fahrenheit degree is only
5/9 of a Celsius degree, and 32°F
--=00.0 (the freezing point of water
If you know the temperature in
Fahrenheit degrees, and wish to
change to Celsius, you first sub-
tract 32 from the Fahrenheit
temperature and take 5/9 of the
remainder. To convert from Celsius
degrees to Fahrenheit, you.
reverse the process: Multiply
the Celsius temperature by 9/5
and add 32.

The chart on this page can be
used to convert temperature quickly
by reading across from one scale
to the other.
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Exercise: Life and Oxygen C n entration

Purposes: To determine 02 concentration in diffe ent environments

and to determine the effect various oxygen concentrations

have on fish, crayf sh, or any aquatic animal.

Behavioral Objectivos: At the conclusion of this inquiry the student

will be able to (1) recognize aquatic producers

of oxy en,

(2) determine the concentrationvot oxygen that

is required by aquatic ani- ls.

Materials: 3 glass gallon jars, 2 aquatic plants, black tape, 3 similar

aquatic animals

Proced;1 e: Take the Lree gallon jars. Fill them with water from the

same source. Measure the oxygen concentration in each con-

tainer. Cover the #1 gallon jar with black tape. Place a

plant It. In the #2 container, place an identical plant

to the one you used in container #1. Water will be the only

item in container #3. Place all 3 containers in the sun.

After the containers have been in the sun for 6-12 hours,

measure the oxygen concentration in each container.

Why does the concentration vary?

Which container has the i.ost concentration of oxygen? Why?

Which container has the least concentration of oxygen? Why?

Put one of the three similar aquatic animals in each container.

Observe them for 30 minutes. Record your observations. Explain

the reactions in each container.

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shirley Menendez

LEVEL: FIFTH, EOHTH AND TENTH GRADE
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EXERC1 5q1: A)IT)R.OGEN 10N ,-.,-,NGETR6TICW

Purpose: This ui,es e melhcd O7 acidity--
alkallti,- otl 1i..P qn'l

Behavioral Ob4eL va8 ía coneissic, of the investigation_
the student will be A. lderitif. pH Of soil and H20 and
B. Contas-1 pU ot

Materials:
pH paper
distilled
small jars with

An approximate value nf hvdrow-in n-a,-:er,tration of water,
expressed ir pH, may be obti.4Aned ts:i.ag special indicator
papers. These papers are merely dipp,?j in the water, and the
resultant color is compared to a color standard. For testing
soil pH, a small sample of sail maY 6e placed in 5 cc. of
distilled water aad s7:&,:en. well. Al'_ow the mixture to settle
and then use the '.!_udieator paper. Tbe soil should be tested
at ground level and t'r,on in the subsurface, This type of
test is not precise, and gi-4as ealv an indication, of the pH
of soil or water. It may Oe quite ipaccufate under certain
circumstances, shah as r. .igLLar organic

Go to three different sources of wafer and test the
Suggested places could he (a) the lake, (b) pond with plant
life, (c) pond wLthcet plact life, and (d) brook. Record
the results.

Collect at least three different soil samples. Suggested
sources of soil coeld "c,a (a) from the edge of the woods,
(b) inside the woods, (e) shoreULuo, and (d) open. field.

With a large enough series oE indicators, the approximate pH
of solutions can be wot'ked out. Often it is more convenient
to use indicator parer then a pigment solutlen. Indicator
paper is prepared by soa:king porous paper ina pigment solution
and then allowing it to dry. A number of plgments may be
combined in the same paper so that different ones do not have
to be tried separatel,,-. This part of the investigation makes
use of such an indicator paper.

Obtain soil satrapies Lrom differedt en.,irouments. Place about
10 g of soil in a mertar, add l0 mi of distilled water, and
grind. Pour Cie mixdure 1:1to a test tube labeled with the
name or number the soil sample. Wash the mortar and pestle
and rinse with distilled water before preparing the next sample.
Repeat this procedure tor each sample prepared. Permit the tubes
to stand for tea mit-Lutes.

Place one mic-..-osoope slide iv front of each test tube. A small
piece of test paper ou each slide. Dip aglass stirring rod into
the first sample and tr.::r.sfer a drop of the liquid to the test
paper.



HYDROGEN ION CONCENTRATION ( ont.)

Note the color of the test paper where the drop has been placed
and compare it with uhe color scale that comes with the paper.
Record the pH of the sample. Repeat this procedure f-)r each
sample, using a different stirring rod and slide in each case.

Summary:

What is the pH range for yo r samples.

According to your evidence, what types of soils are moat likely
to be acid?

Which are most likely to be alkaline?

Which are moLt likely to be neutral?

Suggest some reasons f. the differences or similarities in pH.

This method provides a comparision of the pH of the samples, but
does not give the true pH. Why?

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shirley Menendez

LEVEL: EIGHTH AND TENTH GRADE
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

Exercise: Water Study

Purpose: To detarmine the hard/soft nature of water by measuring
mineral content of samples with liquid soap.

Behavioral Objectives: After completing this activity a person
should be able to:

1. Test water aamplea from unknown sources and determine tbe d
gree of hardness/softness by using liquid Soap.

2. Justify answers to questions on water study sheet.

Materials: Sample bottles with covers; liquid soap; metric ruler;
hand pipette; time piece.

Procedure: Each team of 2 students are to collect water samples
from 4 different sources.

Measure 1 cm. of T-mter in sample bottle.

Add 1 drop of liquid soap to sample and shake vigorously
for 30 seconds. Wait 30 seconds. Measure suds layer
and record- results on data chart,

Sam le Sarn.le Source
AUmber of, ThiCkness of Suds cm.
Soa Dro s Trial 1 - Trial 2-Av

Soft/Hard
De: f Hardnes

_AI

Number of Drops
0-5
5-10
10-15

Hardness
Very soft
Medium
Very Hard

1. What makes water hard?
2. What prevents soap from sudsing in hard water?
3. Why does itHcost more to.wash With hard water than with soft?
4. How can hard water become softened?
5. What effect would hard water have on the water pipes of your

home?

Charles A. Cissell

LEVEL: FIFTH-AND EIGHTH GRADE
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ENVIROMMENIAL ElnICATION

EXERCISE: Soil Study

Purpose To sampl .--. soil in. Eody di±trant envitonmeat& in order to determine
the signifieane of texture, tepAper-ture, moisture content,
and acid/alkal. rarht.

P:,4Aavioral Otjecttves: After compug Lhis activity a person should be
able to:

recognize and identifj threE pclu,!ipal components of soil.

distinhish betweee 1.1-2t materIal (organic matter) present
in soil and mineral matecial (organ-lc. matter) present in
soil sampis taken. Erom nall.cown sources.

3. record the pH -valuo of sll sample to accuracy of .5 of
a point.

4. to satisfactorily suppLr't answErs to guide questions on soil
study activity sjet,

Materials: Chemical soil test kit; sporye; knife; metric ruler; hand lens;
_soil thermometer.

Procedure: Each team of 2 students are to ebose one of 4 environments
for test sampling--
1, Open field
2. Edge of Woods
3. Interior of woods
4. Near edge of wate.

Measure temperature of Ole air and compare with the-s,,il
temperature. 1,

Oss -4poon and knife to dig 20 cm. down iEto soil in three
sample areas of Ce cnvironmeTit selected. If litter is
present over the sample area, expose the soil surface before
starting to work.

Examine ot test soil sample at each 5 cm. level of depth in
the three sample holes and recrd information requested on
the data sheet.

Answer questions on the actiNity
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ACTIVITY SHEET

ENVIRO TENTAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

SuIL L,TUDY

Purpose: To sample soil in 4 niffereaL physical environments in order to
determine the significarc color, texture, temperature,
moisture content, and acidL..lcaline chemical nature.

Work in teams of two for this exercise. Your teacher will per i_ you to
choose an area of study.

RECORD THE TINIFGRMATION REQUESTED ON THE DATA CHART AS ACCURATELY AS POSSI-
BLE.

If litter (grass, lealres, wigs) cover the soil surface, remove it before
you begin to work. Choose three sample areas and dig a hole 20 cm. down
in the soil.

Ex mine a soil sample at each 5 e . depth carefully with the hand lens.
Wh t is the so l composed of?

Is topsoil present?

How deep is it?

Can you identify plant material from mineral -aterial? How.

Hold a small sample of soil near your ear and rub it between your finger
Can you identify particles of sand, silt, and clay?

Describe the appearance of each. (Use hand lens)

Squeeze soil sample together in your hand. Do they form a ball? What
does this indicate to you concerning moisture content?

Follow the instructions in the soil test kit and determine the chemical
nature of the soil (acid/alkaline or base) at each 5 cm. depth of the
three sample areas. (1)o not touch the soil test equipment with your
hands or the soil sample you plan to test. Why is this important?)

is soil formed?

How do the forces of nature help to produce soil?

7



ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION ACTIVITIES

[ Envirorment of Sample

SOIL STUDY DATA SHEET

Sample Sample Sample
1 2 3

Soil Color

Soii Texture

Moisture of Soil

Soil pH

Soil Condition

Air Temperature

:Soil Temperature

0 cM.

5 cm.

10 cm.

Average

! 20 cm.

KEY

COLOR TEXTURE MOISTURE CONDLTION

Very Dark Gravel Dry Rich
Dark Sand Moist Poor
Light Silt Wet Eroded
Very Light

Charles A. Cissell
LEVEL: EIGHTH AND TENTH GRADE
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EXERCISE: PARTICULATE FACTOR

Purpose: To collect aid measure the amount of solid material in a

g i en volume of air.

Materials: (per c llec ion tion)

1. three wire coat hangers
2. one gallon size plastic con ai ers with lids (ice cream

bucket may be used)
3. masking tape
4. one petri d;_sh
5. three wire hooks
6. three 12 inch wooden stakes
7. heavy gauge string
8. scales (optional)
9. wire pliers

10. three sheets of white paper
11. scissors
12. hand lens

Procedure: Distribute five plastic containers approximately 500 feet

apart along a trail. Remove the lid from each and in the bottom of

each container place a white paper disc that completely covers the

bottom of the container. Secure the containers by using the follow-

ing method:

If the containers are placed on the ground, place 3 stakes around each

and drive the stakes 6 to 8 inches in the ground leaving about 6 inches

of the stake above ground. By using wire pliers construct 3 wire with a

loop in one end of the hook. Place the hooks over the edge of the plastic

containe . Tie one end of a heavy gauge string to the loop of the wire

hook and pull the hook snug over the side of the container. Now tie the

other end of the string to the wooden stake. Do this with all three

hooks and the container should be tightly secured. By using three wire

coathangers, construct a ringstand above the container. Tape the

straightened hook of the coat hanger to a stake to secure it. It will

also help If you tape the rIng section of the three coat hangers together.



Check the containers each day and after three days collect the con-

tainers and place the tops on each one. Take the containers back to

the lab and do the following exercises.

If rain occurs during your experiment, let tl)e H20 evaporate before

trying to remove tbe particulates.

A. By using the formula for finding the area of a circle, calculate

the number of particulates in each container per unit area. Do this

by figuring the area of the top of each c_ t iner A =41"r2

B. If the amount of particulate is sufficient, weigh it and calculate

the weight per unit volume.

C. Which color of material (particulate seems to be the most dominant?)

(Use your hand lens)

Joe Milam
Rickie Hicks
Shirley Menendez

LEVEL : FIFTH AND EIGHTH GRADE
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EXERCISE: A Stream Valley

Behavioral Objectives: Follo ing this exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Describe the three distinct cycles which a stream valley goes through
from birth until destruction to birth again.

2. Plot the course of the channel of the stream being investigated.

3. Identify the land and water formation which occur in a stream
valley.

Information:

The purpose of the field trip is to observe a landscape created by the
interactions of atmospheric and geologic processes. Tho value of field
observation lies in the removal of the abstract nature of classroom work
and the presentation of concepts in their actual environment.

Valley, our destination is the results of
three processes, erosion, transportation of the eroded materials, and de-
position of these materials. Running water is the main force which creates
this type of topography. Most of the water which falls in the form of rain
or snow flows over the land as runoff. This running water, on its way to
a larger body of water, exerts an enormous force toward changing the features
of the surface of the surrounding landscape. It wears away hills and
mountains, erodes valley, removes the loose material produced by weathering,
and deposits all the material removed on other parts of the land.

In the cycle of erosion a stream may go through three distinct stages;
Youth during which the erosive action is largely downward and the stream
is characterized by a steep gradient, a deep, narrow, V-shaped valley, falls
and rapids. Maturit , characterized by a wider, U-shaped valley, both
depositional and erosive action, and absence of falls and rapids, development
of a flood plain, and a beginning of meanders; and old age where lateral cutting
dominates process of erosion more nearly balanced, shallow gradient, moderato
stream velocity, broad, flat floodplain, V-shaped valley and immature oxbows.

Activities: Your Stream and Valley Study

Answer these questions in the field or in the classroom after your trip.

(a) Measure the width of the stream at the mouth and at various
points as you move up stream.,

(b) Measure the depth of stream at mouth and at various poits upstream.

(c) Measure the velocity of stream if possible.

(d) Which direction does the stream flow?

(e) Measure the temperature of water in the stream and the air above
stream.

(1) Water Temperature
(2) Air Temperature
(3) Total Difference
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Exercise: A Stream Valley (c

(f) ist items which might influence the channel of the stream to
cause it to meander.

Identify landforms which have been constructed by the meandering
stream.

State whether the cutting action of the stream load is on the
inside or outside of the bend. Where is deposition occuring
in the stream bed?

(i) Does the stream utilize turbulent flow or laminar flow in its
movement? Illustrate both types in drawings.

Have you found any signs of oxbows being developed or in existenc
at present? Draw the stages of the development of an oxbow.

(k) in an ideal situation which do you think would reach maturity
sooner, a stream in a shale area, or one in a sandstone region?
Explain why you selected either a shale area or a sandstone area.

(1) Which do you think would reach maturity sooner, a stream in a dr3
climate or one in a humid region? Why?

List chara 1-e isti s of a stream using three stages.

TYPES YOUTH MATURITY OLD AGE

Gradient

Velocity

Material
Carried

Deposition
by stream

Shape of
valley

Trend of
stream
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Exercise: A Stream Valley (cont.)

(n) Construct a paragraph using these words in the correct
sequence to illustrate the'changing of a mountainous
region to a peneplane.

(1) V-shaped Valley
(2) U-shaped Valley
(3) Flat-shaped Surface
(4) Tributaries
(5) Gradient
(6) Base Level
(7) Turbulent Flow
(8) Laminar Flow
(9) Meanders
(10) Oxbows
(11) Delta
(12) Downcutting
(13) Side cutting
(14) Rapids & Waterfalls
(15) Sandbars
(16) Moderate Velocity

(o) State whether this educational fieldtrip has been beneficial
or not to you.

LEVEL: FIFTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

Robert E. Farmer
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STREAM VALLEY

ttle: Investigating, Weatherirg and Eros or.

Behavioral Objectives: The student should be able to:
(1) To describe how weathering and erosion
have affected the stream area.
(2) To determine the geologic age of stream
after studying Its characteristics.

Purpose: P., recognize some of the evidence and effects of weathering
and erosin in tha Geology Station and/or Geologic Stream Areas. Make
separatc lists for each area.

Procedure: Look for rocks or landforms which show evidence of weathering.

Describe each feature clearly and tell whether you think that
this is an example of Physical of Chemical Weathering. What
do you think has caused the weathering in each case?

Rnmember: pLyels2LEsalherira may be caused by (1) Temperatur(
(2) Prost Action (3) Action of plants (4) Action of animals
(5)..A.bxasive action of wind, water, and ice.
Chemical Weatheng may be caused bv (1) Oxidation (2) Carb na
tion (3) Hydration

Activities along stream
PART: A

I. Would you say that the cutting acti n of tbe stream is on the inside
or outside of the curves? Why?

II. Is the stream fed by many tributaries or only a few?

III. Determine whether the stream is in Youth, Maturity, or Old Age.
Explain in detail why you think it is in this age.

IV. Whete do you notice deposition along the stream? Why does deposition
occur here?

PART: B
Procedure: Look for evidences of a-osion. Describe each area where
erosional action has taken place and identify any landforms or surface
features that were formed due to erosion. What are the erosional agent
in each case? (wind, water, ice, directly by gravity) Land form
examples (gully, talus slope, soi/ .7re.p, oxbow lakes, sandbars, etc.)
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EVIDENCE OF WEATHERING AT THE GEOLOGIC STREAM

Evidence o
Weathering- 'Type

Erosional
Cause Landform

Sketch and/or
Cause Description
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GRAPH OF MEASUREMENTS FOR GEOLOGIC STREAM

Width Depth` Velb-lt'y
use

Meander

'tAir
Temp.

So l
Temp

Water
Temp.

Laminar
or

Turbulent

Direetio
of

Flow Othe.

Dale Trentham

LEVEL: EIGHTH GRADE
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GEOLOGIC STREAM AREA

One group will be responsible for
sketching the stream and surrounding
landforms as we proceed along the
stream.

This will leave 4 groups of about 6
members per group.

(1) Two members wilL.collect the data
needed for the Weathering and
Erosion Exercise which follows.

(2) Two members will collect the data
on stream measurements.

Two members will record the
measurements in chart form.

All members of each group must work
together and share the information
collected at a later time.

The group sketching the stream will get
the information from members of some
other group.

NOTE: An interval of every 3 or 4
turns or meanders might be suitable.

I. Title: Investigating Weathering
and Erosion.

Purpose: To recognize some of the
evidence and effects of weathering
and erosion in the Geologic Stream
Area.

Behavioral Objectives: Following
this exercise, the student should
be able to:

1. Identify the erosional and
depositional features found
along the stream.

Describe the stream according
to its physical characteristics.

MATERIAL: Notepad, thermometers, tape
measure (string ), measuring
stick, compass.
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Procedure: Look for rocks or land-
forms which show evidence of weathering.

Describe each feature clearly and
tell whether you think that this
is an example of Physical or Chemical
Weathering. What do you think has
caused the weathering in each case?

Remember: Physical Weathering
may be caused by (1) Temperature
(2) Frost Action (3) Action of
plant (4) Action of animals (5) Abrasive
action of wind, water, and ice.
Chemical Weathering may be caused by
(1) Oxidation (2) Carbonation
(3) Hydration

EVIDENCE OF WEATHERING IN THE GEOLOGIC
STREAYI AREA.

--vidence of
eatherin- T re Cause



III. Weathering and Erosion (cont.)

Part B; Procedure: Look for evidences of Erosion. Describe each
area where erosional action has taken place and identify any land-
forms or surface features that were formed due to erosion. What
are the erosional agents in each case? (wind, water, ice, or
directly by gravity) Land form examples (gully, talus slope, soil
creep, oxbow lakes, sandbars, etc.)

Evidence of Erosion at the Geologic Stream.

Depositional or
Erosibhal Landform Cause
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(4J-
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Activities Along Stream

1. Would you say that the cutting action of the stream is on the inside
or outside of the curves? Why?

2. Is the stream fed by many tributaries or only a few?

3. Where do you notice deposition along the stream? Why does deposition
occur here?

4. Determine whether the stream is in Youth, Maturity, or Old Age. Explain
in detail why you think it is in this age.

Cause
of

Width Depth VeloCity Meander
Air
Temp.

Soil
Temp.

Water
Temp.

_Laminar
Turbulent Direction Other

Robert E. Farmer

LEVEL: EIGHTH GRADE



Exercise: Ru.ning Wa er

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of this exercise the student
should be able to:

1. Tell the effect of the surround:Ing land will have on the rate
flow of a stream.

2. Calculate the rate of flow of a stream of water.

3. Calculate the volume of water flow in a stream.

4. Identify the portions of a stream where the current flows the
fastest.

Materials: A yardstick or a stick marked in some units of length,a
watch with a sweep second hand, pencil and note pad or clip board.

Procedure: There will be special kinds of plants and animals in
this community which are closely related to the non-living elements
to be found here. Each has a certain place to live and a certain job
to do in the community. If the places aren't there and the jobs aren't
done the community can't exist. A change of any one thing causes other
changes, too. Some changes lead to better communities, some to poorer
ones. What is going on here?

How does the land around this runnin water communit_affeet it?

Is it steep or flat?

How would this affect the water?

How fast is the water flowing?

You can find out this way. Measure a distance along the stream.
Throw a stick in the water at the upstream mark.
Count the number of seconds the stick takes to reach the end
of the distance you marked.

The stick goes feet in seconds.

Divide the number of feet traveled by the number of seconds to
find the rate of flow each second

Was this at the edge of the stream or in the middle?

Would the rate be the same in another location along _this stream?
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Try the same experiment there

Which was the faster rate?

Why do you think this was the case?

Do you think this stream of water would always flow at this same rate?

At what times could it be different?

feet in seconds.

What could cause the rate to chan -?

How dee is this stream? IF THE STREAM IS SMALL, take a yardstick and
wade in a straight line across it. Measure the depth in several places
as you go. Draw a diagram of your measurements below.

Connect the points measured with a line to show tho bottom profile.

Where was the water moving most rapidly.

Why do you think this was so?

Add your measurements together and divide by the number taken to find

the average depth

If this was in inches, divide by 12 to change it to feet.

Activity: What is the volume of water flowing in this stream?

Multiply the average depth

by the average width

Multiply this answer by the
feet traveled per second

to get the volume of water DISCHARGED IN CUBIC FEET

IF THE STREAM IS TOO LARGE TO WADE, a long pole with a weighted line at
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the end can be us d. Mark the lia wi rL t d tape at foot intervals,

The line may be droppd if -,- the water and pro-ide some information

concernin- the depths -fort us locations across the stream. (Bamboo

rug poles are lightweignt and a good ligtii.)

LEVEL: -FIFTH,

An.

D.TH AND TENTH GRADES
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EXERCISE: The Geology Station (LBL)

Beha ioral Objectives: Following this exer ise, the student should be
able to:

Activities:

Identify mineral differences as to color, shape, composition,
weight and texture.

2. Order rocks according to color, shape, composition, weight
and texture.

Point out fossils in the area.

I. Observe as many different types of rocks from three (3) levels
down the slope of the pit and group them according to the
following outline:

A. Color
B. Color Streaks
C. Shape
D. Composition

1. All one material
2. Mixtures

E. Textures
1. Rough
2. Smooth
3. Jagged

F. How formed?
1. Water Formed
2. Fire Formed
3. Total Change

II. Describe the difference between the weathered surface of a
rock and freshly broken surface.

III. Test rocks for hardness. Describe how you tested them and
what your results were.

IV. In your search for different group or rocks, have you un-
covered a rock which is rounded, hollow, and contains crystals
on the inside, if so, what is the rock called, how are they
formed, what minerals generally compose the outside covering
and state color and type of mineral makeup of the crystals on
the inside.
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Exercise: The Geology Station _ont.)

V. Make a map of this area showing rocks and minerals found here
according to your own classification system.

Ideas: Locatio,L, direction (NSEW), height from top level,
areas of folding.

VI. Note types of fossils. Draw what you see and identify back in
the classroom.

VII. Decide whether this area was created by man's influence or by
nature's influence. List items to support your choice.

VIII. What has been the most effective tool of nature in the er sion
of this area? Wind? Water? Glaciers? Man? Fire?

IX. State evidences of:

Physical Weathering
(a) Frost wedging
(b) Exfoliation
( ) Leaching

Chemical Weathering
(a) Carbonation
(b) Oxidation
(c) Hydration

Robert E. Farmer

LEVEL: EIGHTH GRADE
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GEOLOGY STATION

TITLE: INVESTIGATING ROCKS AND MINERALS

Purpose: To find out how rocks and minerals differ

Behavioral Objectives: Following this exercise the student should be able to:

1. Describe a rock according to its physical properties.

2. Identify a geode.

3. Identity fossils common to this area.

4. Distinguish between weathered and unweathered rocks.

PROCEDURE:

Part A. I. Find as many different rocks as you can from 3 different
levels down the slope of the pit. Describe them as clearly as you
can. Your description should include such things as:

A. Color

B. Shape

C. Composition
1. All one mineral
2. Mixture

D. Weight
1. Heavy for size
2. Light for size

E. Texture
1. Rough
2. Smooth
3. Jagged

F. Genetic Class
1. Igeneous (fire-formed)
2. Sedimentary (water-formed)
3. Metamorphic (changed)
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COLOR SHAPE COMPOSITION WEIGHT TEXTURE
GENETIC
GLASS OTHER

_TOP LEVEL

MIDDLE LE EL

LOWEST LENEL

Part A. II. (cont.) Rocks and Minerals

Procedure: Choose two or three of the rocks that you have found. Examine
them closely and describe the mineral components. If possible,
crush part of the rock and separate the crushed material into
piles of similar particles.

I. What happens when rocks are weathered?

II. What is Erosion?

III. Describe the difference between the weathered surface ofa rock and a
freshly broken surface.

IV. In your search for different rocks, have you found a rock which is
rounded, hollow, and contains crystals inside?

V. Note types of fossils found. Draw what you see and identify either
here or back in classroom.

VI. Decide whether this area wa-s o ea ed by man's influence or by nature
influence or both. List items to support your choice.
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Part B. I.

TITLE: INVESTIGATING WEATHERING AND EROSION

PURPOSE: To recognize some of the evidence and effects of weathering and
erosion in the Geology Station area.

Procedure: Look for rocks or landforms which show evidence of weathering.

Describe each feature clearly and tell whether you think that this
is an example of Physical or Chemica1 Weathering. What do you
think has caused the weathering in each case?

Remember: Physical Weathering may be caused by (1) Temperature
change; (2) Frost Action; (3) Action of Plants:
(4) Action of animals; (5) Abrasive action wind,
water, and ice. Chemical Weathering may be caused
by (1) Oxidation; (2) Carbonation; (3) Hydration.

Draw a diagram of the soil profile of the highest slope.

Label according to: A. Color

B. Size of particles

C. Thickness

D. Other characteristics

BED ROCK PARENT ROCK SUB SOIL

_

TOP SOIL
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Evidence of Erosion at the Geology Station

Eros.ional Landforms Cause Sketch and/or
Descri4tion

Weathering and Erosion (cont.)

Part B.

Procedure: Look for evidence of Erosion. Descrthe each area where
erosional action has taken place and identify any land-
forms or surface features that were formed due to erosion.
What are the erosional agents in each case? (wind, water,
ice, or directly by gravity) Land form examples (gully,
talus slope, soil creep, oxbow lakes, sandbars, etc.)
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Evidence of Weathering at the Geology Station.

Evidence of Weathering Type Cause

Robert E. Farmer

LEVEL EIGHTH GRADE
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EXERCISE: Conservation Ressurection Soil

Behavioral Objectives: Upon completion of this exercise, the student will
be able to point out the prevention of erosion
through these processes:

1. Soil improvement
2. Proper drainage
3. Terracing
4. Tree and grass planting

Activities:

I. Draw a diagram of the soil profile of the highest slope and label
according to the size and type of rocks found on the slope.

topsoil

isubsoil

j'arent Rock

Bed Rock

A. Color

B. Size of Particles

II. Have you noticed certain aspects of erosion which have occurred
at the slope? In the follouing block diagram, place the corres-
ponding numbers of the features which have been revealed by
nature according to location and shape of structure.

1. Gullies
2. Talus Ma erial
3. Folded Rock Layer
4. Resistent Rock Caps

,

Hizhest Slope

Bottom of Slo e

Lower Slope



Exercise: Conservation Ressurection Soil (cont.)

III. What has been the most effective tool of nature in the erosion
of this area?

IV. Identify that there is erosion present

(a) List characteristics of an eroded area
(b) List correction methods
(c) Do some correction methods

Correction Activities

(a) To reduce improper drainage:

1. Place natural obstacles in gullies. Logs, rocks, etc.

2. Collect seeds and sow along banks and transplant honey-
suckle.

3. Plant tree seedlings

(b) Terrace the slope

1. Fill sand bags and place at different levels in
eroded area.

Robert E. Farmer

LEVEL: EIGHTH GRADE
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EXERCISE: Minerals (Rocks)

Behavioral Objectives: Following this exercise, the student should be able to

1. Distinguish minerals (rocks) on the basis of metallic or non-metallic
luster.

Demonstrate a scratch test procedure for determining the relative
hardmess of a rock.

Order a group of rocks according to relative hardness.

Construct a table of classification for a group of minerals based upo
metallic or non-metallic luster and relative hardness.

Terms:
Metallic - looks like a metal - shiny

Non-Metallic - Does not look like a metal - dull or maybe glasslike

Hardness How hard is it to scratch hardness table - Moh's Scale

Hardness Common Items That Will Scratch

1

2 Fingernail
3

4 Penny
5 Window Glass
6 Good Knife
7 Steel File
8 This group should not apply
9 since we are not likely to

10 find Topaz, corundum or diamond

Possible Rocks or Minerals available in area:

Name Hardness

Talc (White, Gray, Green) 1

Kadlinite 1-2
Shale 1

Calcite (Gray) 3

Chalcedoney 4-5
Chert 4-5
Hematite 5-6
Quartz 7

Activity - Hardness and luster



Exercise: Minerals (Rocks) cont.)

Students should collect small rocks that appear different.

Students should classify the rocks according to metallic or non-metallic
using hand lens.

Students should order the rocks according to hardness using Fingernails, Penny,
Good Knife, and Steel File. (Knife and Steel File should be furnished by
Instructor.)

Students should design a table to classify their rocks according to metallic
and non-metallic hardness.

Evaluation:

Students should take two rocks and identify their position in their table
according to metallic, non-metallic and hardness.

LEVEL: FIFTH AND EIGHTH GRADES

James M. Major
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EXERGISE GROSS'S VALLEY

PliRPOSE

The purpose of this section is to combine the following exercises

into a d

LOCATION:

a 's activities fot eighth grade Earth S ience classes,

From Center Station go down S lver Trail toward the Trace. Approxi-

mately one mile from Cent r Station there is a sharp 90° curve to

the left, From this curve take a bearing of 3480 on your compaSs.

Follow thie bearing to the stream. Limestone deposits should be

to your right downstream.

ACTIVITIES AND MATERIALS:

The following activities are found in the Environmental Education

Handbook. The activities most suited for Gross's Valley are:

1. Map and Compass Activity
Materials: compass, map of area

2 Soil Study
Materials: chemical soil test kit, spoon, knife, metric

ruler, hand lens, soil thermometer.

3. Stream Valley
Materials: tape measure or string, therma eter, measuring

stick, stop watch.

4, Rock Study
Materials: hammer, knife, plastic bottle of vinegar.

Weathering and Erosion

Animal Tracks
Materials: plaster of paris, small containers, sticks

Ecological Succession: Plant Comttunities

-GENERAL EQUIPMENT (needed regardless of exercise

compass map of area (preferably mounted on cardboard or some solid
surface and covered with a weather proof material), first aid kit,
whistle, notepad and penciI,f:Or students.
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Check all of these materials well in advance of your field trip.

If you are going on a one day trip, - ny -f the materials you do

not have in your school should be secured through your director.

If you are g 'rig to Y.A.S. most of these materials will be there,

but you should check to see if any of these are not there.
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LEVEL; EIGHTH GRADE
Terry Waltman
Larry Riggs
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EXERCISE: Conservation Man and Nature

Purpose: Observation of evidences of an s attempts in conservation and of
natural conservation,

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of this exercise, the student will
be able to

1. Identify evidence of man's endeavors at conservation
2, identify evidence of natural conservation
3. State the general purposes of some observed conservation practices

of man
4. Tell the history of the Iron Banks Hill.
5, Point out evidence of steps or processes in natural conservation

in the Iron Banks Hill area,

Procedure: A walk from YAS to Home Flock Area to Iron Banks Hill and back.

Materials: Notebook, activity sheets, pencil and compass

Activity; Plot course of walk
a. Locate Honker Dam, Snake Island, Home Flock Area, Iron Banks Hill,

Beaver Lodges and Spring on map,
b. Orient map and determine azimuths to be followed from point to point.
c. What is the azimuth of each point from the YAS?

Activity: Observation and discussion of purpose of Honker Dam and Lake
a. How does Honker Dam promote conservation?
b, What evidence can you find on or near the Dam ofwildlife?

Activity: Observation and discussion of purpose and operation of Home
Flock Area.
a. What evidence of benefit to wildlife can you find?
b. What evidence of wildlife in the area did you find?
c. What different kind of plants, animals, or birds has man introduced

in the area?

4. Activity: Follow the trail over the top of Iron Banks Hill
a. Are there any changes in the type of plant population as the trail ascends

the hill? What changes do you observe?
b, What is happening to edge of the old iron diggings at the top of the hill?

c. What strange (unusual) characteristics of the root system of trees at
the edge do you observe? Can you explain this behavior?

d. From above the diggings, can you find any evidence of erosion? If so,

what evidence?

S. Activity: Investigation of the bottom of the diggings
a. What kinds of plants do you find here?
b. Do you find mosses?
c Do you find ferns?
d. Do you find lichens?
e. Do you find grasses?
f. Do you find woody plants?
g. Are there any big trees of just shrubs?
h. What does the type or types,-of plant life found tell you about nature's

attempt at conservation?
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Exercise: Conservation - Man and Nature cont.

6. Activity: Visit to Beaver Lodges
a. What evidence of presence of beavers can you find?
b. What kinds and sizes of trees do beaver cut?
c. What do the beavers do with trees they cut?
d. Do beavers contribute to conservation? If so, how?
e. Do beavers handicap conservation activities? If so, how?
2. How do beaverS manage to enter their lodges?
g. How do the beavers breathe in their lodges?

7. Activity: Observation and discusslon of purpose of fresh water spring
a. Where does the spring originate?
b. What type of life does the spring sustain?
c. How does the spring affect conservation?
d. Would the spring be affected by changes in the weather?
e. Is the spring a tributary of a larger body of water?

Dorothy Kirchhoff
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EXERCISE: Weather Factor - Temperature

Behavioral Objectives: Following this exercise, the student will be able to:

1. Plot a graph indicating differences in temperature in the same area at
different times of day for more than one day.

2. Give reasons why there is a difference

3. Plot a graph indicating differences in temperature in different areas
at the same time of day.

4. Give reasons why there is a difference in temperature in different
areas at the same time of day.

5. Tell why there are varying patterns of temperature in different areas
and varying patterns of temperature at different times of day.

Materials: Centigrade Thermometer

Activity: Outdoor Temperatures

The students shall measure and record the temperature at three specified times
each day in the following areas:

1. Bare Ground in Direct Sunlight.
2. Bare Ground in the Shade.
3. Grass in Direct Sunlight.
4. Grass in the Shade.
S. In the edge of a wooded area.
6. Fifty steps into a wooded area.
7. Six inches above the surface of a large body of'

water.
8. Six inches below the surface of a large body of

water.

Symbol

-F

4-

DATA TABLE

AREA ADE
A. . NOON P. . A M . NOON P. . A- . NOON

Bare Gr id

Bare Ground
Grass

__..._,

Grass .1

Wooded Area
o ded Area .......w

Body of Water
Body of Water
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1. On a single sheet of graph paper the student should plot the temperatures
of all eight areas for all readings using the symbols to indicate the area.

2. On a second sheet of graph paper the student should plot the temperature
readings from area to area for the three readings taken. Use the following
symbols for the line graphs.

30

2

1

1

1

A.M. = CD
Noon = Hh
P.M. . QD

GRAPH #1 TEMPERATURE V RIATION OF SAME AREAS

1.

_

r

1

-Y-

_ _

r

_

4

0

oon oon

TEMPERATURE READINGS IN ORDER
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GRAPH #2 TEMPERATURE VARIATiON FROM AREA TO AREA DURING SECOND DAY

30

2

26

24

2

20

18

16

14

10

AREAS INDICATED BY THEIR SYMBOLS PLOT TEMPERATURE USING THE FOLLOWING SYMBOLS:

A.M. "0"; NOON "t"; P.M. "0"

QUEST1ONS_:

Is there any difference in the temperature in the same area at different
times of day? Why?
Is there any difference in the temperature from one area to the next area?
Why?
In which area would you rather be on a cool day? On a hot day? Why?
What kind of a pattern of temperature differences from area to area occur
in the morning? Why? At Noon? Why? In the Evening? Why?

James M. Major



EXERCISE: Weather Factor - Relative Humidity

Behavioral Objectives: Following this exercise, the stt will be able to:

1. Operate a hygrometer to find the relative humidity.

2. Describe the weather accompanied by either a high, average, or low
relative humidity.

3. Predict the kind of weather likely to follow either a high, average,
or low relative humidity.

Materials: Wet bulb thermo eter, dry bulb thermometer, relative humidity
table or hygrometer.

Activity: Relative Humidity

Students should determine and record the relative humidity at three
specified times each day.

Students should determine.:and record the kind of weather at the time
the relative humidity is determined.

RELATIVE HUMIDITY DATA

.Date

Time of Day a.m. noon pOrn. am noon ,_ _noon

Relative Humidity

Weather
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QUESTIONS:

1. What kind of weather accompanies a high relative humidity?

2. What kind of weather accompanies an average relative humidity?

3. What kind of weather accompanies a low relative humidity?

4. What kind of weather followed a high relative humidity?

5. What kind of weather followed a low relative idity?

6. What kind of weather followed an average relative humidity?

7. How does a high relative humidity seem to affect your body while
exercising?

James M. Major



RELATIVE HUMIDITY FROM WET AND DRY BULB THERMOMETER (CENT. SCALE)

This table gives the approximate relative humidity directly from the reading of the air
temperature (dry bulb) (t0C) and the wet bulb (t0). It is computed for a barometic pressure
of 74.27 cm Hg. Errors resulting from the use of this table for air temperatures above -100C
and between 77.5 and 71 cm Hg will usually be within the Errors of observation.
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EXERCISE: We ther Fact rs Cloud Cove

Behavioral Objectives: Following this exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Point out cirrus, cumulus, stiatus, and nimbus clouds.

2. Tell what kind of w2ather is most likely to follow a cloud cover of

cirrus, cumulu tratus, and nimbus clouds.

Activity: Cloud Cover

Terms: Clouds

Cirrus - curly, white, and high up in the sky
Stratus - low, thin, and fog-like
Cumulus - pile-up, floating white masses about
Nimbus - dark gray and rather formless, filled

a mi e above the land
with rain.

Record cloud cover at breakfast, lunch, and dinner in data table using

terms above:

Kind of

Weather

Kind of

Clouds

QUESTIONS:

1. What kinds of weather followed each kind of cloud cover observed?
2. What kind of weather would you predict would follow these cloud covers?

A. Cirrus
B. Stratus
C. Cumulus
D. Nimbus

3. Are the cloud moving?
4. Can you see new clouds forming?
5. Do you see clouds breaking up?
6. Can you find shapes among the clouds?
7. What shapes do you find?
8. What is a cloud?

ames M. Major



EXERCISE: Weather Fact r - Wind

Behavioral Objectives: Following this exercise, the students should be able
to:

1. Estimate with the use of the Beaufort Scale, the velocity (speed) of
the wind.

2. Determine the direction of the wind, using a wind vane and compass.

Plot a graph showing the variations of wind velocity during the period.

4. Predict the likely kind of weather one could expect using the wind direction,
velocity, and current weather conditions.

Materials: Beaufort Scale, wind estimation scale (attached), simple wind vane
(DI wind sock, compass, anneometer if available.

Activity; Wind - Direction and Velocity

Students should observe mad record the wind velocity and direction at
three specified times eaCa day.

Students should observe and record the kind of weather at the time the
wind direction and estimated velocity is observed.

Students should plot a graph showing the wind velocity during the period
of their observation.
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WIND DIRECTION AND VELOCITY DATA

Date

Time of Ohservation am _neon pm am noon _-____ -- noon m

Velocity
from)

Direction

Weather

GRAPH

am noon

2nd day

1861 172

3rd day



QUESTIONS:

1. Does the wind velocity remain the same?

2. Does the wind velocity seem to change at any specific time or
period of the day?

Does the direction of the wind appear to have any affect on
the kind of weather one experiences? Why?

4. How does the wind velocity affect your comfort out of doors?

S. How does the windidirectien and velocity seem to affect the
kind of weather one would expect the next day?

6. Does there seem to be any relation between the wind direction
and velocity at a specific time, and the kind of weather you
have at thistime?



BEAUFORT SCALE-WIND ESTIMATION

Beaufort
Number

mph
knots Description Observation Weather Map

_S-mbols

0

0-1
0-1

calm smoke rises
vertically calm

1

1-3
1-3 light air smoke drifts

lowl
calm

2

4-7
4-6 slight breeze leaves rustle 5 knots

8-12
7-10

gentle breeze leaves and twigs
in motion

10 kno s

4
13-18

11-16 moderate breeze small branches
move

\\ 15 knots

19-24
17-21 fresh breeze small trees

sway
\\ 20 knots.

6
5-31

22-27
strong breeze large branches

sway
25 knots

7

32-38

28-33 moderate gale whole trees
in motion

\ 0 knots

8
39-46

34-40
fresh gale twigs break

off trees
knots

9

47-54
41-47 moderate gale branches break t45Mots

10
55-63

-48 58
whole gale trees snap and

are blown down N 50 knots

storm widespread
damage

60 knots

12
73-82

64-71 hurricane extreme damage L\\70 knots
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EXERCISE: Weather Factor - Atmospheric Pressure

Behavioral Objectives: Following this exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Point out the kind of weather that accompanied a high barometric
reading,

2. Predict the kind of weather likely to follow a rapid rise in barometric
pressure; rapid fall in barometric pressure.

Predict the kind of weather likely to accompany a fairly constant
barometric pressure.

Materials: Barometer

Activity; Atmospheric (Air) Pressure

Students should observe and record the atmospheric pressure at three specified
times each day.

Students should observe and record the kind of weather at the time the atmos-
pheric pressure is observed.

ATMOSPHERIC PRESSURE DATA

AM,

Pressure in inches of Mercury

A.M. NOON P.M.NOON P.M.

PRESSURE

WEATHER

NOON P.M. A . NOON P.M.

PRESSURE

WEATHER

_ _

QUESTIONS:

1. What kind of weather accompanies a high atmospheric pressure?
2. What kind of weather accompanies a low atmospheric pressure?
3. If the barometric pressure drops rapidly, what kind of weather

follows?
4. What kind of weather follows a rising barometric pressure?
S. Did the time of day anpear to have any effect on the baremetris

pressure?
6. Do you think the ba ometric pressure would be helpful in making

a weather forecast?

James M. Major
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MATH

Exercise: Time-Telling using shadow stick

Behavioral Objectives:

Following this exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Tell time using shadow stick.

2. Tell the season of year using shadow stick.

3. Tell the time zones and locations using shadow stick.

Material:

2 Ft. stick approx., compass for direction, worksheets, and string.

Activity: Time - Telling time using shadow stick.

I. Terms:

1. Time zones: A geographical region within which the same standard
of time is used.

2. Eastern: Pertaining to the eastern section of the country.

3. Central Standard: Pertaining to the central section of the country.

4. Atlantic: The time zone over the east coast of the United States.

5. Pacific: The time zone over the Western coast of the United States.

6. Mountain: Time zone over the western part of the country.

7. Shadow Stick: Simplified fo-m of the sundial.

8. Sundial: An early instrument used to tell the time of the day.

II. Procedure:

1. Give background information.

2. Use compass to find direction due north.

3. Place stick in ground upright in position.

4. Use string to make circle around the stick, using the stick as
center point of the circle. String should be about the same
length of the shadow stick.
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Math - Time

S. Put the face on the cloel: numbers).

6. The position of the shadow will tell the time of day.

7. The length of the shadow will tell the season of the year,

III. Follow up questions

1. What time zone do you live in?

2, What are other ti e zones?

3. Where are they located?

4. What is a shadow stick?

S. Can you tell the time of day by the position of the shadow?

6. Can you tell the season by the length of the shadow?

Supplementary

1. How much longer will the shadow of the stick be an hour later?

2. If it is 12:00 noon in the central time zone, what time will it

be in the Pacific time zone?

Christine Jones

V rsil Withrow
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WORK SHEET

Time z on 2. map
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MEASURING THE HEIGHT OF TREES

EXERCISE: Measuring Tree Height

Behavioral Objectives:

Following this exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Measure the height of any tree using a latitude gun.

2. Measure the height of any tree using a Biltmore Stick.

3. Measure the height of any tree using estimatior

Materials:

Latitude gun, biltmore stick, yardstick ruler, or tape measure
(pace 'sire).

I. A tivity: Latitude Gun

Student aims at top of tree until gun reaches 450 Distance from
student to tree plus height of student equals height of tree.

II. Activity: Biltmore Stick

Student stands 66 feet from the tree. Hold stick in fist so base of tree
coincides with the lower end of the stick. Raise eye to top of tree
without moving the head. Height of tree will be marked on the stick where
the top of tree hits the stick.

III. Activity: Estimation

Measure the height of a student using a measuring device. This student
then stands at the base of the tree to be measured. Another student
stands about 100 feet away and estimates how many times the student's
height will fit up the tree. Then he multiplies the number of times by
the height of the tree.

QUESTION:

1. How tall is the tree?

Jane McCool
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MEASURE HEIGHT OF A TREE

S ason: Exercise can only be done when the sun i shining.

Obje tive: At the end of this exercise, the student should be able to:

Use three known related values and by using ration and pro-
portion derive a fourth related value.

(b) Take the length of a yardstick's shadow and the length of a

tree's shadow, and by using ratio and proportion, find the

height of the tree.

Materials: Yardstick and tape measure measured pace).

Procedure:

1. Select the tree(s) to be measured.

2. Hold the yardstick at right angles with (perpendicular to)

the ground.

3. Measure the length of the yardstick's shadow using a tape

measure or pace measure.

4. Measure the length of the tree's shadow by same method.

5. Using the following proportion

length of ardstick
length of yardstick's shadow

height of tree
-sVaa-617,i

Place the measured values in their appropriate places.
Multiply the yardstick's length times the length of the tree's

shadow and divide this by the length of the yardstick's

shadow. This gives the tree's height.

6. Repeat the above two steps for all other trees that are to

be mea ured.

Sandra Sternberg
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Exercise: Measuring the heights of objects by the "12 to 1" ratio
method,

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of this exercise the student
should be able to:

1. Tell what a pace is and the length of his own pace.

2. Step off even paces in a straight line.

Measure the approximate height of a tree or any other object by
the "12 to 1" ratio method.

4. Tell why the "12 to 1" ratio method works.

Procedure:

The instructor should have measured a definite distance (one hundred
feet) in a straight line on a fairly level area. The instructor defines
a pace as two steps - if one steps off with his left foot first, when
his right foot strikes the ground (the second step) that will be one
pace. After the students have paced the measured distance enough times
to get the same number of paces two or three times, each student cal-
culates the length of his or her pace.

The student then selects a tree whose height he wishes to estimate.
Selecting a path as level as possible, the student steps off eleven
paces and sticks a stick, longer than a yardstick, in the ground. The
student then takes one more 'wee and marks the spot. Lying on the
ground, the ,tudent alligns the top of the tree with a mark on the
stick. This should be done for at least four trees or objects selected
by the instructor.

The height* of the marl- on the stick in inches will equal the height
of the tree in feet. The reason being that we haye two similar tri-
angles which have ratio's of 1 to 12.

If one wishes to use the metric system, one simply changes the ratio
to 1 to 100, since one meter equals one hundred centimeters.
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Questions:

1. What is a pace?

2. What is the length of your pace in feet or meters?

What is your estimated height of trees objects) number 1,

2,3 and 4?

4. How do your results ch ck against those of others in your group?

S. Why does the "12 to 1" ratio method work?

(This idea was borrowed form Sam Johnson's "REACHIGH OUTDOOR WHIRL")

James M. Major



EXERCISE: Travel Rate of Ants

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of this exercise, the student
will be able to:

1. M a ure to the nearest centimeter or f_ c-ion of an inch.

Compute the rate of speed when the time and distance are
known.

3. Compare distances.

4. Convert small units of mea urements to larger units.

Materials: An ant (any small animal will do a watch, and a yardstick,
meter stick or tape measure.

I. Act-_vity:

1. Measure the distance the ant travels for a short period of time,
perhaps a minute.

2 Find the length of the ant and how many of its body lengths were
represented by the distance it traveled in the period of time
that it was observed.

3. Determine how far they would go if they traveled the same number
of their own body lengths in the same period of time.

4. Convert the distance they would travel into miles par hour.

5. This will be much easier to compute if the metric system is used.

EXERCISE: Finding the area of a circle.

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of this exercise, the student
should be able to:

1. Count the number of sqaure units in an area.

2. Estimate the area.

3. Substitute one area for another.

4. State the rule that the area of a circle is about three squares of
the radius.

Materials: A string about seven feet long, several foot rulers or yardsticks
or straight sticks.



Exercis-3: Find the area of a circle ont.)

1. Activity:

1. Form a string into a circle with a radius of about one foot.

2. How can we measure the area of a circle?

3. Place the rulers or st cks across the circle and then frame the circle.
(figure 1)

4 4. Now we have four squares. What is the area
(4 Ft. square)

S. Are the squares inside the circle?

6. Approximately what part of each square lies outside the circle?
(A little less than 14-)

of these squa es?

7. If we call the distance from the center of the circle to the outer
edge "r", how many squE77-. "r's," would we have in the area of the
circle? (figure 2) (About 3/4 of 4 or about 3 s uares)(About 3/4
of 4 or about 3 squaref,) (Area of a circle is -)

Doris Crutchfield
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EXERCISE: Perimeter and Area of Closed Figures

Behavioral Objectives: Following this exer ise, the student should be able

to:

1. Const,"uct a closed figure.

2. Arrange figures according to the estimated area.

Generalize that all figures with the same peri eter do not have

the same area.

Material: Several strings the same length, (AboLlt. 4 feet)

1, Activity:

1. Give each student a string and ask him to form a closed figure

using all_the string. Suggest that they not all make triangles

or rectangles.

2. Compare the areas of the figures formed. First selecting the
largest areas, then the smaller until you reach the smallest.

Questions:

1. What do you know about the perimeter of these figu

2. Do you think the same thing is true of the eas?

3. What kind of figures seem to have the greatest area.

4. Now see if you can form a figure with a greater area than your

last figure.

3. What do you suppose ,tould be the greatest area you could form with

your string?

SUPPLEMENTAL EXERCISE: CUse if the student does not succ ed in the activity)

H. Activity:

1. Imagine your string is 16 units long and form a square with it.
How many units are on each side? What is the area of the square?

2. Form a rectangle with your 16 unit string that is one unit wide.
How long is the rectangle? What is the area of the rectangle?

3. Compare the area of the square with the area of the rectangle.

Jane McCool



GEOMETRY

EXERCISE: Geometrical Shapes in Nature

Behavioral Objective:

Following this exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Identify geometrical shapes occuring naturally in the outdoors.

Materials:

Pencil and paper with representational geometric shapes drawn upon
it with space for student notations.

1. Activity: While on a nature walk, or on the way to or back from
any activity, stop several times to look around and
search for spheres, cones, squares, cylinders, cubes
and rectangles. List the objects found on a sheet
under the appropriate drawing.

Questions:

1. Were you able to find all of the shapes?

2. Which shape seems to occur most frequently?

3. Are there any you did not find at ail?

Jane MeCool
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Fourth and Fifth Grades

FORESTRY

Objectives

To develop in children an awareness of and an appreciation for
nature's laboratory.

To help children use the natural environment as a source of
information_

II. Concepts

1, Changes in vegetation will tak

2. Environment influences change

-ce over a number of years

3. Grass is the first stage of plant succession of forest (grass
from light and winged seed)

4. Heavier seeded sun-tolerant plants are brought in by animals

S. Climax vegetation is the last stage

6. The forest may be controlled by man

7. Uses of the forest,

a, jobs for man
b. homes for animals
c, recreation

Enemies of the forest

a. man
13, fire
c, disease
d, insects
e, natural forces

III, Activities

A. Map

1. Estimate the number of trees in a given area, the number of
leaves on a tree, birds in a flock, insects in a gioup as
compared to another area.

Use a yardstick in measuring the area to be used. Make use
of tape measures.



Use comprisons (more or less, short OT tall, fast or slow, etc,

Find area, errcumforence, radius, diameter.

Staly perpendicular and horizontal lines, right angles.

6. Make use of compass

B. Language Arts

Vocabulary Study
Recording observations on field trips)
Reportinv,
a. oral
b, written
c, encourage use of reference books

4 Write original poems and stories

eial Studies

1. Study the history of the people who inhabit the area.

2. How did the people in the past and at the present make use of
their resources to serve their needs?

3. Identify plants used by man - which are harmful or helpful.
What are some of the by-products developed by man?

D. Aft

1. Draw scenes or construct a mural

2. Make a diorama

3. Make charts

4. Collect and mount specimens

5. Make a booklet

T.tr Evaluation

1. By observation

2. By tests

3. Was this a valid lesson?

4. Can this lesson be applied to anything else?

Lois Rice
Julia Thompson
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EX& AND -'-!z_tir] STU.

PLCF,S17:

T;st trees, an understanding of the functions

teree and an awareness of the importance of trees

ma-0 artd alviJoa

BEHAVTORAL OBJETl'ES

Aft-er complet5.ng uhis exercise a pe,on should be able to:

1. Distinisll betceen deciduous and coniferous trees.,

tun tions of each part of a tree.

MATERIA.

Instructor
1. Yoult I (Trees by Zim and Martin and 12 copies of Master

Tree uder)

2. Pencil, masking tape, poster paper, plastic wrap

Student

1. Sheet to identify parts of a tree.

2. Sheet to classify trees.

(Both can be found in the manual, but must be copied and run

off by instructor).

Natual. (Master Try==!e Finder ) every 2 or 3 students.

4. Penc 1

N3,11t2 treC! oduots i,d values

Identify four or more families of trees.

ACTIVITY : Parts of a Tree

Procedure:

1. Question and answer introduction to trees

lEr
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The fun, Eion of each part of a trne.

Tree roducfs and values.

2 Dientlfy t on mimeographed sheet.

ACTIVITY: Classifficatiu raf Trees into Two Major Groups

Procedure:

1 Ha d out Tree Clas cation sheet.

2. Classf_fy and discuss the differences in trees around you.

ACTIVITY: fdeut.fy Differe t Types of Broadleaf or Dceiduous Trees

Procedure:

1. Show how to use manual.

2. Work in groups of twos or threes with everyone trying to

find the name of the same tree.

3. When a group thinks they have found the name of theiree, dis-

cuss with everyone why name is correct or incorre

When everyone is satisfied that a tree has been correctly

named the twi d/or leaf is removed from the tree and

labled.

ACTIVITY: Identify Different Types of Coniferous Trees

Procedure:

1. Work in groups of twos and threes with manuals.

2, Locate a conifer and let every group look to find the name

of the tree.

3. Discuss why or why not a group's name for the 1.ree is correct.

4. When all groups are satisfied with a correct name, remove and

label the twig and/or leaf.



iN1TY: Display rwlgs

Pr

D!stri.burE iThe fas that: have been collected among groups

2, a grc p fc'utd information such as cocanv..)n name,

family Trame and group name (deciduous or conifer us), they

,:an put 'tie twig and bor leaf on a sheet of poster paper.

(One sheec of poster paper should be sufficient for each

field LTip-)

Saran wap can be placed over the collection to preserve

leaves.
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INSTRUCTOR I T RMATION SHEET

Tr es

I. Special Joh s of Each Part of the Tree
A. Roots

1. Anchor tree in ground

Store food.

3. Collect water to send to leaves

B. Trunk

Supports branches and twigs

2. Has tubes to take water up and food down.

C. Branches

1. Holds twi s

D. Twigs

1. Hold buds, leaves, f owers and seeds

E. Flowers

1. Start the maktng of seeds and fruit.

F. Seeds and F uit

1. Scatter to grow into new trees

G. Bark

1. Waterproof coating covering wood of tree.

2. Keeps water inside tree

3. Protects food tubes

Animals eat It
a. Porcupines
b. Beavers
c. Deer

5 Tr e could die without bark
a. If tree heals where bark was stripped off, an ugly

wart or lump is left on the tree.
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]Irl. Tree Products and Uses
A. Lumber

1. WYme construction
a. CenLters svich as pines, fir, spruce, cypress, cedar and

redwood.

2 Furn1Lnre
a. Dectd:lous trees suLli as oak, maple and walnut

B. Poles

I. Utzlity
a. Electric, telegraph, telephone

C. Railroad ties and fence posts

D. Veneer (a ttlin layer of wood, sliced or cut off a log)

l. Outer layer offnrniture

2. To make pl,,,wood

E. Paper

l. More than 100,000paper products

2. Made from pulpwood from softwood trees
a. Pines, spruce, hemlock and fir.

F. Wood pulp

I. Used for photographic film, rayon fabric, tire cord, and
plastic

G. Sugars

1. Used to produce yeasts, glycerine and sugar substitutes

II- Various other products

1. Maple sugar

2. Turpentine

3. Rosin

4. Fertilizer

5. Clothing

193
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1. Values to man

1. Beauty

2. Shelter

3. Errrich soil for fut%Ire growth of plants

J. Values to animals

1. Food

2, _Homes

a. Both dead and living trees

3. Enrich soil for future growth of plants

la. Special Notes

A. No more samples should be taken than are absolutely necessary
by a school

B. The collections should be brought back to your school to be
displayed.

C. A follow-up program is essential if things that have been
discovered and experienced are to be remembered

1. Our school system has available a set of filmstrips with
records. The set is entitled Trees (582-16 Tre.; Coronet
Company)
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Corinack. M. B. Tbe First Book of Trees. New York:
nklin Watts, Ile., 1951

Zim Herbert S. and Alexander C. Martin. Trees,
Guide to Familiar Ametican Trees
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LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE
Carolyn Brown
Morgan School
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STUDENT WORK SHEET

CLASSIFICATION OF TREES

Two Major Groups

1,

2.

Deciduous

Broadlee or hardwood

Over 650 kinds oaks,

1.

maples, 2.

Coniferous

Evergreen or softwood

Over 100 kinds - pine,cherry, ash, birch =pruce, hemlock, fir,
cedar

3. Lose 1 aves each winter

3. Keep green leaves all
4. Examples of tree leaves year

4. Examples of tree leaves

Leaflets

,



SWEETGUM TREE

BRANCH

LEA.VES

FLOWER

.--
,r 4

6

A

TRUNK

t,111.

FRUIT

;

(

1 ROOTS
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PARTS OF A TREE
STUDENT WORK SHEET

FOR STUDENT USE

ALL TREES HAVE THE SAME PARTS. LABEL THE PARTS. TRUNK FRUIT, FLOWER,
BRANCH, TWIG, ROOTS, LEAVES

2 1 Z



FOREST MEASUREMENTS

Objective, To familarize the students with various units of measure and
some common uses in the out-of-doors,

Units of Measure

A. Distance

1, inch
2. foot
3n yard
4, chain.
S. mile

Volume

1, gallon
2, cubic foot
3, cord

board foot

Area

acre
2, square foot
3. square inch

D. Weight

1, pound
2. ton

IL Measurements

A. Diameter

Radius

Circumfe:ence

D. Perimeter

E, Weight

F. Volune

C. Distance

H. Area
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III, Projects

A. Distance (foot) and Area (acre and square foot) problem

1. With a 12" ruler and a stick, mark off one square foot on the
ground. Establish the distinction between foot, square foot,
and foot square.

Along a straight road or path, place two stakes in the ground
300 feet apart by measuring the distance with a tape.

a, Have students walk this distance and count the number of
steps they take. Next have each student determine his
individual_ step-distance by dividing the number of steps
he took into 300 feet, His answer will probably include
a decimal or a fraction. Make sure he remembers his answer,

b. In a large open field have two girl students stand 209 feet
apart along a straight fence or road. Let two boy students
pace 209 feet away from the girls at a 900 angle to the road
or fence (use compasses to be sure of the angle). These
four students form the corners of one square acre. One
square acre contains 43,560 square feet.

(1) An alternative to using a compass is to use a rope with
13 knots spaced equal distance apart. Hold the two end
knots together and pull the rope into a triangle with sides
three lengths, four lengths, and five lengths long. This
forms a right triangl-D and you can sight down the sides
to be sure your acre is square.

(3)

An acre covers 43,560 square feet of area regardless of
the shape of the area. What is the acreage of a rectangle
600 feet by 726 feet: (Answer: 10 acres) A=length x
width. The area of a triangle with a base of 2178 feet
and an altitude of 400 feet? (Answer: 10 acres)

A = (b x a)
43,560

One square acre contains ten square chains (NOTE: 10
square chains and not 10 chains square ). One chain is
equal to 66 feet.

(a) How many acres are in an area 30 chains long by 20
chains wide? (Answer: 60 acres)

(b) How many chains are in one mile of length? (Anser:
80)

(c) How many acres are in cne square mile? (Answer: 640)
A square mile is also known as a section.

3. Find a tree stump or cross section of a tree.



a, Measure the circumference with a cloth tape
Measure the diameter

c Measure the radius
d. Count the annual rings and determine the age
e. Measure off a one-inch distance from the bark toward the

center of the tree and see how long it took the tree to
grow one inch in radius.

Vo.lume and Weight

1, Gallon

a, Weigh a container holding one gallon of water, then
weigh the container with out the water and determine
the weight of the water by subtraction. (Answer: 8 pounds)

b_ If one acre of mature oak trees absorbs 2600 gallons
of water per day (Plant Ecology, Weaver zrld Clements),
how many pounds does it absorb in a day? How many tons
of water?

Square Foot, Cubic Foot, Cubic Yard

a You want to build a concrete nature trail through the
forest. You pace the distance and find it is 300
feet. If the trail is to be six feet wide, how many
square feet of surface does it cover? (Answer: 1800
square feet)

h. If the trail is 300 feet long, 6 feet wide, and 4 inches
deep, how many cubic feet does it contain? (Answer:
600 cubic feet)

c, Concrete is sold by the cubic yard and one cubic yard
contains 27 cubic feet (3'x3'x3'=27'). How many cubic
yards should you buy in order to build this walk?

Board Foot and Cord

a, See lesson plan "Harvesting the Forest".

Summary Board foot is a piece of lumber 1" thick, 12" wide,
l' long. Cord is a stack of small logs or bolts containing
128 cubic feet of wood, bark and air space.

IV. Advanced Projects

A, Sampling Methods

1, Starting at a random point, pace 2½ chains into the forest along
a straight compass line.



Establish a circular plot 1/10 acre in size.

a. What is the radius of this plot?

b. (r ) NOTE: orf = 3.14 or 3 1/7 (Answer: 37.2 feet)
II

3. Count all the trees 6 inches or larger in diameter on this plot.
How many trees do you have per acre if this plot is typical?
(Answer: Number of trees on plot x 10)

4. Measure each tree 12 inches in diameter or larger and de-
termine the board fe of timber on the plot. If your plot
is typical, what 1- e timber volume per acr

5. Additonal plots can be taken at a predetermined spacing until
you have a typical sample of the entire area.

The number of trees per plot; the size range on a single plot;
the volume variation between plots can all be araphed in line
or bar graphs as a follow-up exercise in the classroom.

T.V.A. Worksheet
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MEASI3RING TREES

titItmere St: ck

PREPARATION

Studeec M6st know what thetr pace is in feet.

PURPOSE;

At the erRI of thLs rso. the student should be able to:
(a) Determ:ne the dtametex ot designated trees.
(b) Calculate the number of 16 logs for the designated trees

aceording to the scale on "Tree Scale Stick".
) Loeare the determined diameter and calculated number of
16' logs on rho table on the "Tree Scale" side of the
stick. This number ceproseits the volume of timber in
that, p -ticular tree.

MATERIALS'_

Tree scale stt k, tally sheet and strii

PFWL. ED URE

(1) Calculattng "cur pace - Pace = One step, walking with
regular stcps. Drive a stake in the ground and using a
measuring tape measure 66° and drive another stake in the
ground. Start at one stake and count the number of steps
to the other stake. Repeat this process three or four
times and average out the number of steps or paces taken
between the two stakes.

(2) Select trees to be measured.
(3) Determine diameter of tree stretch the string around the

tree i2 (about 2 tree scale sticks) above the ground. Using
the scale "Diameter of log at small end (inches)" measure
the length of the string that went around the tree. Divide
this number by 3. Record this diameter under tree #1, diameter.

(4 ) Calculate height of tree - Stand 66' away from the tree and on
the same level, if possible. Hold the tree scale stick in a
vertical position 25" (one stick length) from your eye (Fig.
"Tree Scale" side of the stick should face you. Move the stick
so the zero end will be on line of sight with your eye at tree
stump (1 foot above ground) height. T hen without moving your
head, note on the right side of stick where line of sight meets
the scale. This number represents the number of 16' logs in
the tree. Record this number under tree #1, Number of 16' logs.

) Use scale to determine number of logs in tree - On the "Tree
Scale" side of. the stick, locate the diameter of your tree on
the top scale.



The number o 16' logs will indicate whether you use the first,
second third or fourth value underneath the diameter. Halves
are found by taking the numbers either side of the half, adding
them together and dividing by 2. Record this under Tree #1,
Volume.
Repeat Steps 2 - 4 for each of the designated additional tiees.
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ASTRONOMY

EXERCISE: Latitude Identification

Behavioral Objectives:

Following this exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Name his present position according to latitude.

2. Check the accuracy of his findings.

Materials:

Latitude gun, map of -the area which has latitude markings.

1. Activity: Use-a ...latitude gun to sight at the north star. The
latitude may be read on the latitude gun where the
string crosses the protractor. Check the accuracy
of the reading on the map.

QUESTIONS.

1. Can you name yourpresent latitude position?

2. Can you check the accuracy -f your findings?

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE

Jane McCool
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APPENDIX: Latitude Gun

Construction of latitude gun

Behavioral Objectives:
1. Construct a latitude gun

Materials:
Two pieces of wood nailed together in a L shape, two nails. four
thumbtacks, strings and a washer or nut for weight, and a protractor

1. Activity: Construct the gun as the diagram.

2OR
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EXERCISE - Astronomy - Constellation Identification

Behavioral Objectives:

Followi g the exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Determine the directionof north by the stars.

2. Name and point out at least three constellations.

3. Locate and point out stars of 0-1-2-3-4 magnitude, if all have
been visible.

Materials? Star map, flashlipht, pencil and pad

Activity: Students should sit quietly and study the stars in order to
locate the briphter ones for orientation.

Students should select first the constellation Ursa Major (Big Dipper)
from star map then locate it in the sky.

Students should locate in order the following: Polaris (North Star),
Ursa Minor (Little Dipper), Draco (The Dragon), Cassidpeia, Bootes,
Arcturus (A 0 Magnitude Star), Cygnus (The Swan), Cepheus, Lyra, Vega
(0 Magi,itude Star), Hercules, Leo and Regulus (1 Magnitude Star),
Deneb (1 Magnitude Star). (Some of these may not be visible).

Students should plot their own star map of the location of the constellations
they are able to recognize.

Questions:

1. How many stars are there in the Big Dipper?

2. Can you find a double star in the Big Dipper?

3. What two constellations are on the opn site side of the North Star
from the Big Dipper?

4. What is peculiar about the Little Dipper?

S. Could you find Arcturus the Star of 0 Magnitude?

Level: Fifth and Eiphth grades
James M. Major
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Investicatinc Motions in the Sky

Behavioral Objectives: I. Student will learn to locate the North Star.

Materials:

Procedure:

II. qtuden't wiLl -be able to determine the latitude of his
position by determining the altitude of the North Star
above the horizon. He will determine the altitude of
the North Star by using an astrolabe which he has made
himself or by using materials provided by the teacher.

III. Student will have discovered that the stars and the
earth move in relation to each other and will be
able to describe this nattern of movement.

Astrolabe
Mirror (At least 5 cm x 5 cm)
Plastic Hemisphere with cardboard base
Marking Crayon

Using the materials provided, find the North Star
and plot its position on the transparent hemisphere.
Then plot the positions of three other stars, one in
the east, one in the sotrTh, and one in the west.
Brighter stars will be easier to plot.

An hour later, repeat the Procedure, plotting the
positions of tho same four stars. Try not to move the
hemisphere, and the baseboard between observations.
If possible, Plot the positions of these stars a third,
and even a fourth time.



WALTZING MATILDA

OUTDOOR EDUCATION CENTER FOR SOUTHERN ILLINOIS
SOUTHERN ILLINOIS UNIVERSITY

Australia)

Campfir Song Sheet

Once a jolly swagman camped by a bill-a-bong,
under the shade of a collibah tree,
And he sang as he sat and waited while
his billy boiled,
"You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me,"

CHORUS

Waltzing Matilda, Waltzing Matilda,
You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me,
(repeat last two lines of preceding verse)

Down came a jumback to drink at the billabong,
Up jumped the swagman and grabbed him with
glee,
And he sang as
his tuckerbag:
"You'll come a- altzing Matilda with me,"

SJINC ;OW SWEET CHARIOT American)
_

Swing low,
Comin' for
Swing low,
Comin' for

sweet chariot
to -L.arry me home.

sweet chariot
to carry me home.

I looked over Jordan and what did I
see
Comin' for to carry me home,
A band of angels comin' after me,
Comin' for to carry me home.

If you get there before
Just tell my friends I'
there too,

I do, . .

a comin'

he shoved the jumback in BIMINI WO (West Indies)

Down came the squatter mounted on his
thoroughbred,
Up came the troopers, one, two, three,
"Whose that jolly jumback you've got in
your tuckerbag?
You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me."
Up jumped the swagman, sprang into the
billabong,
"You'll never catch me alive." s!'id he.
And his ghost may be heard as you pass
by the billabong:
"You'll come a-waltzing Matilda with me,"

ALOUETTE (French Canadian)

Alouette, gentille alouette,
Alouette, je te plumerai

1. (Leader) Je te plumerai la tete,
(Group) Je te plumerai la tete,
L. Et la tete, G. Et la tete,
L. Alouette, G. Alouette,

All: Oh, .

2. Le Bec, 3. Le nez 4. Le doz
S. les pattes 6, le cou

212

Haven't got a nickle, haven't got
a dime,
But my Bimini woman will be waitin'
there sometime,
And the ship is in the harbor
And the wind is out to sea.
And my Bimini woman will be watin'
there for me,

I'VE GOT SIXPENCE (England-sailors)

I've got sixpence, jolly, jolly
sixpence.
I've got sixpence to last me all
my life
I've got tupence to spend and
tupence to lend
And tupence to take home to my wife,
Poor wife.
No cares have I to grieve me.
No pretty little girls to deceive me,
I'm happy as a lark, believe me,
As I go rolling, rolling home.
Rolling home, rolling home,
By the light of the silvery moon,
Oh, happy is the day when the sailor
gets his pay,
And he goes rolling, rolling home.



ZULU WARRIER - (South Africa - Zululand)

Ai ku simba, simba, simba,
Ai ku simba, simba, zee (Repeat both lines)
Hold him down You Zulu warrier,
Hold him down You Zulu chief. (Repeat both)

lines

BILLY ADO (Malaw )

I'm telling a story of Billy Ado,
He was a man from Mexico.
He made songs of eow-a-bo
and played on the piano Re eat ver

He yonder this wav and yonder that way,
Ha, Ha, Ha, Ha strike again
And played on the piano (Reneat verse)

ASANI TA WERINGA (Malawi round)

Asani ta werings tiweringe,
Asani ta weringa tiweringe,
Tamawe namaeheru,
Tamawe namacheru.

THIS OLD HA 4.MER (American Spiritual)

This old hammer killed John Henry,
(Repeat twice more)
But it won't kill me, no it won't kill me.
This old hammer shines like silver. .

But it rings like gold, yes it rings like
gold.

Take this hammer to the captain.
Tell him I'm gone, tell him I'm gone.

If he asks you any questions.
Tell him You don't know.
Tell him you d.on't know.
(Repeat first verse)

WHERE HAVE ALL THE FLOWERS CONE (America

Where haVe all the flowers gene,
Long time passing,
Where have all the flowers gone,
Long time ago?.
Where have all the flowers gone,
Ciris have picked them everyone.

Where have all the young girls gone.
They've taken husbands everyone.

Whore haVe all the young men gone.
They are all in uniform.

ir 2.13

WHERE HAVE ALL THE FLOWERS GONE (cont.

Where have all the soldiers gone.
Gone to the grave everyone.

Where have all the graveyards gone. .

Gone to flowers, one by one.

KOOKAnUR)A (Austrailian round)

Kookaburra sits on an old gum tree,
Merry, Merry king of the bush is he,
Laugh, kookaburra; laugh, kookaburra
Gay Your life must be (ha ha)

TZENA rael

Tzena, tzena, tzena, tzena,
Can't you hear the music playing,
ln the city square.
Tzena, Tzena, Tzena, Tzena,
Come where all our friends will find us,
With the dancers there.
Tzena, Tzena, join the celebration,
There'll be neonle there from every nation,
Dawn will find us laughing in the sunlight,
Dancing in the city square
Tzena, tzena, come and dance the hora,
One, two, three, four, all the boys will
envv me for,

Tzena, tzena, when the bank is playing,
my heart's saving Tzena, tzena, tzena.

CANOE SONG (American Indian)

my naddle's keen and bright, slashing with
silver,

Swift as the wild goose flies,
Dip, dip and swing.
Dip, dip and swing her back,
Flashing with silver,
Follow the wild goose flight.
Dip, Dip, and swing.

COCKOO (KUCHUCK) - (Austria)

Oh, I went to Peter's flowing spring
Where the water's so good
And I heard there the cockoo
As she called from the wood.

CHORUS Ho-li-ah,

Ho-li-rah-ku-ki-yah, ho-li-a-rah-
Cockoo, (Repeat three times)
Ho-li-a-rah-ku-ki-yah, ho.



KUM BA YAH Angola-American)

Kum ba yah, my Lord, Kum ba yah,
Kum ha yah, my Lord, Kum ha yah.
Kum ba yah, my Lord, Kum ha yah,
Oh, Lord, Kum ha yah.

2, Someone's crying, Lord,

3. Singing.

4. Praying.

OLD TEXAS (American Western)

I'm going to leave old Texas now,
They've got no use for the longhorn cow.
They've plowed and fenced my cattle range
And the people there are all so strange,
I'll take my horse, I'll take my rope,
And hit that trail upon a lope,
Say adios to the Alamo,
And turn my head towards Mexico.

Level: Any Level



Language

Exereise: Sketch and Write

Purpose: To stimulate individual and group creativity in observing

various aspects of their environment.

Materials: Sketch paper, notebook paper, pencil.

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of this investigation the

students will:

A. Have compiled a booklet on some aspect of nature.

B. Have developed a warm, working group relationship

with the other members of their group.

The teacher will subdivide the larger group into smaller groups

of 6 or 8. Each individual will go into the field, woods, shore, or

in some area to observe and sketch a natural scene.. For 40 minutes,

have the students go to various areas although they may be in the same

group. Each student is to sketch a scene of nature. After 40 minutes,

they are to return to their original group of 6 or 8. The group of 6

or 8 will compile their 6 or 8 sketches. Then each member will write a

story or documentary concerning or related to their sketches.

Level: Grades 5, 8, 10

Keith Chapman
Rickie Hicks
Joe Milam
Shirley Menendez



OUTDOOR EDUCATION Language and Social Studies

EXERCISE: Tombstones Tell All

The cemetries in the Land Between the Lakes area reveal a great deal

about the people who lived worked, and died here The actual wealth of

information which can be obtained from the tombstones tells quite a bit

to the careful observer. By studying the markers, students can formulate

ideas about how a person lived, what his life was like, and how he died.

By combining the actual information on the markers with the imagination,

the student can create a well-developed story.

Upon arrival at the cemetary, each student should select a tombstone

which is of particular interest to him. The teacher can then ask a series

of questions in order to aid the stude-t in getting as many available facts

as possible.

Suggested questions are:

(1) What is the full name of the person?

(2) Are there any other markers near by which have the same name on them?

(3) When was the person born? When did he die?

(4) Were there any major events in history which occurred during his
lifetime? Might any of these have affected his life or his death?

(5) Are there any particular emblems on the tombstones which tell you
anything about the person (Masonic emblems, Woodmen of the World,
Soldiers, ett.)?

(6) Is there anything unu!7nal about the tombstone? Does it have an
epitaph on it? Could there be any connection botween this and
other information you know about the person?

(7 ) Does the person's name "suggest" anything about his life? (Ex: Are
there any men who have the last name "Farmer"?)



Tombstones Tell All (continued

After the students have answered the questions, they should begin

putting their story together. Ask them to base as much of their story

as possible on actual facts. Any additional information can be made up,

but should be worked in realistically with the actual facts.

Form and variation as to style, technique, and organization should

be adaped to the level of the students.

Optional Act,ivities

1. In order to make a front page for their story, the students may want

to make a " ub". They can place a piece of paper over the engraving

on the tombstone and rub over it with a pencil or crayon so that the

imprint appears on their paper.

2. Some students may wish to draw a picture of the person in the story.

3. Students who become very interested may wish to pursue a study of the

family history of any family in this area. An excellent reference

book is A Statistical Handbook of Trigg County by Eurie Pearl Neal,

available at Paducah Tilghman Library and Carnegie Public Library.

4. As a classroom exercise, teachers may wish to examine similar tech-

niques used by Edgar Lee Masters in Spoon River Anthology. As a clas

room project, students may wIsh to compile a Land Between the Lakes

Anthology.

Level: Fifth, Eighth and High School

Lynn Hodges
Sheryl Milam



OUTDOOR EDUCATION LANGUAGE

EXERICSE Keeping a Daily Diary or Log Book

The time spent at the Lan( ietween the Lakes is, for most students, a

time of many new and exciting experiences. The relating of these experiences

to friends and family once they return home helps to keep the memory alive

and makes the experience more meaningful each time it is related, However,

since many of the students have never spent much time outside the city, they

may have difficulty in describing an experience in a natural setting so that

their exact perceptions, reactions and emotions can be communicated to their

listener.

The younger students may wish to record experiences each day with the

boys keeping a "log book" and the girls keeping a "diary". This will give them

a permanent and more accurate account of their experiences which they can take

home with therv

The following should be emphasized in order to h lp them record their

experiences just as they happeneth

(1) Record your experience as soon as pos ible after it happens,

(2) Did you overlook any important details?

) Did the experience appeal to your senses? What did you see, hear,
smell, taste, or feel?

(4) Will the person who reads or hears your description see it the
same way you did?

How did you react to the experience? Did you laugh, cry, jump up
and down?

(6) Can you compare this to any experience you have ever had before?

(7) How many adjectives and adverbs have you used?

The data in the diary or log book may later be compiled into a longer

composition. In this case, the teacher should stress coherence as the experience
218



Keeping A Daily Diary or Log Book (continued)

are combined into a single composition,

This exercise could be set up for a specific time or times each day that

the student is at the Land Between the Lakes. He should be reminded, however,

that he will have to record his experiences,

Level: Fifth Grade Lynn Hodges
Sheryl Milam
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

EXERCISE LANGUAGE: "Look Alike/Reminds

Behavioral Objectives:

/I

At the end of this exercise the student will be able to do the following:

(1) Pick out phrases that are literal and figurative
(2) Write sentences that utilize literal and figurative phrases
(3) Utilize the technique

and writing.
of comparative language in speaking

Procedure:

Take the group into a setting away from the Youth Center. Choose
any spet that is natural and is of an area great enough to spread the
students out in an isolated setting.

In order to gain the :ull attention of the group, begin by saying
"Johnny is a pig. He eats too much." Ask the group if Johnny is really
a "pig". They will answer "No". Ask them "why"? Many answers will be
given, and full discussion should be encouraged. Summarize their answers
by asking them to describe a pig, and then to describe Johnny, (any member
of the group who will take the statement as a joke: Caution, do not hurt
any feelings). After their descriptions, ask them why we often describe
people by things that they are not.

(Tommy is a /7at.)
(My teacher is a square.)
(She is a nut.)
(Jack eats like a horse.)

After the answers and discussion, explain that many times we describe
things by comparing them to other things. When we do this we call it
a "figure of speech" or figurative language. On the other hand if some-
one lived on a farm and had a pig and named it Johnny, then the state-
ment, "Johnny is a rig.'!, would be a true statement. When we make a
true statement, we describe it as a "literal" statement. Follow this
up with examples that the other students can think of, making sure they
identify their statement as literal or figurative.
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Tell the students that writing can be much more fun if figurative
language is used. Explain to them that they are going to write a sen-
tence using figurative language. Instruct the students to find some-
thing they can hold in their hand, When all of the students find their
object give them the following instructions:

A, Find a spot away from everyone else.
B. Sit down mad look very caictully at their object.
C. Examine it as to its color, feel, smell (if any), and

shape.
D. Fill in the following sentence, "my (the obje t ds me of what-

ever it reminds of).
E. Do this as many times as they want, at least three,
F. Come back to the group meeting place.

When the group is assembled, tell them to simplify their sentences
by crossing out the Words "reminds me of" and put in the work "is". Tell
them that their sentence is now a figurative sentence. Ask them "Why?"
Once they give the correct answer, tell them that they are goipg to play
a guessing game. They are only to read the last part of their sentences.
Do not name their object. The other members of the group are to try to
guess the object, When all who want to have participated, ask them to
name the two types of descriptive sentences, (literal and figurative)
Ask them to explain the differences. Tell them to give examples.

Some examples that the instructor of this exerdise should expect to re-
ceive follow:

My rock is a blue mountain, (Description of slag)
My plant is the smell of root-beer on a summer day (Description of sassa-
fras smell)
My plant is a forest fire. (Description of "British Soldier" moss)
My rock is a cave of diamonds. (Description of a geode center)

The key to the success of this exercise is repetition, and the
developing of significant relationships and images in the mind of the
student. All of the sentences of the students should be kept by the
student, as well as the object they are describing.

Follow up suggestions for classroom or campfire:

1. Since all of the students will not be in the same group the guess-
ing game can be used in the class or in different groups.

When reading in class, have the students pick out figurative phrases.

Have the students compile a list of descriptive phrases used most
often, and identify the phrases as either literal or figurative.

Have a writing exercise using figurative phrases describing some-
thing the class is studying in science (ie, stars), and then follow
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up with a literal description using scientific vocabulary.

5. Coordinate an art and English lesson by using figurative language
to describe pictures drawn by the students. In conjunction with
this the guessing game used in this exercise can be used to iden-
tify pictures.

This exorcise is designed for elementary students, and can be conducted
outside at the school or within a program of Environmental Education.

Level: Fifth Grade Sheryl Milam
Lynn Hodges
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION EXERCISE LANGUAGE

ft

Behavioral Objectives

IKU" - Analysis and Application
of Nature

At the end of this exercise the student will be able to do the following:

(1) Define "haiku"
(2) Pick up poems cha. act- istic of the "haiku" effect
(3) Write a "haiku" image or poem

o edure':

Due to the form and content of Haiku noetry, it is in direct correspon-
dence witn nature. Haiku is Japanese poetry, however it is a unique and
versatile art form in any language, The Japanese have strict rules about
writing haiku poetry.

(1) The poem must refer to nature,
(2) lt must represent or have reference to a season
(3) It has only three lines,
(4) The first and last lines have five syllables, and the middle has

seven, for a total of seventeen syllables.

For this exercise, the student may try for a trte haiku by following
the above rules, or he may simply try for a haiku effect or image. The
instructor in this exercise should explain that haiku (pronounced: high-
ah-koo) is very special because it is the only form of poetry dedicated en-
tirely to nature, and the beauties of nature. The writer of a haiku must
become a part of this natural relationship before writing, consequently
most haiku is written out of doors, away from the pressures and influence
of a "concrete" society. Thyme and meter are insignificant as the total
purpose is to reflect the natural image.

It is necessary that the instructor in this exercise get the group
away from other groups, and away from each other if possible, Each student
should be encouraged to write a haiku poem or image by himself. Encourage
them to be creative and original. Emphasize the idea that they are a part
of nature, they are in nature, and all they have to do is to describe the
natural feelings they have,



"HAIKU" - Natural Poetry
(Form #1)

Rules:

1. Refer to nature

2. Describe or refer to a season

3. Have only three lines

4. Line one = five syllables
Line two = seven syllables
Line three = five syllables

TOTAL = seventeen syllables

S. Forget rhyme and meter

Write your "haiku" below. Relax, take your time, and be NATURAL!

"Haiku" - Examples of haiku poetry and images
(Supplement to exercise)

In the falling snow
A laughing boy holds out his palms
Until they are white

Richard Wright

I am nobody
A red sinking autumn sun
Took my name away

Richard Wright--

Firefly-
By daylight
An insect with a red neck

Basho--

Flowers on a stem
Do not always blossom full
But thought never dies.

Nancy Malisan--



I'm a new born tree,
My life has hardly bogun,
I hope it will last.

Sue Barrett-----

Beautiful rainbows
Painted neatly in the sky
After spring showers

Rosalind Polanowski--

6.

Suggested exercises for Campfire or Classroom:

1. Compare the "haiku" poetry to traditional English poetry.

2. Obtain several works of Japanese paintings, and discuss the re-
lationships between the poetic art and the graphic art forms.

3. Read the students' "haiku" before the groups, keeping the name
of the authors anonymous if they wish.

4. Compose an anthology of "haiku" poetry as a class or individual
project.

Have artistically gifted students draw or paint pictures using
"haiku" as their subject.

Some students will find it difficult to conform to the Japanese
rules of haiku, consequently they should try for a haiku image which
reflects their feeling about nature or life in general. Ask them to
keep the haiku form of three lines.

For all of the students tell them to not begin writing immediately.
Give themselves time to become aware of their surroundings and the
effect these surroundings have on them. When they become aware of these
things, write about it.

It will help the instructor as well as the students to have a pre-
pared sheet (attached form #1) giving a summary of the rules of haiku.

At the end of the exercise, allow those students who wish to
read their poems of images. Have discussion on those that are especially
expressive or unique,

NOTE: This exercise is designed for a Secondary Level of Instruction,
and should be conducted outside.

Level: High School Lynn Hodges
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ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION

Exercise: Language and Social Science (Designed for use on elementary level)

"Words Are Symbols"

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this exe cise the student will be able to identify symbols
as used in literature, and will be able to write and explain the symbolic
significance of at least three symbols.

"What's in a name? A rose by any other name would smell as sweet."
Romeo and Juliet - Wm, Shakespere

We live in a world of sydbols. All forms of language are symbolic.
Words, in any language, are simply verbal and graphic symbols. The
word spelled TREE is only the name or symbol we atta.;11 to the living
plant. The reason we can use this symbol is that we all have a mental
picture of the plant. If this.were not true it would be impossible to
communicate, Therefore, we can make up or invent our own symbols, and,
if we all know what the symbols mean, we can communicate. On a simple
level we can invent our own language.

PROCEDURE:

The exercise should be conducted in a group. Explain to them about
symbols, and that words are symbols. Emphasize that we do not think
in words, but we think in pictures. Mental images are the pictures we
receive when we hear or see the symbol. Examples of symbols other than
words can be given. (Stop signs, Stars on the American flag, and Grades
on Report Cards) Ask for other examples from the group.

When the idea of symbols 15 established, suggest the idea of inventing
a new or "secret" language. For this exercise to be successful, enthusiasm
and a certain degree of secrecy is required. The secrecy is to keep an
idea of fun and apprehension in the minds of the children. Each group can
use the "new language" with anyone else, but they cannot tell others what
the "new symbols" represent.

From this point on, the students should be told to use only the "new
language"'or the "LBL Secret Language". Instead of the regular words,
tell the students that, for the rest of the time at LBL, we'll use the
following symbols:

Tree-to be called "grok"
Deer-to be called "bock"
Water-to be called "drup"

A sentence in the LBL language would be: The bock jumped the fence,
ran behind the grok and fell into.t,he-fdrup..,

r
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Repetition is the key to the success of this exercise. The students
must memorize the three words and use them in several sentences during and
after the exercise. When in camp, they will use the "new words" with the
other children. Some will know the meaning and others will not, depending
on whether or not their group has had this exercise. The use of the new
words, the symbolic words, will create a spirit of mystery and secrecy among
the students. If conducted properly, this element of mystery will be one
of the highlights of the trip, and be condusive to remembering the exercise
and its meaning.

By the end of the session, all groups should know the "new language".
After the trip to LBL, they should continue to use the "new language" with
friends, parents, etc., and by association will remember the symbolic use
of words for communication.

Level: Fifth Grade Sheryl Milam

Lynn Modges
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ENV-RONMENTAL EDU ATION LANGUAGE

Is there an English teacher who does not think of a quotation from

Shakespeare to apply to almost everything? I am no exception. My first

thoughts in connection with literature and the outdoors are of Shakespeare's

As You Like It. If I remember correctly, the good king and his court were

banished from their life of luxury to the forest by a usurper, a wicked

brother, After a few month. of living with nature, one of the characters

quoted these lines:

Sweet are the uses of adversity which, like the toad, ugly
and venomous, wears yet a precious jewel in its crown. And
this, our life, exempt from public haunt, finds tongues in

trees, books in the running brooks, sermons in stones, and
good in everything, I would not change it,

I should like to help students find"tongues in trees, books in the

running brooks, sermons in stones, and good in everything,"

Approximately 98% of my students in ninth-grade English this past

year wrote of death, violence, destruction, and corruption. Somewhere,

somehow, some young people have lost the feeling for many good things in

the world. One of these is the true feeling of beauty in nature. Instead

of a flower symbolizing a hippie movement I should like to help young

students see the true beauty of the creation of God -- to see, touch, smell

the beauties in nature.

To say that I would like to help students communicate with nature may

sound more like William C. Bryant than Ben A. Clift; therefore, I shall say

that I would like to help students improve communication by living with

nature.
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I shall leave the study, the classification and name-calling of plants,

animals, birds, stars, and rocks to the botanist, the biologist, the

geologist, and the astronemist. My major concern will be to help students

ee touch, taste, and smell the wonders of the outdoors. There are,

believe, many opportunitles to correlate outdoor education with the teaching

of English and literature in a ninth-grade English class.

Ob'ectives

Some professionals have stated the broad objectives of outdoor education

in the following way:

The preservation and development of both the individual and
society demand that every normal individual develop the abilities
and characteristics essential to effective social living in a
democracy. These abilities and characteristics translated into
aims may be stated as:

1. The objective of Self-Realization
2. The objective of Human Relationship
3. The objective of Economic Efficiency
4. The objective of Civic Responsibility1

My particular interest will fall under the category of self-realization

in which the student learns to apply language arts activities, grammar and

literature, to life situations in the outdoors by gaining an understanding

of man's relation to the total universe and by exploring new avenues of in-

dividual creativity stimulated by beauty of the outdoors.

Some other broad objectives developed by various school systems around

the country and myself,are:

1. To develop a sense of moral and spiritual aesthetic values

1Smith, Carlson, Donaldson, Masters, Outdoor Education, Prentice-Hall,

Inc., Englewood Cliffs, N.J., 1963, p. 30.
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2. To have a good time

3. To teach citizenship

4. To teach worthy use of leisure time

To keep physically fit

6. To increase understandings and appreciations

7. To learn to assume responsibilities

To learn how to live in the out-of-doors

9. To develop a friendly, informal atmosphere of lea -i-g

10, To create interests and hobbies by using natural resources

11. To encourage growth and individual personalities

LETlittsj22.Ley2E. My major specific obj ctive will be to create a better

narrative.

Behavioral Objectives

1, To listen and respond

2. To practice using the figures of speech

a, simile
b. metaphor
c. personification
d. alliteration
e. onomatopoeia

3. To increase vocabulary

4,; To use a descriptive verb in the active voice and to be more
concrete in writing

S. To create a better narrative
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,put

I. Financing: If the Echopl board does not finance the outdoor

education program, families should assume the food costs of the pupils.

However, if the family is finau-ially unable, regular social agencies

which normally take care of this should assi t. Local service clubs and

organizations might help. The s-hool will probably assume the cost of

transportation and the State or Federal Government will supply the

recreational area.

II. Time: My project is planned for two and a half days.

III. Counselors: My requirement for camp counselors will be any

school teacher who has a genuine love for children and a genuine love

for the outdoors.

Process

T. Listening and responding activities

I shall select various spots in the area and send groups of three

or four students to the different places for forty-five minutes or an hour.

The pupils will sit quietly with their eyes closed for short intervals and

j t down words which describe the various sounds they hear. I shall en-

courage them to think how to describe a certain bird's call, a frog's sound,

the sound of feet on a path, the sound of water hitting the shore the buzz

of the bee, etc. They will be encouraged to use fresh, new words. Emphasize:

If you have heard it before, d,n't u,e it.

After the exercise, we shall have a meeting of all groups to see

how many different impressions of the same sounds were received.

This exercise will be repeated for night sounds and an individual

list of words will be kept of both day and night sounds to be used in the

next exercise,
231
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II. Exercise in using the figures of speech

Students have been introduced to some figures of speech in grades

five through eight I shall, of course, review and teach simile, metaphor,

personification, alliteration and onomatopoeia in the classroom before

moving to the outdoors.

Some examples:

Simile: The deer darted into the forest like a fugitive from

justice.

Metaphor: The hoot of the owl was a fog horn warning us of an

approaching danger.

Personification: The wild flowers laughed and danced in the summer

breeze.

Illiteration: The bobolink bobbled on the birch.

Onomatopoeia: The lightning zig-zagged through the jet black sky.

Again, students will be taken into the forest where they will observe

insects, animals, flowers, the clouds, the grass, etc. Here, they are to

create figures of speech. They may refer to the list of words compiled in

the previous exercise.

III. To increase vocabulary

Students will keep a notebook of vocabulary words during the entire

stay in the out-of-doors. They will check the correct spelling and pro-

nunciation in the dictionary are encouraged to use these words in speaking

and writing.

IV. To use descriptive verbs in the active voice and to be more concrete

in writing.
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I shall teach the difference between an active and a passive voice

verb. When the subject of the sentelce does the actIng and carries the

action from the doer (subject) to a receiver (the direct object of the

verb), the verb is in ac ive voice. Example: The wind blew the dead

leaves. Wind is the subject (the doer) carrying the action to the leaves

(the receiver of the action). The verb blew is said to be an active voice

verb.

When the subject of the sentence 1 upon, the verb is in passive

voice. Exa pie: The dead leaves were blown by the wind. In this sentence

the subject (leaves) is acted upon. The important word in the sentence

(wind) is tucked away in a relative unimportant grammatical construction

at the end of the sentence.

Emphasize: (I) An active voice verb shows more action than the passive

voice verb. (2) it takes fewer words to expre s an idea in the active

voice (3) The active v ice thrusts the action Into the reader's mind and

stimulates more interest,

In an outdoor setting students will write a paragraph describing the

actions of an animal, an insect, or a bird. They will be asked to recall

any sound words, figures of speech, or vocabulary words used in the previous

activities. After completing the paragraph, they will revise it by chang-

ing all passive voice verbs to active voice.

I shall stimulate the use of good descriptive action verbs by pointing

out some action in the outdoor setting. Instead of saying, "The deer went

across the field", I shall encourage students to be more concrete and to think

how -the deer went across the field and to substitute a colorful verb for went.

Examples:

1, The buck bolted across the meadow.
2, The buck sprang across the.pasture,
3. The fawn limped across the- meadow.
4. The doe darted across, the944eld.
5. The doe shot across the pasture.



This exercise could be applied to any action observed in the out-of-doors.

V. To create a narrative

Inspiration for a complete narrative may be gained from any of the

activities experienced so far. However, to add more variety to the ex-

periences, we shall take trips to the old, abandoned farm houses, the Center

Furnace, the eemeteries,the aquatic ponds, and the lakes. I shall be able

to give students bits of information on these points of interest which will

lead them to an idea for the creation of a good story.

VI, Some evening activities which will help accomplish goals are:

a. Games

Out comes

1. Charades
2, A game following trail signs
3. Nature scavenger hunts
4. Nature challenges
S. A Nature spelling bee
6. Nature Relay
7_ Twenty Questions

b. Singing

c. Story Telling

and Evaluation

I shall have an excellent opportunity to evaluate my program and to follow

up on classroom activities. I shall expect more creativity in all writing,

more freedom in expression of thoughts and emotions. The outdoor experiences

will sharpen the ses-the ability to feel and observe the smells, sights,

sounds, touch, and taste, and to express these feelings and observations in

writing_

Some evaluation questions to determine behavioral objectives outcom s are:

1. What changes in writing habits have you noticed?
2. What vocabulary gains have you noticed?
3. Do students use colorful original figures of speech?
4. Do students use descriptive verbs in the active voice?
S. Do students create a better narrative?

Level: Junior High School Ben Clift
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BALLAD WRITING

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:

The purpose of this ac_ivi y is to pro-%, de the instruction and

format for the writing of ballzds.

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

At the enA of this activity, the student will write a ballad con-

sisting of at least five stailzas, 20 lines.

Ballads are most likely the oldest forms of poetic expression.

They were the history carriers before books. Factual data is easy

to recall and retell wl-eri put to rhyme and rhythm. Ballads have a

musical base wh3ch fits this ri%yme and rhythm. This is the key to

ballad writing. Simply tell a story with a musical rhyme and rhythm.

Good examples of famous ballads are "Ballad of Davy Crockett", "Bar-

bara Allen", "Oh Su .rwa.", "Tom Dooley", and "Blowin' in the Wind".

PROGEDUREST.:

Have the students hum the tune, melody, or chorus of any of the

above examples. Tell them to substitute a nonsense word such as "pa"

or "do" for the regular words. The following would be an example using

"Blowin' in the Wind":

pa pa-p, pa pa-pa pa pa pa

pa-pa pa-pa pa pa-pa pa

pa pa pa-pa pa pa-pa pa pa pa

pa-pa pa pa pa-pa pa

Tell them that a ballad stanza is four lines long and that the 2nd and

4th lines rhythm.
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It may be necessary to explain that a stanza is simply four lines of the

story. I not really important that their tune be exact. The purpose

is to establish a rhythm.

Next tell the students to fit their own words to the rhythm of the

tune, making their 2nd and 4th lines rhyme. The following is an example:

Did you hear 'bout the tale of ol' Ben Trigg,

The man whose ghost still roams free?

Did you hear how he died 'neath the smolderin' slag

On the banks of the Tenne ee?

(this stanza put to the rhythm of "Blowin' in the Wind".)

This is only one stanza of the ballad. All of the stanzas are writ-

ten in the same way. They should all fit together to tell a story. The

usual ballad length is from 10 to 20 stanzas.

After the students understand the method they should be encouraged

to write a ballad telling a story, factual or fictional. Their final

ballads can be read, sung to the original melody, or sung to a new melody.

Lynn Hodges

LEVEL: HIGH SCHOOL
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CINQUATN POETRY

GENERAL, OBJEC=ES:

The purpose of this activity is

tive format for writing poetry,

present a simple, yet crea-

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:

At the end of this activity the student 11 be able to write

a poeni in the Ci quaiu format.

Cinquan poetr-i is a Fre--,e- form of writing. It is pronounced

SIN-CAN. The if-s-ecal translatin is "five lines". With exposure

to the f rm and technique of Cinquajn poetry, tbe student will find

a simple, yet very expressive, outlet for writing oetry,

One of the most conw=oLL responses to the suggestion of writing

poetry is "1 can't write poetry! ar "1 hate poetry!". This re-

sponse is Mogi a The basic reason people feel incapable of

writing pontry is that y fed they must abide by a traditional

format of rhyme and meter. By eliminating these traditional stumb-
.

ling blocks, and by providing a simple format, anyone can write poe-

try. One of these forms is the Cinquain. Its form is as follows:

1. Line one-one word-noun-topic of poem

2. Line two-i-wo words-adjectives-describing line one

3, Line tnree-Ehree words-a tion phrase-action of one

Line f ur-four words-personal ph se-poet's feeling on e

5. Line five- one rd-t-1 an-re ames one

PROCEDURE

This poetry form is often utilized as a get-acquainted activity.
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It is used for individuals describing each other, using the person's name

as line one. This is done by pairing individuals. The following is an

example of a personal description Cinquain:

Bob

Strong, Happy

Thinking about tomorrow

Helps me enjoy life

Friend

Another use of this poetry form is individual writing about some

aspect of nature. Simply distribute the example sheet (form #1) to the

students. Have them read the examples and discuss the format for writing.

After all have read and understood the example sheet, ask them to pick

out an object in nature. Orally read to them the Cinquain form, paus-

ing after each line to give the students time to think and write that

line. The following is an example of a nature description Cinquain:

Sunset

Bright, Colorful

Singing into night

Makes me feel happy

Dusk

After the students have finished writing their Cinquain, the tea-

cher may collect the poems and read them aloud or may have the students

read their Cinquain to each other. After all have been read, the group

should discuss the Cinquain form. The teacher should emphasize the ease

of writing Cinquain and attempt to have the student suggest ways it could

be used (ie; gift-poem for frien0 or parents, possible publication in

school newspaper, or class collection of poems describing p6ople in class.
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In all groups the teacher should enthusiastically encourage the stu-

dents to write niore Cincplain po try.

Examples:

Line 1-1

Lynn Hodges

Level:: High School

ra 1-EXAMPLE SHEET

,...rd-noun-oHect

Line 2-2 words-adjectives-description of 1

Line 3-3 words-action phrase-what 1 does

Lf.ne 4-4 words-perso-.1 phrase-feeling about 1

Line 5-1 word-noun-renames 1

PERSONAL C INQUIN NATURE rINQUAIN

Bob Sunset

Strong, Happy Bright, Colorful

Thinking about tomorrow Singing into night

Helps me enjoy life Makes me feel happy

Friend Dusk

2.

4.

5.

WRITE YOUR OWN CINgUAIN BELOW
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Exercise: Writing Meaningful Directions

General Objectives: The purposes of this unit is to provide the environ-

ment and p. visional assistance to y ung writers who desire advanced

work in writing material ac eptable for publication in various magazines

and newspapers.

havioral Objectives: At the end of this unit the student will show

his:interest in writing by submitting in regular manuscript format an

article to a magazine or newspaper.

Mat-- ls: Paper, pencil and writing .board.

Procedure: Explain to the students that they are to go alone and find

a spot they like. While looking for this spot, they should be careful

to note the surrounding and anything distinctive or different they see

along the way.

After the student goes as far as he wishes or finds a pleasant spot in

the woods he is to sit down and write a paragraph giving directions on

how to get there.

When the student finishes writing, he is to return to where the group

was assembled and choose a partner.This partr takes his paragraph

and tries to find the spot to which the writer nas directed him.

After all the students have had an opportunity to use someone else

directions and have theirs used, the groups should reassemble and dis-

cuss what has taken place. Sere the student, with the help of the

group and the instructor will try to analyze his paragraph and see how

he can improve it.

LEVEL: sLEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADES - Mary Ann Waltman



CREATIVE WRITING WORKSHOP

This exercise is designed to be a se1T-contained unit of
instruction for a time period of 2-4 days. During the time period
of this exercise, language arts directed toward the concept of
Creative Writing are to be stressed.

GENERAL OBJECTIVES:
The purpose of this unit is to provide the environm nt

and professional assistance to young writers who desire advanced
work in writing material acceptable for publication in various
magazines and newspapers

BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES:
At the end of this unit the student will show his interest

in writing by submitting, in regular manuscript format, an article,
short story, or three poems to a magazine or newspaper.

PROCEDURES:
The basic division of the time period will be left to the

individual instructors, however general exercises and specific
exercises that can be used are listed in this unit. A reasonable
rule to follow with respect to writing time is to allow 4 to 6
hours a day for individual wrfting. During this individual writing
span, the student should be left to write on his own. Students will
Vary in their particular writing habits Some will prefer to write
in total isolation, while others find groups as an inspiration toWriting.

ORIENTATION:

It is necessr.ry to explain the purpose of this unit to many
of the students. Emphasis should be placed on the student assuming
the role of a professional writer. Emphasize that his material is
to be submitted to a magazine or newspaper. As an additional incen-
tive, it should be mentioned that an author is usually paid for material
accepted for publication, however, payment should not be the primary
incentive for writing.

GROUP DIVISION:

In order to better organize the students into their interest
areas, it is helpful to dividathe total group into sub-groups
organized around the areas of Short Story, Article, and Poetry. Let
the students choose their interest area p_Elc_ to attending the work-
shop. Some students may wish to choose more than one interest area.

CREATIVE EXERCISES:
Creativity is a strange characteristic. It often is present

in extraordinary porportions, then again, it sometimes is not present
at all. The following are a few ides which seem to stimulate creative
thought.
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I SITUATIONAL STlMi.LI

cryit;.ve thought Ls blocked out by a lack of
sensitivity to one's surroundings. To incl.-ease one's sensitivity
is to inspire creal:ive ttilnking. Refer to "Daywatch Exercise"
and "Nightwatrh EKercise" in this book.

In addition to these two exercises a simple activity in
imagination is oft211 useful. Take a group on a tour of the
especially unusual or scenic areas of the workshop site. Stop
at frequent intervals and ask the students to use their imagination
to visualize the area as a setting of the short story, the natural
stimulus co a poem, or to describe the area as it might be written
in a tour guide book. These visualizations often prove useful for
references to be used in later writings.

II. GROUP EXCHANGE

Many times authors ca-n he inspired hy other authors. Simple
discussion in groups is the method by which much of this inspiration,
az,d source of conF4irocrive ideas, can be realized.

Ill STREAM OF CONSCIOUSNESS

This is a difficult activ ty to define. Usually it is successful
when used by two co thçee peop e. Using a tape recorder, the parti-
cipants simply begin to calk, without conscious thought. The student
will find this difficult at first, however, with a bit of practice
it becomes very easy and extremely interesting.

SPECIFIC EXERCISES:

Poetry:

See Exercises on HAIKU, CINQUAIN, BALLADS

Short Story:

See E_ r ises on SHORT STORY

Article:

See Exercises .-- A ricLE

REFERENCES FOR CREATIVE WRITING & MARKET INFORMATION:

Write._°.s Digeat., 22 East 12th Street Cincinnati, Ohio 45210
Writer s Market, Published annually by Writer's Digest (50,000

Narkets for articles, short stories, and poetry)

Lynn M. Hodges
Nary Goodley
Mary Ann Waltman

LEVEL: ELEVENTH AND TWELFTH GRADE
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Exercise: The Teenage Short Story

OBJEGTLVE Following a br ei lesson on the formula for teen fiction,
the student will write a rough draft of a teenage short story.

A mental hie Ls offer concurrent with a physical one into the woods.
"Going into self" seems a natural accompaniment to going into the
wilderness. In short, introspection is almost automatic as soon as
one isolates himself in Nature. To a teenager, such introspection
may lead to musing on the red-haired boy who rode the bus which brought
the class to LEL (character), or it mayy lead to a mental re-enactment
of a phone conversation (dialogue), or the mind might turn to a con-
sideration of a mothce's forthcoming divorce (an obstacle to his happi-
ness). In short, the _eenage boy or girl who comes to LEL brings most
or all the ingredients he needs to write a marketable teenage Short
story, His awareness of his own unique experiences need to be sharpened.
A form to contain Chose experiences needs to be explained. And a time
to write and rewrite needs to be allotted and allowed. Afterward--just
a typist, a few stamps, a little luck, and a "couple of" prayers might
bring him an acceptance slip from an editor.

Procedure:

L. The students attention should be called to the fact that many of
his own experien,es are Ingredients for a marketable short story and
that these experiences can be rediscovered during introspection.
Characters, conflicts and conversation are considerations for a story.
Stories in YOUTH, SCOPE, VOICE, BOYS' LIFE, TEEN, EVENT, INGENUE can
be briefly reiterated to impress him that his common experiences--dating
problems, personal "hang-up's," not murders, robberies, suicides, and
gang killings are the stuff of contemporary teen fiction.

II. The student should then be instructed in the following formula
for writing hie. story; studente should give examples as each part of
the formula is giveri

1. CHARACTER Decide on one characterboy or girl; give him or her
a good nameone the reader can remember and one with which he can
identifyZanobta, for instance, might be memorable, but such a name
is not one the youthful reader As apt to admire.

2. GOAL Decide a positive goal: occupational goals; hobb eoals;
"value-slanted" goals, to be an honeet persee, for instance; social
goals, to get a date with the star quarterback.

3. MOTIVATION Decide whv the character wants this goal? Why is
this important to him. Does he want to be honest because his parents
have insisted on this virtue or ts such a goal self-initiated?
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CONFL_:T Dec.:Ide an obstacle to the characterus reaching the
goal. The ohscaeie maN be c person, For instance, the main ob-
stacle in getting a date wi:h e: star quarterback might be the
fact that S4,ilvla J.-rdon, a cool looking" blond already has her'
eyes sec on him plus the hvns mother may disapprove of him.
Or the main obstacle may h* ithn the character--she may have a
weight prorlem;

5, START THE STORY Incrod -e the character, goal, motivation,
and obstacle in the opening paragraph For example: When Dustin
checked her horoscope she know that sometime in the very near
future sbe and Mark Abel, W-'1ILM.C.TO High's star quarterback, were
destined to mc-ei. He repr,;-sented the "hest" to her. The only
problem was Sylvia Jordon. Whitmore's Autumn Festival queen who
had the sarro-i' boroscope and the s2me tclea, And even worse, her
very own mothe was or Syl s side!

5; RESOLUTION Decide the outcome of the story and a number of
events ieadi ng up to the outcome, In teenage short stories
the character her goal, not because the obstacle
is stronger, but tthel because the Author manipulates the charac-
ter in such way tkt she realizes that the goal is not really
worthwhile. For le SvIA!trl and Dustina would vie for Mark's
attention through seeral scenes, but let's say in the process
Dust4na learns som,thing dtradful about Mark's character which her
mother knew all along-SyLvia may get the boy, but Dustina has
gained insignt into life; The teen story typically ends with the
major character coming much cl oser to reality as the adult world
sees it; the thnie of scli-aw rcness is a usual featui2e of the
teen story,

III, Once the student has been i en instruction in the formula,
he should try to write his rough draft. it is important that the
student not become oa-c4-1.-y concerned with word choice, point of
view and other literary considerations until he has finished his
story line. Once this has been developed, these matters can be
given consideration in later drafts.

Mary Goodley

LEVEL: ELEVENTH AINM TWELFTH
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Art Exercises: NATURE PRINTS

Behavioral Objectives:

After completing these exercises, the student should be able to:

1. Construct several different kinds of nature prints for display or

collections.

2. Identify and name various types of nature prints from materials used.

3. Demonstrate an awareness of the beauty of shapes and texture in nature.

I. Ex -ise: Spider Web Prints

Materials Needed:

Dark-colored construction paper
Can of white enamel spray paint

Scissors
Gan of plastic spray or hair spray (Optional)

Procedure:

Locate spider web and gently persuade spider to move off web if

one is there as you won't want to kill it.

Spray the web lightly with paint on both sides, with the breeze

if there is any. DO NOT attempt this exercise on a windy day.

When all parts of the web have been sprayed, ease paper close to

the underside or back of web. Try to touch paper to all parts of the

web at once. Keep paper steady as pulling or twisting will destroy the

web. As soon as the web is stuck to the paper, cut the guy lines at the

edges of the caper very carefully. Put on flat surface to dry.

For permanent mounts, spray the entire paper with plastic spray

to preserve the print. Hair spray may be used for this.

These prints are beautiful when framed. Attractive prints may

also be Made by using b lack spray paint and white paint.

II. Exercise: Spore Prints

Materials Needed:

Mushroom cap
Light-colored paper
Gum arabic or glue
Glass or plastic dish



Procedure.

In this exercise, the gungas actually prints itself. To make the
spore print, cut the mushroom from its stem close to the gills.

Coat hard-surfaced sheets of paper with glue and place the mushroom
cap, rounded side up, gill side down, upon the paper and cover with a
glass dish.

Let the mushroom stand for a while, overnight if possible, making sure
not to move it while the spores are dropping onto the paper. If it is not
disturbed, an exact print of the underside of the mushroom should occur.

OR:

Spore pr iits may be made with wax paper if an electric iron is available.

Materi ls Needed:

Mushroom cap
Wax paper
Electric iron
Glass dish
Construction paper

Procedure:

Use same directions as above except place the mushroom cap on wax paper
and cover with glass dish.

After spore print has set, to make it permanent, neat wax paper with
electric iron set on low. Turn iron, warm flat side up and place underside
of wax paper on iron- The spores will settle into the melting wax. The
print may then be mounted on colored construction paper for ccutrast.



III. Exercise: Blueprints

Materials Needed:

Ozite paper (high speed blueprint paper)
Piece of glass with smooth edges (window pane may be used)
Cardboard same size as glass
Small jar filled with ammonia (covered until needed)
Large covered jar or container
Fern, plant, leaf or other flat object to be printed
Masking tap

Proc r:

Make a printing frame by placing the glass upon a piece of
cardboard the same size as the glass. Hinge them together at the
top with masking tape.

To print, lift glass cover and place a piece of blueprint
paper, treated side up, on the cardboard. Put leaf or other
object to be printed o,1 top of the paper and lower the glass.
Expose to sunlight until paper becomes white.

Remove paper from frame and place in large covered container
filled with ammonia fumes. This is achieved by placing a small
uncovered jar of ammonia inside the large container. Leave prints
inside the large container for about five minutes or until print is
set. This step of the exercise should be done under the direct
supervision of an adult.

NOTE: Be sure to keep blueprint paper stored in heavy envelope or
other light free container as the paper will be ruined if exposed
to light.

IV. Exe cise: Smoke Prin

Materials Needed:

Candle
Matches
Lard or other type of shortening
Typing paper
Leaf
Newspaper (Optional)

Procedure:

Take a sheet of typing paper and grease the surface lightly
with a little lard. Light candle and smoke greased paper by moving
it quickly back and forth over the flame.



When the surface is black with soot, place soot side of paper
up and put leaf, vein side down, on the blackened surface. Cover
leaf with another piece of paper (newspaper would do for this or
use another piece of typing paper) and rub until every part of the
leaf is inked thoroughly with soot and grease.

Lift leaf and place inked side down on a clean piece of typing
paper. Cover with another piece of paper (any kind) and rub the
entire leaf. Be very careful not to move the leaf as this will blur
the print. When ever'y part of the leaf has been carefully rubbed,
rem ve and discard the top paper and leaf.

This is one of the most primitive methods of printing and
results in a delicate etching-like print.

V. Exercise: Leaf Stencil (To be used in c nnection with smoke prints)

Materials

Same as above for smoke prints plus
Scissors
Watercolors and brushes

Procedure:

For accurate and colorful prints, make two smoke prints of each
leaf to be stenciled. Cut out carefully along the outline of one
leaf print. The remaining part of the paper forms the stencil of
a leaf. Place the stencil over the other smoke print, matching the
outline exactly and paint with water colors.

This gives a very realistic leaf print.

VI. Exercise: ink Prints

Materials Neededt

Ink pad
Leaf
Paper (typing or construction
Roller (Optional

Procedure:

Place leaf on ink pad, vein side down, and press until every part
of the leaf is inked. Then place leaf on paper and rub thoroughly to
make imprint. It is best to place another piece of paper on top of the
leaf before rubbing as it is less messy this way.

OR: Instead of placing leaf on ink pad, a roller may be inked and
rolled over leaf before leaf is pressed onto the paper.

Ink printing results in strong clear prints suitable for framing
if printed on construction paper.
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VII. Exercise: Leaf SilhoUettes

Materials Needed:

Small piece of spon e
Ink pad
Leaf
Paper

procedure:

Press sponge on ink pad and thoroughly ink. Hold leaf on paper
and rub sponge all around edge of leaf using outward motions onto
paper. Remove leaf and there will be an outline of the leaf on the
paper.

This is an easy method to use when only the shape of the leaf
is needed.

VIII. Exercise: Crayon Prints

Materials Needed:

Crayons
Live leaves
fyping paper

Procedure:

Place leaf, vein side up, on a flat surface. Place paper over
leaf and rub with crayon where the outline of the leaf can be seen.
Then rub the entire leaf. The edges and veins of the leaf will soon
appear on the paper.

A combination of colors may be used to show the effect of an
autumn leaf if desired. A hazy effect may be achieved by removing
the paper f om the crayon and rubbing with the ,'ide of the crayon.

This is a very simple technique for printing but is good for
showing the various shapes and veining of leaves.

IX. Exercise: Sun Prints

Materials Needed:

Colored construction paper
Leaves
Pins or small rocks

Procedure:

Pin leaves to construction paper or hold down with small rocks
and place in bright sunlight. Let leaves remain in sun for an hour
or longer. Remove leaves and find outlines on the paper.
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This is a very simple lesson to show that light fades color
and is a simple method to use when only the shape of the leaf is
needed.

Exercise: Spatter Prints

Materials Needed:

Tempera paint, Ink or Shoe Polish
Old toothbrushes
Small pieces of wire screen
or small stick
Leaves
Pins or small rocks

Procedure:

Pin leaf or leaves to paper or hold down with small rocks. Dip
toothbrush in paint, ink or shoe polish and rub over screen until
entire paper is covered with spatterings. If screen is not available,
the same affect may he achieved by drawing a small stick or your finger
along the bristles of the brush. (Motions of stick or finger should be
toward you.)

When desired amount of spattering is achieved, remove leaf to find
leat outline standing out in the midst of the spatter.

This technique can also be done simply by using a can of spray
paint.

XI. Exercise: Tempera Leaf Prints

Materials Needed:

Powdered Tempera Paint
Water
Container for mixing
Leaf
Paper
Brush (Option l)

Procedure:

Mix a small amount of p_ dered tempera paint with water and pour
or brush mixture onto paper. Place leaf, vein side down, on paint.
Put another piece of paper on top of the leaf and rub all parts thoroughl:

Remove leaf and place, vein side down, on a fresh piece of paper on
which leaf is to be printed. Once again, put another piece of paper on
top of the leaf and rub. A colored leaf print will result.

Different parts of the leaf may be pressed into different colote
tempera to make prints of autumn leaves changing colors.

SHOE POLISH can also be used successfully with this technique.
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XII. Exercise: Waxing Leaves

Materi t- Needed:

Candle or paraffin
Container for melting paraffin
Hot plate
Electric iron
Wax paper
Liquid Floor Wax
Flat dtsh

Clear contact paper
Cardboard

(NOTE: Not all materials are needed for each procedure.

Procedure:

Here are a few simple methods for preserving leaves for display
or collections.

1 Rub some paraffin or a candle on the bottom ef an iron and press
both sides of leaf with iron.

Melt paraffin in container and dip leaf into it. Allow to harden.

Pour some liquid floor wax in a flat dish. Dip leaf into it and hang
up to dry.

4. PlacIl. leaves between pieces of wax paper and press with iron.

5. Place leaf on piece of tagboard or other light piece of cardboard
and cover with clear contact paper.

XIII. Exercise: Leaf Print in Plaster of Paris

Materials Needed:

Small paper dish or lid from oatmeal box, ect. for mold
Plaster of Paris
Water
Container for mixing plaster
Leaf small enough to fit in mold
Paint - tempera or water color (Optional)
Hairpins (Optional)
Varnish (Optional)
Vaseline or lard

Procedure:

Grease inside of mold and also grease leaf to be used. Place leaf,
vein side up, in the bottom of the mold.

Mix plaster by adding plaster to the water, a small amount at a
time. It is ready for use when the plaster mixture is about the consis-
tency of whipped cream.
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Pour into mold--start by carefully dropping plaster in the center
of the leaf Do this carefully so that no plaster gets under the leaf,
then firdsh filling mold.

If this print is to be used as a plaque to hang, make a hook by
putting a hairpin into the top of the cast before it hardens.

When the cast is dry, take out of mold and remove leaf. Wash cast
gently to remove grease. The leaf part of the cast may be painted at
this time. The print shows veining and texture of the leaf.

OR: The leaf may be le.:t in place and a clear coat of varnish
applied to preserve the actual leaf. It is wise to use more than
one coat of varnish if this procedure is followed.

The cast may be used as a paperweight if a hook was not inserted
for hanging.

LE-JEL: FIFTH GRNDE

Jane McBride
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Art Exercises: SKETCHING AND PAINTING FROM MTURE

Behavioral Object

Following these exercises, the student should he able to:

l. Construct an art composition without the aid of commercial
materials.

Name various methods of obtaining natural colors.

3. Develop an appreciation for the ingenuity of the people of
yesteryear.

I. Exercise: Charcoal Sketching

Materials Needed:

Drawing paper
Large pieces of cardboard on which paper
or clipped (one for each member in group)
Masking tape or clips

Procedure:

to be taped

Plan this acti ity on a day following a campfire seesion. Give
each person a pier,e of paper fastened to clipboard (cardboard) and
take group to campfire site. On the way to the site, let students wonder
what they will use for drawing since the instructor obviously has no
materials along either. The instructor might take along some bread as
this makes an excellent eraser for charcoal and also adds to the suspense
as to what the students will be doing for this exercise. At the camp
site, 32t someone bring forth the idea of using charcoal from_ last
night's campfire for sketching.

Students are usually quite enthusiastic about this project and
come up with excellent sketches of scenes around them.

II. Exercise: Painting with Nature's Paints

Ma erials Need d:

Drawing Paper
Large pieces of cardboard on which paper is to be taped
or clipped (one for each member in group)
Masking tape or clips

Procedure:

Take group to some area away from "civilization". Hand each person
a piece of drawing paper fr_stened to a clipboard (cardboard) and ask
him to paint a picture. This will bring forth such questions as,
"Paint with what?" and "What will I use for a brush?"



Suggest that nature is full of color and with a little effort
we can find natural dyes such as the natives of long ago used, Also
we can find ways to get our colors into the paper. Students are
usually fascinated by this idea and set to work immediately.

Some w 11 use fingers, others may make brushes form twigs, etc.
It doesn't take long to discover that by mashing berries, squeezing
leaves, grasses or flowers, using dirt or clay, marking with rocks,
etc. We can tr IN paint from nature.

A variety of paintings usually result from this procedure.

As a follow-up to the exercise, a discussion may disclose what
colors resulted from Lhe various experimentations such as purple from
poke berries, red or pink from other berries or blossoms of flowers,
brown from dtrt or clay, green from squeezing grass or leaves, yellow
from goldenrods, and many, many others.

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE

Jane McBride
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Art Exercise NATURE COLLAGE

Behavio Objectives: After this exe-eise has been completed, the
student should be able to:

Tell what a collage

2 Construct any sort of collage.

3. Demonstrate an awareness oi the beauty of nature objects.

4. D p iqa swarcil:tess of the need for conser ation.

Materials Need--

Pieces of thin wood, tagboard, cardboard or other fairly
heavy material to be used for mounting nature objects
(1 for each berson in group)
Glue
Burlap

Frac

Discuss what a collage is a picture or art composition produced by
combining and pasting "odds and ends" to a background. The collage may
or may not convey a message.

After discussion, send students on short search for nature objects
to be used for collages. Be sure to stress conservation before the nature
walk begins. Remind students not to take live bark from trees or to take
more of anything thin is needed. Discuss reasons for using objects already
on the ground when possible, etc.

The collage may be strictly creative without any guidance given as
to what to look for - may use a combination of any nature objects or specific
instructions may be given such as:

Look for shapes and forms in nature.

Make a leaf collage.

Try to find as many things as possible to illustrate various phases of
nature - a feather to represent birds, a bone or piece of fur to represent
mammals, a deciduous leaf, an evergreen twig, etc.

Nature objects may be mounted in any way the student desires on the
backgrounds provided The collages are especially effective when the wood
or cardboard is first cevered with burlap but this is not necessary.
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All of the following exercises have Peen used successfully by the teachers
named with students from Jackson School, in fact, at the end of the school year
we were still seeing and hearing results from the bird exercises used at LBL the
first of April.

LBL Newspaper

Purpose: To help students develop an awareness of things happening around them.

To enable students to have the experience of reporting actual happenings
to others.

To help students construct an accurate record of the entire field trip
to LBL.

Procedure:

Have at least one student in each group be the reporter for -he group to record
interesting things that happen during the group sessionso

For instance "During the Contour Mapping session today, the Blue Croup found a
salamander with only three legs. This led to a lively discussion as to what might
have happened to it", OR "The cat at the Empire Farm has adopted a baby lamb. The
lamb's mother had triplets and is unable to care for all three babies so the cat
took over for her. Be sure to look for this unusual family when your group visits
the farm".

A new reporter could serve for each sesston out or the same reporter r:ould serve
for a day. All news should be turned in at the end of the day and a group of "editors"
look over the reports to select the most interesting news for the next morning's
edition of the paper.

Students and/or leaders then print the newspaper on newsprint or some similar
material to be taped on the wall the next morning as a record of the preceding day's
happenings.

OR if a rmall ditto machine is available, copies, for everyone could be run off and
kept as a permanent record for the class to take back to school.

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE Jane McBride
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Objectives: 1

Litter Scavenger Hunt

To develop a greater awareness of the pollution proble-

3.

To encoura-e
to use 1,

To encourage

students

students

to leave an area clean for the next persons

to work together toward a common goal.

4. To encourage
of time.

students to accomplish a task within a given length

Divide F.tudents into groups with each group receiving a large plastic bag in
which to put litter. A specified length of time is given in which to police tt,
area with about thirty to forty-five minutes usually being adequate. A teachei. or
student leader should be with each group.

At the end of the specified time limit, all groups return to the starting area
to check litter. At this time the leader is given a worksheet on which letters
of the alphabet are listed. Someone from the group is selected to record kinds
of litter found by the appropriate letter.

The object of the hunt is to find litter beginning with each letter of the
alphabet or for as many letters as possible - not which group finds the most
litter as the students usually assume but this is not revealed until after the
time limit has expired and groups are ready to check lists.

LEVEL! FIFTH GRADE Paul Myhill
Jane McBride
Richard Helton
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Litter Scavenger Hunt
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Open Field
Field Exercise', for Birds in: Wooded Area

Shore Area

Objectives: 1. To develop powers of observation.

2. To develop an awareness of the beauty of birds.

3. To develop the skill of using nature identification guides.

4. To enable students to become more proficient in the use of
binoculars and monoscopes.

To help students develop an interest they can take home with
them and continue to enjoy for years to come.

Equipment Needed:

1. A film on birds (LerILislcfs'eather.:fcl Rainbow is excellent for this purpose)
OR slides of birds common to LBL

Binoculars or monoscopes (These may be checked out from TVA by the
Project Leader)

Golden Nature Guides - Birds by Zim and Gabrielson

After showing film or slides and having brief discussion on birds, take grov.p
to chosen location. Location may be in wooden ares, open field, or shore a ea.
The exercise works equally well for all.

Seat students in small groups of threes or fours away from each other and supply
them with Nature Guides, worksheets and pencils, and binoculars and monoscopes.
Younger students are able to manipulate the monoscopes better than binoculars.

Move quietly from one group to another. Be available to stimulate interest but
give help only when needed. At the end of the session, bring entire group together
to compare lists and discuss birds seen.

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE Paul Myhill
Jane McBride
Richard Helton



Open Field

Clue Chart. for Bird Iden ificatlon - Wooded Area

Shape
of Be,ak

(Mark Area) Shore Area

-
Color of Color of Color oT
Head and Neck Back and Wings Chest and

Und.ELEIEs

(Size to be according to student's own esti tion.)



Bird Slides and Recordings

Objectives: 1. To help students develop keen powers of observation.

2. To help students distinguish characteristics of birds through
both sight and sound

To further stimulate an interest in Ornithology.

This exercise is.best used to stimulate further interest in birds after students
ha-ve had experience with other bird exercises hut this is not absolutely necessary.

Use slides and recordings to identify birds by b th sight and sound. Discuss
each bird - one at a time, allowing students to record such characteristics as color,
size, field marks, ect. or worksheet before proceding to the next bird. The sound
of the bird call should also be recorded. Outlines of birdG could be used to record
visual character sties.

Leaders will need to decide what kinds and how many birds to use for individual
group sessions according to need, interest and time allotted. This could be done by
land area as in the field exercises for birds (wooded area, open field, shore line
and/or water fowl).

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE
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Paul Myhill
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Richard Helton



Clue Chart for Bird Slides and Recordings

Name of
Bird

i

Size I Shape Color of
Head and Neck

Color of
Tail, Wings
and Back

Color of
Chest and

1 Underparts

1i
I
i



Quick-Cheek Bird 'Identification List fur Leaders

(For use wi Lh Bird Slides and Recording Exercl e

CODE: A - Wooded Area

B - Open Field

C She e Liri: or Water Fowl

Sound of bird call in parenthses as (low, rasping)

L - Approximate length of bird

W Wing spread

These will be included where appropriate.

Bluebird Eastern - A, Blue black, rusty throat and chest, white underparts.
(Melodious whistling) L

Blue Jay - A, Blue crest blue hack, winss and tail with white on wings and tail,
white throat and underparts, black band around head and neck.
(Jay, jay) L - 10"

Cardinal - A, Red crest, red body, black around conical bill, (repetitious low,
slurred notes) L - 7-3/4"

Catbird A, plain dark gray in color, black crown, rusty rump area, (squeaky
quality) L 7-3/4"

Chickadee, Carolina - A, black bib, black cap, gray body, pale underparts,
narrow gray edging on wings, (whistled 4 or 5 notes) L - 44"

Chickadee, BlaLLCERREI - A, Black cap, wider black bib, gray body, pale rusty
sides, white patches on cheeks, white edging on wings
(whistled song - second note full tone lower than first)
L - 4'

Cowbird - A, Brown head, mouse-gray body, (thin whistle) L

Goldfinch, American A, Yellow body, black wings and tail, black cap (long, high
and sweet, per-chik-o-ree) L - 4'

Grackle - A or B, Iridescent green, blue or purple head, black body (loud,
ascending squeak) L 10-12"

Junco Slate-Colored - A, Gray head through back, white chest to neck area,
(simple, slow thrill) L

Mockingbird - A, Gray back, white patches on wings and tail, white and gray
chest (mimics other birds) L - 9"



Nuthatch, WhireTbre sted - A w ire face, black cap, gray back, white chest
(I w yank-yank) L - 5"

Oriole, Orchard - A, Black head, back and tail, dark rusty-colored chest 8nd
rump area (melodious whlstle and flute-like notes) L -6"

Phoebe, Eastern - A, dark wings and especially dark head, white under beak,
grayish cest, dark Lail (fee-be) L 5-3/4"

Purple Finch - A, Wine-colored or rosy chest and back area, white rump area
(long, loud, rich warbling) L

Robin - A, rusty, orange-colored chest, dark gray back, wings and tail, white
rump area (6-10 whistled bhrases of -6 notes) I. 8k"

Starling A or B, purple- ored head, dark hwnish body, shorter tail than
true blackbird (squeaky notes, imitates other bird calls) L - 6"

Titmouse, _Tufted - A, Gray chest and body, wbite chest (whistled song like a
chickadee) L - 5k"

Vireo, Red-Eyed A, Blue-gray cap, white eye stripe, red iris, brownish body,
pale yellow und,r wings, white chest area (Robin-like sound,
continues for many minutes) L - 5"

Woodpecker,_Downy - A, Small red patch on head, white chest area, white stripe
on back, barred wing and tail feathers, small slender bill
(soft pik) L - 5-3/4"

Woodpecker Red-Bellied - A, Red cap over eye and down neck, black and white
banded back, white face and chest area (low, short and
hoarse rattle) L - 8k"

Woodpecker, Red-Headed - A, Red head, white chest, large white wing area, black
back, (kwrrk) L 72-i"

Wren -arolina - A, White eye stripe, brown back, white chest, black striped
tail held almost straight up (very loud triplets repeated 4-6
times) L - 4-3/4"

Blackbird,_Red7Winged - B or C, black with red shoulders small yell band
under red on wing (kong-ka-ree) L - 72"

Cro B, Solid black plumage (caw) L - 17"

Dove, Mourning - B, Brownish body, grayish wings, long tapered tail (soft five-

syllabled coo) L 10k"

Eagle, Bald - B or C, White head and tail, brown body, feathered legs, large
head, short tail (soft, rapid sharp chirps) L 32", W 80"

Hawk Marsh - B or C, Brownish body with prominent white rump, (distress call

about 10 sharp notes) L - 16k", W 62
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Hawk, Red-Tailed - B. Reddish tail above, pinkish below, dark band around body,
plumage variable (high, faint scream)

Eia,gbord:,_ Eastern B, Dark Read, black tail with white band on tip of tail,
white peck and chest (rasping call) L -

Martin, Purple - B, Dark body, purple iridescence on head and top of wings
(lowpitehed tliing twitt,r) L - 7"

-adowlark 8, Black V en bright ye iiw hest, orown streaked bo y, white
outer tail feathers (slurred whiste) L81/2"

Quail Boh-White - B. -hunk,/ reddisn brown, gray tail, white throat and eye
line (bob-bob-whit - 8"

Swallow, Barn Chestnut forehead and throat. custy underparts, brownish, black
body with purple LrideFeence, deeply forked tail (loud twittering)

Thrush, Wood - B, Brawn back and wings, short brown tail, white breast with round
black breast spots, rusty head (series of loud flute-like phrases
followed by gutteral trill) L - 7"

Vulture, Tu B, Broad wings, large black body, naked head L - 25", W - 72"

Waxwi_Cedar - A or B. Rusty crest and body, black mask, yellowish chest,
short grayish tail wtth yellow tip, grayish wings with red
wax-like spots (high thin monotone with slight 7uiver) L 5-3/4"

Coot American_ C. Black ducklike bird with white bill L - 12, 4 - 25

:Eoret, Common C, Large, all white body, yellow bill, black legs and feet, holds
neck in S position L 32", W - 70"

Killdeer - B or C, Double brown bands on neck, dark body and head, white chest,
orange on upper tail (repeats name) L 8"

KiagLisher - C, Large bill, bushy crest, grayish-blue in color, white neck band
and lower underparts (loud rattling call) L - 12"

Snipe - C. Brown streaked head and back lighter underparts, brown rump, orangish
tail (low rasping kzrrt) L - 9"



Bird Check Lists and Calendars

Objectives: 1. To encourage students to become mo e observant.

2. To encourage students to jot down information for further
reference.

3. To help students develop an interest or hobby which may last
for the rest of their lives.

Encourage students to Keep a bird list and to jot down notes on what birds
they see and hear as they go out on field exercises. Remind them that if they
discover a bird they have not observed before to describe it in their notes so
that they can identify it later with the help of a field guide. The six S's
of field identification will help them decide what information to include in
their notes - Size, Shape, Shadings, (color and field marks), Sound, Sweep
movement while flying), and Surroundings (where seen).

Interested students can then be further encouraged to keep lists oVer a
period of time and eventually develop a "Bird Calendar". This can be an individua
project or can become a class project. Information can be put on a chart for
the entire class. The class chart should have a space to record names of persons
observing the birds in addition to the other information shown on individual
calendars. Information.to be included would be name of bird, date, where seen
and by whom. This is an especially good project for spring.

Another interesting way for individuals to compile information about birds
(back home or in the classroom) is to make a "Bird Scrapbook". A page should be
included for each bird observed. Information should include when the bird was
seen, where it was seen, and what it was doing. This information should be
recorded each time the bird is seen. A picture of the bird could also be included
on the page. This could be drawn or pasted onto the page.

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE Jane McBride
Paul Myhill
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Observer

Locality

Date

Daily Check List of Birds

Weather

No.
Seen Name of Bird

No.
Seen Name of Bird

Eastern Bluebird White-Breasted Nuthatch

blue Jay Orchard Oriole

Cardinal Eastern Phoebe

Catbird Purple Finch

Carolina Chickadee Robin

Cowbird Starling

61ack-Capped Chickadee Sparrrw

American Goldfinch Tufted Titmouse

Grackle Red-Eyed Vireo

Slate-Colored Junco Downy Woodpecker

Mockingbird Red-Bellied Woodpecker
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Daily Check List of Birds

No.
Seen Name of Bird

No.
Seen Name of Bird

Red-Headed Woodpecker Quail

Carolina Wren Barn Swallow

Red-Winged Blackbird Wood Thrush

Crow Turkey Vulture

Mourning Dove Cedar Waxwing

Bald Eagle Coot

Marsh Hawk Egret

Red-Tailed Hawk Great Blue Heron

Eastern Kingbird Killdeer

Purple Martin Kingfisher

Meadowlark Snipe

Other Birds Seen (Use back of page of necessary)
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Name of Bird

btrd Calendar

Date Locality and Surroun ings
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Bird Silhouet:es

Objectives: 1. To futlier develop powers of observation

2. To d'eJ.op skill in idenLifying birds without the use of
color or other fielcl marks.

3 To recall skills learned in previous exercises.

Number silhouettes of the more common birds and place around the room.
(Silhouettes may be found in almost any field guide on Birds and enlarged.)

Students may be divided iaLo two groups with one person chosen to record
for each group. This may be done on chalk board or paper. OR this may be don_
on an individual basis with each student recording the name of the bird by the
corresponding number.

This exercise should be done after students have had an opportunity to
see a film of slides about birds and have worked with the Nature Guides on
Birds.

After a given length of time, check responses with the slides or Nature
Guides and note such features as length of tail, body size, shape and size of
head, etc.

This is a good small group evening activity after students have had
experiences with birds out in the field during the day,

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE
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Bird Minr-Exercises

Objectives: 1. To help students leArm to wo k together in groups.

2 To help student- learn to accomplish tasks within a given
length or time.

To furtitlii butld o stretghcn skills and observations
learned in previous exercises.

4. To further stimuLate the sudcnt 'a interest and sense of
achievement in the study or ik-r-ds in an entertaining way.

I. Bird 122..tLa_x

Materials Need

1. Pict--es of common birds

2. A list of the bird pictures being used

Divide students into two groups and number players on each team. Put
pictures on a table face up some distance away from _Ale teams and call the
name of a bird. The first player from each team goes to the table and
ttempts to tind the picture of the bird named. The one who finds it first

and holds it up for all to see scores for his team if it is correct. It if
is incorrect, the player from the other team has an opportunity to select
a picture and score if correct. The second players on each team attempt to
find the picture of the next bird named and so on until all players have
had a turn or all pictures have been. used. The team with the most pictures
correctly named wins. Either a student or leader may call the names of
birds.

II. Bird Charades

One person is selected to be It. He chooses a bird he would like to
be and describes himself to the others, giving one characteristic at a time.
The first person to guess correctly then becomes It and describes himself
as a bird.

III. Bird Nests

Divide students into groups and instruct each group to build a nest. A
specified amount of time (such as 20-30 minutes) is then given for the groups
to collect materials and make nests. At the end of the given time, each
group displays its nest to the others. Note construction and durability of
each.

Students should be reminded that birds have use of only their beaks and
feet for this task - not hands.

LEVEL: FIFTH GRADE
Jane McBride
Paul Myhill



Field Exercise on Ducks and Geese

Behavioral Objectives:

Following this exercise, the student should be able to:

1. Record accurately characteristics of various birds.

2. Use nature identifi ation guides adequately.

3. Use and adjust binoculars or monoscopes to the best advantage.

4. Distinguish between Fond nnd Bay Ducks.

5. Recognize and name the most commonly seen ducks a d geese.

Equipment Needed:

1. Slides of Ducks and Geese

2. Binocular- or monoscopes

3. Golden Nature Guides - Birds - Zim and Gabrielson

Gamebirds Sprunt and Zim

Procedure!

This exercise is best used in the fall or early winter; may be used success-
fully any time between October 15th and March 1st.

Show slides of ducks and geese and have brief discussion concerning habits
of the two types of ducks (flight patterns, eating habits, etc.) but at this time
do not reveal to which category the ducks belong. Have students attempt to
discover this for the:9selves.

Take group to chosen location and seat quietly. Supp y groupwith nature
guides, binoculars or monoscopes, worksheets and pencils. (The two worksheets
are to be used together.) Be available to discuss quietly any questions students
may have Also -uietly point out such things as flight patterns, wing beats,
eating habits, landing techniques, etc. where applicable.

At the end of the session, compare lists and have a brief discussion to
determine in which category the various ducks belong.

Paul Myhill
Jane McBride
Richard Helton
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Information Sheet for Duck Exercise

Char cteristics of Dabbling or Fond. Ducks

These ducks:

1. Take to air by springing straight up.

2. Swim with the posterior section of the body completely out of the water.

3. Have a much slower wing beat in flight that the diving ducks do.

4. Feed m_ainly from the surface of the water.

Char cterlstics of Bay or Diving Ducks

These ducks:

1. Take to air by running on the water.

2. Swim with the posterior section of the body lowe in the water than
the pond ducks.

3. Have a very s.:_eady and fast wing beat in flight.

4. Feed by diving and eating vegetation from the bottom of the lake.
They occasionally eat fish.
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ck-Chck I entificati n List for Ducks and Geese

CODE: P- Pond or Dabbling Ducks

B Bay or Driving Ducks

Sound of duck or go se in parentheses as (loud quack)

L pr oximate LengtLi

W - Ni ng Spre-d

These will be used where appropriate.

DUCKS

Black - P, Dark body, bluish patch on wing (loud quack) L - 16", W - 36"

Bufflehead - B, Large white patch on head, dark back, white sides, neck and
underparts. Only diving duck to take off without running along
water surfa e, L - 10", W 24"

Canvasback

Cadwal

Goldeneye

- B, Rusty-red head and long neck, sleek body, white underparts,
light back, black breast and tail, dark shorp bill. L - 15", W - 34"

P, Gray body, black rear, dark bill, white patohes on wings (low and
reedy) L - 141/2", W - 35"

B, Gray body with white underparts dark round head, white facial
patch, puffy crest on back of head, call like Nighthawk nasal peent)
L - 13", W - 31"

Nallard p, Green head, white neck band, rusty chest, cur tail feathers
(loud quack) L 16", W - 36"

Mer anser Hooded B, Large white triangular patch on crest, dark head and
sides, white wing patches, long, thin bill (very low toneless
L 13", W - 26"

Pintail - P, Brown head, gray body, white neck and underparts, long straight
tail feathers (simo t whistle) L W - 35"

Redhead - B, Gray back, black chest, round rusty-red head. L 14", W - 33"

Scaup, Lesaer B, Black head and chest, bluish bill. L - 12", W 29"

Teal, Blue-Winged - P, Smallest of the ducks, dark body, pale blue area on wing,
fast wing beat (male peeps, female - soft quack) L - 11",
W - 24"

Widgo,American P. White crown, white on tail and wings, grayish head, white
neck (2 or 3 soft whistles, last mote lower) L - 14", W - 34"



Wood Duck - P, Large head with crown, short neck, whi e throat patch, very
co rful (rising whiatle) L - 13V, W - 28"

GEESE

Blue Goose - Dark body, white head and neck, white rump (short, muffled notes
L - 19", W - 58"

Canada Goo e - Black head and neck, white cheek patch, whitc rump area, dark
body (honking) L - 16-25", W 50-68"

Snow Goose - All white except for black tips on wings, pink bill short, muffled
notes) L - 19", W - 59"
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Clue Chart for Ducks and Geese - page 1

Size

1...

Color of
Head and Neck

Color of
Back and Wings

Color of
Chest and
Underparts

Name of
Duck or
Goose

1._

2,

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.



Clue Chart for Ducks and Geese - page 2 (Check action

Landing ater Surface

Dabbling

Flight

Fast Wing Beat

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

10.
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RECREATION

Exercise: The ABC Nature Scavenger Hunt

Purpose: To provide an activity for recreation and T,71.king together in a group.

Behavioral Objectives: At the conclusion of this exercise, the student will be abl
to:

1. Recognize and identify items on their list.
9. Order the items they have collected.
3. Operate as a team.
4. Accomplish the task in a given length of time.

Materials: A hand-out for each student of a list of items each group is to look fc
This list might include:

A - Acorn, ant
B - bug, bark
C cricket, clay
D - drift wood, droppings (any animal)
E evergreen branch
F - frog, fur (any animal)
G - grasshopper
H huckleberry
I - insect
J Jaybird feather
K - kindling
L - leaf, lichen
M mushroom, moss
N - nut, nest
O - oatgrass, onion (wild)
P pokeberry, poison ivy
Q - quill (flight feather of a bird)
R root, red (straight stick)
S - slate, snake skin
T - thorn, tent caterpillar
U underbrush

- vine, volcanic rock
W - walnut, web
X - Xmas tree branch

- young butterfly (catterpillar)
- zinc colored rock

Procedure: Divide the group into teams and assign a leader to each team. Designat
what time each team is to return from the hunt. When all teams have re
have the leaders make a tally of the items their group was able to find
The group that found the most items on the list is designated as the wi

LEVEL: FIFTRORADE Sherry Shoemaker

NOTE: AN EXCELLENT VARIATION OF THIS EXERCISE IS TO LIMIT THE ITEMS TO THOSE THAT
POLLUTE THE AREA. YOU WILL BE SURPRISED BY THE QUANTITY OF MATERIALS COLLEC

Ralph C. Colby



Readiness For The Future

Man in his first existence had to learn how to survive the natural elements.
This art of survival has to a large degree been forsaken as man has evolved
to the supposedly higher lewl of living.

The question arises in my mind, with our present environmental cridis, could
a group of young people cast in a similar situation as early man survive?

Procedure For Survival

T. General Instructions
A. Safety precautions
B. Time span - two daya
C. Starting point - anywhere
D. Destination - Group decision
E. Formation of families

II. Specific Instructions
A. Locating favorable conditions

1. Water
2. Building materials

a. dead trees
b. young saplings
c. grasses
d. mud
e. stones

3. Protection
4. Construction of a shelter

a. Log cabin
b. Lean-to
c. Grass hut
d. Tree house
e. Houseboat

5. Construction of furnishings
a. Bed
b. Chairs
c. Table
d. Dishes
e. Wooden utensils
f. Cooking facilities

6. Construction of a bridge
7. Construction of Water Transportation
8, Location of food sources

a. Wildlife
1. traps
2. hunting weapons
3. fishing equipment

b. Vegetation
1. berries
2. roots
3. bark
4. fruit
5. mushrooms
6. bulb plants

c. Insects
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B. Equ pment
1. Travel

a. compass
b. maps
Building tools
a. hatchets
b. files
c. knives
d. shovels
e. buckets
f chisels

3. Medical supplies
a. First aid kit
b. First aid manual

C. Formation of Township
1. Establishment of family identity

a. Immediate family--maximum number-5
1. Father
2. Mother
3. Son
4. Aunt
5. Uncle

b. no hired help
2. Establishment of local government

a. Town leader
b. Council'
c. Laws
d. Town historian

3. Establishment of Currency
a. Banker
b. Bank
c. Types of currency

1. Any fossil worth $1.00
2. Geode worth $5.00

This.is only an outline. Each group planning this_type of project must
work out the details with the students involved. It does work.

LEVEL: EIGHTH GRADE Bob Farmer
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PRIMARY GRADE ONE DAY FIELD TRIP

Field Trip with 6 year olds to LBL to explore wooded area and visit
Educational Farm.

Trip to be made by school bus. Leave school approximately 9:00 a.m.
back by 3:00 or 3:30 p.m- Take lunch.

Teacher, teacher aide, plus one other qualified person. Leaders tagged by
color (3 different colors). Children tagged by name and color (responsible to
one of the three leaders by color).

Wooded area to be checked out beforehand by teacher so she is familiar with
the area and is sure this particular area suits the needs of the class.

Trip hopefully to be made in the fall so chj_ldren can early be made aware
of "outdoor education" and so that certain things may be brought back to the
classroom to be observed throughout the school year and others may become the
basis for further study and investigation.

Several activities planned for small children but schedule very flexible in
order to take advantag of 'most opportune learning situations".

OBJECTIVES:

1. To develop awareness for the role played by each of the five senses in the
identification of things around us.

a. Identify objects by using several pf the senses and state which sense
Or senses were used to make the identification.

b. Identify likenesses and differences through visual examination.

Develop power of identification through the sense of touch or smell.

d. Develop skill in identifying objects by the sounds they make.

2. To develop skill in observation and classification.

a. Classify living things into t o categories - animals and plants.

Classify objects according to their characteristics-

c. Construct a classification of objects according to one specific
characteristic and describe the characteristic chosen for the method
of classification.

d. State the color, shape and size of various obje ts.
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Objectives cont.)

3. To develop greater interest in all kinds of animals.

a. Distinguish one animal from another using the senses as the only source
of information.

b. State how some common animals are similar and how they are different.

C. Identify and name various animals found on a farm.

d. Identify and name various ani als found in the woods.

e. Identify certain a imals by the sounds that they make.

f. Construct a classification of animals on the basis of physical or
behavioral characteristics.

ACTIVITIES:

1. Upon arriving at destination, each child assigned small area to investigate.
Through use of the senses, he is to find out all he can about his area in
a ahort length of time. Stress - since it is not always safe to taste, we
will not use that sense very often on this trip.

2. Smel/ along the trail.

a. Sniff like a bunny.
b. Crush leaves to smell.
c. Smell handful of soil, etc.

Feel along the trail.

a. Feel texture of tree trunks.
b. Feel leaves, rocks, blade of grass, etc.
c. Close eyes occasionally to feel things.

4. Stop ever so often - still as a mouse - tr, listen for about a minute.
(Use often throughout nature walk.)

5. Use "seeing eyes" to:

a. Look for animals.
b. Look for animal homes.
c. Look for animal tracks. (Make plaster cast of at least one animal

track to take back to classroom.)

6. Make nature collection.

a. Collect leaves for classifying, leaf collection and use in art work.

b. Collect other objects of interest for use in setting up Nature Table and

for further observation under "giant magnifier".
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Activities (cont.)

7. Observe plant ltfe.

a. Note effect of sunlight and shade on plants.
b. Especially note mosses, ferns and lichen.
c. Take mosses and certain other plants back to class oom to find out

more about them and to make a terrarium.

8. Visit a pond.

a. Observe pond life - name things seen.
b. Take back pond water to observe "pond life" under magnifier.

Teacher to supplement this activity either before or after a trip to
get adequate materials for setting up an aquatic pond in the classroom.

9. Observe a stream.

a. Name things seen in stream.
b. Note reflections and shadows.
c. Drop leaf in stream and watch float downstream. Note waves or ripples

made when thrown in.
d. Stir up water with stick. Note what happens to water.
e. Take temperature of air and that of water. Note difference.

10. Occasionally look under rock or logs. (Adults to do this - children observe.
Stress importance of replacing thihgs as found.) Examine rotting log.

11. Look for spider webs. Mount one for classroom collection.

Rest, talk about experiences, play restful games, eat lunch. Stress - no littering.

Visit Educational Farm.

Educational Farm

1. Animals

a. Name of each.
b. Observe size, color, etc.
c. Pet or hold if possible.
d. Listen for sound each makes.
e. Talk about what is seen, heard, felt or smelled about the animals.
f. Find out about the care of each.
g. Feed if possible or watch as they are being fed.
h. Find out main use or value of each.

2. Garden and Fields

ai Observe crops.
b. Find out what plants are grown on the farm.
c. Find out that we eat various parts of plants
d. Get samples to take home if possible (puMpkin, eta.
e. Get some soil to take back to classroom.
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Farm Buildings

a. Name of each.
b. Use of Each.

4. Farm Machinery

a. Name of each.
b. Use of each.
c. Watch in operation if possible.
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Correlation -ith various subjects
and/or

Foll -up in the classr- m

Lan uage Arts

1. Write stories of experiences "on the trail" or on the farm.
2. Listen to appropriate stories.
3. Story Telling.
4. "Think of" or write list of nature objects for i/t/a sounds.

(n-nut, 1-leaf, etc.)
5. Pretend you are one of the farm animals (or squirrel, etc.).

Tell us about yourself.
6. Compose poems.
7. Listen to poetry - many appropriate one in "Poems to Crow On

(Jean McKee Thompson - Beacon Pres

Social Studies - Pursue study of farm life.

Science

1. Make aquatic pond in classr oom.
2. Set up Nature Table.
3. Make glass jar terrarium.
4. Use of magnifier for closer observation of objects brought

back from field trip.
5. Classify leaves by color, size

(Alsc nuts, ro,Sks, etc. may be
6. Classify animals seen
7. Begin leaf collection
8. Plant different kinds
9. Further

such as

Mathematics

Art.

- may use
(press between
of seeds.

study of animal homes. (Collect real
bird nest, construct models, find pictures

or shape.
classified.)
pictures.

waxed paper

ones when possible

1. Identify shapes in nature. (This leaf is shaped like a
9 ) (rock, sun, tree, etc.

2. Tally: certain things seen.
3. Locate direction - north, east, south, west.

1. Leaf prints - spatter paint.
2. Plaster leaf casts.
3. Make "insects" from Maple seeds.
4. Collages using nature objects.
5. Draw pictures to go along with experience stories.
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Music

1. Listening to and singing appropriate songs.
(Many suitable one in P1 music book and record albums

2. Play singing games.
3. Compose songs.

Health - Emphasize fact that it is good to be outdoors as much as possible

D=isAL_ELIA.rALiaa - Stress the value of WALKING.

(It isn't necessary to be driven a block or so to school. "Isn't it
fun to take a walk? Don't we learn a lot by walking along - listening,
looking, smelling, and feeling? You could do this as you walk to and
from school each day.")
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At this time, I am more interested in the "Nature Walk" than
in the farm but hope to achieve both goals sometime during this
next school year.

For my own practical application, I plan to find a suitable
wooded area closer to Paducah than LBL (the park if unsuccessful
elsewhere) and to take the class there about three times throughout
the school year to obs-rve the area at various seasons and note the
changes.

It is my fond hope that sometime in the not too distant future
Paducah will have its awn area tor an "outdoor education laborntory".
Surely a wooded area may some day be at our disposal and eventually
a farm (with animals - an almost thing of the past around here) and
as long as I am dreaming - a nature mucum would be an asset also.

Thanks for such an outstanding course. Never have I learned
so much in such a short length of time and had such a good time
doing it.

Jane McBride

LEVEL: PRIMARY UNIT
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PRIMARY GRADE ONE DAY FIELD TRIP

This is a field trip with six year olds to explore wooded areas

ana Empire Farm. The trip is made by school bus. The buses leave

school at 9:00 a and return at 4:30 p.m.

Each class involved should have a teacher, teacher aide and at

least one other adult. Children should wear tags with their name

and school on them.

The trip would be made early in spring with first graders, but

fall would be a good time for other primary grades. Hopefully after

this trip there will be ample opportunity to bring related materials

into the classroom for further study and investigation.

I. Pre-trip classroom activities

A. Bulletin board of common animals that can be seen and their
tracks
1. Plaster tracks f possible)
2. Stuffed animals

Films
1. Farm animals
2. Forest animals
3. Birds
4. Rocks
5. Littering ("Lassie Litter Bit" is excellent)

C. Read stories about forest animals

D. Discuss procedures and rules In woods

Sample letter to parent

Dear Parents,

On the first year students will go on

a field trip to the "Land Between the Lakes". The weather will not

affect this trip. Your child will need the_ following things:



1. comfortable walking &hoes end socls or bootA--no sandals

2. jacbet and pants--no shorts or dresses

apple or orange for an afternoon sna_k

4, two plastic bags ( o- coll 'ti

5. no money, candy o.,-.. gum.

35.

g, 3r_or trash)

The school cafeteria will provide a sack lunch and milk for

If your child is rot cove-red by school insurance or some other

kind of policy, we ask the take out some at this time. School

insurance may be obtained for $3.00. Please do not sign this per-

mission form unless you have insurance.

The children will return to school at 4:30 p. . Please arrange

to pick your child up at hat time.

Sincerely,

has my permission to go to LBL,

Checklist for teachers

A. List of students' names and phone numbers

B. First aid kit

C. c_ repellent

D.' Lunches and milk ch -ts

E. Tags for children

F. Thermometers (for water and ground)

G. Jars with caps

Kleenex

SO
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IV. Objectives

A. To strengthen and distinguish between the senses used in
identifying objects and animals.

B. To develop skill in clz%ssification

C. To develop a greater awareness of all animals

D. To develop an appreciation of nature

E. To create a desire to protect the environment

F. To realize people live differently and have different values

V. Empire Farm Activities

Make arrangements for tour prior to visit

A. Animals

1. Identify each

2. Use senses to describe

3. Describe different types of shelter for each animal

B. Farm buildings

1. Name of each

2. Use of each

C. Farm machinery

1. Identify Common ones.

2. Use of each

D. Farm museum

1. Observe and describe bees in hive

2. Des ribe implements

3. Observe the gestation stages of animals

VI. Silo overlook activities

While one group is touring the farm, the other group can he doing

this exe ise:
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Silo

1. Is there a wi d--which dire tion?

2. Is it el ar or cloudy.

3. How far can you see?

4. What do you see in the

5. What can you smell?

6. Whet do you hear?

B. Edge of lake by Silo

1. Observe and identify al lteks.

2. Differentiatc between evergreen and broad-leaf trees.

3. Look under rocks and logs (adults move rocks-children

observe. Stresq replacing as found.)

4. Take temperature of water, air and soil.

5- Howfar can you see now?

The two groups swit h activities. Then both groups find a place

to eat lunch. Rest awhile, then go to Center Station and visit the

museum. (The film is not appropriate for first grade.) On the way

to the youth station tell the children a little abo t Center Furnace

and the Iron industry. Drive through the Youth Station and go to

Hematite Cemetery. You must make arrangements to drive through the

Youth Station at the farm.

VII. Hematite Cemetery activities

A. Identify and count soldiers' graves.

B. Ide tify aud count childrens' graves.

C. If they are unable to read epitaphs, read some to the children

and discuss what they mean.
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D. Discuss the "Unknown".

Then procede to Fennell Homestead.

NTY 1-yJ.,L. Fennell Homestead activities

A. Nature walk

1. Each child is to observe all he can on walk using his
senses. Emphasize again that they are not to taste
unless told by teacher.

2 Collect items to identify and study at school.

3. Observe and describe pond life.

4. Getsample of pond water.

5. Compare temperature of pond to lake.

Homestead

1. Observe and describe location.

2. Desc ibe materials used n building.

3. How do you think people made a living?

4. What was their life like?

5 Cemetery

a. Describe the difference between this cemete y and
Hematite.

b. Demonstrate how to make a rub on a tombstone.

IX. Follow-up activities

A. Science

1. Set up a nature table.

2. Examine pond water under a micro-projector.

3. Use magnifiers to observe mosses, lichens, etc.

4. Make a terrarium from specimens brought back.
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5. Classify leaves, rocks, animals, etc.

6. Identify twigs and leaves brought back.

7. Plant any seeds brought back.

8. Begin leaf collectIon.

E. Language Arts

1. Write stories of experiences and illustrate.

2. Compose poems (cinquiu would be good).

Pretend you are a farm animal. Tell about yourself and
your life on the farm.

4. Pretend you are one of the items you collected. Describe
how you felt before being picked up and howyou feel now.

5. Arrange withlibrarian to have a collection of books about
nature and animals available.

6. Write a letter to a friend telling him about your trip.

C. Social Studies

1. Continue study of farm life.

2. Discuss types of materials used in building homes elsewhere
(have examples).

D. Mathematics

1. Identify shapes in nature.

2. Construct story problems based on trip. Ex. Shane saw 6
rabbits, Jeff saw 3 lambs and Lisa saw 7 ducks. How many
animals did they see?

Construct problems about the amount of time spent in dif-
ferent activities.

E. Music

1. Listen to and sing nature songs.

2. Find music or instruments that are similar in sound to nature
sounds.



F. Art

1. Make a mural of L.B.L.

2. Make 1__f prints.

3. Construct nature,collages.

4. Sculpt animals from clay.

5. Construct shadow boxes depicting farm scenes, cemete.ry, etc.

Nancy Daniels - Morgan School

Level:. Primary Grade One
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A COMPLETE ORGANIZATIONAL PLAN FOR A THREE-DAY STUDY
SESSION AT THE LAND BETWEEN THE LAKES

ZABLE OF CONTENTS

PHILOSOPHY OF ENVIRONMENTAL EDUCATION Page 1

II. WHAT TO BRING AND NOT TO BRING Page 1

III. CLIMATIC EFFECTS Page 2

A. Weather watch exercise..... .......... .. Page 2

B. Modern Conservation Page 3

1. Pollution Page 3 &4

IV. SOCIAL SCIENCE Page 4

A. Geography Page 4

1. Map of Hematite Lake Page 4

2. Exercise in map reading Page 4

B. History Page 5

C. Geology Page 5

D. Ecology Page 5

E. Soil Study Exercise Page 5

I. Cross section of earth.. ... . ..... Page 5

V. DEFINITIONS Page 5

VI. FREE AND INEXPENSIVE MATERLALS Page 7



I. PHILOSOPHY

A. To acquaint and learn methods of studying how nature and man

can exist together. The natural environment (nature's playground)

is the perfect classroom for these learnings to take place. It is

important f3r the children to learn and live the terms describing

preservation and conservation. This fs important because the future

of our natural surroundings, in order to prosper, must be understood

and protected by the up-coming gen-

II. WHAT TO BRING AND NOT TO BRING

A. Children should bring:

ations.

1. boots, jacket, and raincoat.
a. The weather will not sto the education in the field.

2. 3 changes of socks.
3. 2 changes of underwear.
4. plastic baggie to collect material.
5. magnifying lenses, binoculars (if you have them
6. pencils
7. towels, washcloths
8. soap, toothbrushes, combs, deodoiant, and other personal

objects of necessity.

B Children should not bring:

1. money
2. radio
3. food
4. linen
5. jewelry
6. No medication unless it is absolutely necessary. No in-

structor will administer medication, but we would like to
know if anyone is taking it.

7 Candy, or gum snacks will be provided).



CLIMATIC

A. Weather watch:

1. exercise
Materials: thermometer, compass, _penc 11, and_ ppd.
(a), What is the temperature?
(b). What direction is the wind blow-

ing from?
). Is the wind light, moderate,

strong?
(d). Is fog or dew present?
(e). Is it clear or cloudy?
(f). Is it raining? or is it

, snowing?
(g). What can you see in the sky?
(h). Ts the sun high or low?
(i). What colors can you see?

2.

3.

2. Look at the tree coverage. Why are there trees growing in
certain areas, and none growing in other areas?
Explain the decomposition cycle of dead trees, leaves, and
other vegetation.

4. Study the animal signs (tracks).
5. Study the birds (home flock, honkers, swans teal, mallard.
6. Make plaster casts of animals prints.



B. Modern a ion:

1. pollution
a. Describe the methods of polluting the airwater and

nd.

Describe hcrw we can pre en;.
EL21_pollution we _now have .

Air Pollution:

i_ut!_n and clean up
_

1. Suspend a piece of glasts covered with a clear sticky film in
the air and in a day, or so observe the materials that have
stuck to the :-?,lass. Where does this air pollution come from?

1

2, Set a glass of water out in the open air. In a day, look to
see if there is any pollution in the glass. Where does the
pollution come from?

3. Discuss with children how they add to air pollution,
4. Hold a piece of white paper in back of a car's exhaust for

a few minutes. What happened to the paper?
Can you imagine breathing this!

5 Ask children what would happen if they sat inside a closed
garage with the car running.



D. Water Poll i n:

1. Distil-loll:3,h _batwaEn organic and inorganic matter in the
water.

2. With a paper cup rake- a sample of water from the lake and
exaMlne it for impurities.
Explain how the bacteria and algae help break down the
impurities in the water.
The lakes and rivers will clean themselves, if given time.
MiX SOME dirt with water, and let it set for a few hours.
The sediment and dirt wills ink to the bottom leaving the
water fairly clean

5. Pour dirty water through cup of sand to show how nature
can cleanse the water through filtering over the land.

IV. SOCIAL SCIENCE -- (GEoGRAPHY)

A. Map exercise of Hematite Lake.
a,Hand out map of Hematite Lake.
b. At the scene of Hematite Lake orient the ma with the

compass.
Show the children where th-
Describe the degrees on the

are on the ma
compass.

e. As they are following themselves around the lake
take a cora ass readi ever 200 feei and write it
on the map.
_Fa.0 i of ollution.found.

g., .P1-0 on the map the different animal signs found
(example Beaver Lodge)

TERMS TO DEFINE:

1. Orient - A lining up of the map according.
2. Compass - A north, south, east, and west machine used to find

directions in relation to a magnetic pull by the north pole
on needle.



Cross Section of the Earth
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(INCLUDES TOP SOIL,
MOUNTAINS, VALLEYS,
OCEAN TRENCHES, PLAINS,
PLATEAUS ETC.)



B. Histor),-

1. Discuss the early indians that lived around this area.
2 Discuss the early iron mills in this area.

(a). Include the use of hardwood, iron ore and old roads.
(b). The ear y villages.
(c). The pig Iron and slag.

3. Discuss the early cemeteries of th s area.
4. Discuss the boot-leggers that were here at the turn of the area.
5. See silo-overlook, iron mill, museum, and the farm.

C Ge 1 gy:

1. Explain the different rocks and t eir formation around the
Geology Center.

2. Collect and examine fossils.
3. Discuss erosion and the make-up of the soil.
4. Look for fossilized clams, lillies, brachiopods and other forms

of ancient life.

D. Ecology:

1. Examine and discuss the aquatic pond.
2. Iron Hills Area-Examine under logs and rocks to find homes of

insects, lizards, and warm_ bloodedanimals.
3. Discuss coniferous and deciduouS trees.

E. Soil Study Exercise:

1. Distinguish between plant material (organic matter) present in
soil and mineral material (inorganic matter).

2 Examine a soil sample between your fingers. Can you identify
particles of sand, silt, and clay?

3. Squeeze soil samples together in your hand. Do they form a ball?
What does this indicate to you concerning moisture content?

4. Talk about how soil is formed.
5. How does the forces of nature help to produce soil?
6. Study the cross-section of the earth and explain its sections.

V. DEFINITIONS

A. Orientation of groups will include:

1. Make sure children have proper equipment. (pencil, paper, and
proper clothing),

2. Rules concerning dormitory and conduct as a student.
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B. Geology:

1. The study of the rocks and soil and how they relate to the
geography and history of this area.

Ecology:

1. The study of the vegetation and animal life of this area.

D. Climate:

1. The condition of the atmosphere over a long period of time.

E. Weather:

1. The condition of the atmosphere over a dlort period of time.

F. Modern Conservation:

1. This refers to philosophy at the front of the booklet.

G. Water Safety:

1. A knowledge of the respect for the safety and power of water.

History:

1. A knowledge of the ancient and modern development of the Land
Between the Lakes.

I. Geography:

A study of a portion of the earth's surface, a map of the area
and a silva compass will be used.

J. Art:

1. A creative approach to understanding the beauty and description
of the natural surroundings.

K. Pollution:

1. The undesirable methods of contaminating and throwing the balancing
of nature off its natural course.

L. Environment:

1. The immediate surroundings that effects our present living and
learning situation.

M. Island:

1. Completely surrounded by water.



N. Peninsula:

1. Water on three sides.

O. Vegetation:

1. Living or more living plant life.

FREE MATERIALS FOR PRE-AND POST-WORK ACTIVITIES

1. St. Regis Paper Company
150 East 42 Street
New York 10017

2. The Kentucky Department of Natural Resources
Frankfort, Kentucky 40601
(Booklets on conservation, water, and soil.)

3. Public Relations Department
Inland Steel Company
30 West Monroe Street
Chicago, Illinois 60603

4. Natural Rubber Bureau
1108 16th Street, N. W.
Washington, D. C. 20036

American Petroleum Institute
1271 Avenue of the Americas
New York, New York 10020

6. National Cotton Council of America
P. O. Box 12285
Memphis, Tennessee 38112

General Electric Co., 1966
P. O. Box 8555
Philadelphia 1, Pennsylvania

8. National Coal Association
Coal Building
Washington, D. C. 20036

(portfolio of colorful
conservation folders
with a description.)

(Books and charts on
cotton)

(Free Coal Kit and other information

9. Western Wood Products Association
Yeon Building
Portland, Oregon 97204

BE SURE:

1. Use school stationery.

2. Explain intended use of information.

3. Type, when possible.

30.6
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Harvey Lynn Warren



Study of our Abiottc Environment

PURPOSE:

To beconle aware of the abiotic lactors in our environment.

MATERIALS:

weather instruments (at weather stati n
abiotic data sheets light meter
paper cups cloud chart
ph or litmus paper long sticks
pencils wooden blocks
shadow stick trowels
ehermometers mounted on cane poles
sling psychrometer or hygrometer

LOCATION:

Weather statIon and Honker Lake area north of dining hall.

ACTIVITY:

Record as many abiotic factors as possible using data sheet: (See
suggested diagram). Each student should have one.

1 Assemble at weather station
Hand out abiotic data sheets
Explain weather instruments
Record observations from these instruments

2. Divide students into groups making sure each group has the necessary
equipment.

Date

Weather: Clouds

Precipitation

Humidity

Light Intensity

Wind Speed

(Sample) Abi tic Data Sheet Nave

Time Place

Sky Coverage

Air Pressure

Length of Shadow

Wind Direction

Temperature: Moving Air 1 meter from the ground in sun

Air 3 inches above ground in sun

Bare ground

Eight inches under the ground

water surface

grassy land

shade

shade

in weather shack -

snow if present

bottom of puddle
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At di ferent dep hs of lake

Speed of flowing water

Soil: type moisture

depth of topSoil type of subsoil

amount of humus

Erosion present

Land topography

Any other factors:

_

acclity

Evaluation:

l, What factors influence temper ure?

2. What type of soil do we have in this area?

3. Ts it suitable for f

4. What facto $ influence the acidity of the soil?

5. Can you define abiotic cosm unity?

6. Can you read, use or identify the following instrument

wind vane

anemometer

barometer

psychro_eter

hyg _eter

thermometer

rain guagt,:

Judith Beyer
Carolyn Owsley
Heath Middle School
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ASTRONOMY

SPRINC CONSTELLATIONS

INTRODUCTIO :

Before A .it 1, Spring constellations are farther to the east and farther
west after that date, Latitude, as weli as season and time of night, determines
star position. The pole star height above the horizon is the same as our
latitude, approximately 36 degrees. In early spring, eleven first magnitude
stare are in the sky at one time. No other season offers 80 much.

PURPOSE7

I. To determine spring constellations.
2. To identify and locate major stars.
3, To determine star movements,
4. To identif-y ircumpolar constellations.

MATERIALS:

I. Star maps
2. Large flashlights
3. "Stars" by Zim and Baker

Plastic bags (cleaning or garbage)
5. Star sighter

A 7IVITIES

I. Students uae plastic ba2s to sit on using LBL area west of youth
center away from bright lights.

2. Locate Big Dipper
3, Using poluter stars of big dipper (page 56 of "Stars") locate Polaris.
4. Locate the following:

Orion "The Hunter" - constellation
Betelgeuse-Rigel - stars

Canis Major and Canis Minor "Big Dog" & "Little Dog" - constellation
Sirius-Procyon - stars

Gemini "The Twins" - constellation
Pollux-Castor - stars

Leo "The Lion" constellation
Regulus - star

Bootes "Herdsmen" - constellation
Arcturus - star

Virgo - constellation
Spica - star
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5. Fix your star sighter on a star. Leave it for 15 minutes, then 10 k
through it again. Observe.

6. Fix your sighter on Polaris. Leave It for 15 minutes, and look
through again. Observe.

QUESTIONS:

1, Locate Pola is by following what constellation?

2. What is the apparent brightest star in the spring sky?

3. How would it be located?

4. Name 6 of the brighte t stars found in the spring constellation.

5. Locate the brightest stars of spring by their constellations.

6. Follow the line through bottom stars of the Big Dipper to find what
conste'lation?

7. Does the North Star change in elevation?

8. What elevation is the North Star from the same poiut at 8:00 p.m.?

9. Does the elevation of the brightest star change from 8:00 until
9:00? If so, how much?

10. By comparing star elevations it appears that the sky seems to rotate
from what direction?

Carolyn Owsley
Judith Beyer
Heath Middle School
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BOTANY FIELD TRIP

PREREQUISITE BEFORE LEL TRIP

INTRODUCTION:

The diversity of plant and protist life in a wooded area, along streams,
lakes, and trails in the LEL area will give you a better understanding of
various micro communities.

PROCEDURE:

1. Each student selects topic of interest.
2. Research.
3. Prepare outline.
4. On field trips the plant or protist observations are discussed by

the student who did research on that particular class.

TOPICS:

Slime Mold Group
Mushrooms (Shelf Fungi, etc.
Moss
Fern
Lichen and Symbiosis
Liver Warts
Rock Succession
Tree Barks
Tree Leaves
Coniferous Plants
Woody (Vines and Shrubs)
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THE ECOSYSTEM

Animals and plants, as they exist in nature, are part of an ecological system
known as the Ecosystem.

The Ecosystem is the most dynamic concept of the balance of nature. It
includes all the ways individual organisms interact with one another and with
their nonliving environment.

ORGANISMS AND THE ENV ONMENT

Predators

Prey

Producers

Decomposers

Energy Source

Matter for Living Substance

List one (1) example of each of the six components of the Ecosystem which you
choose to study. Choose three (3) diverse habitats to examine carefully.

An Ecosystem may be in a square meter of any area you choose to examinefield,
woods, edge of a pond, or surface of water of lake or pond.

Will any of these small Ecosystems be complete and independent when considered
alone? Explain.

What are the minimum requirements for the ecosystem to be functional?

What organisms or processes do you observe that cycle the elements between
the organism and the nonliving environment?
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Organisms
Explain how each organi m functions .

Processes
Explain the role of each process indicated.

What effect does temperature and humidity have on each of the three (3)
Ecosystems you have studied?

braw a conclusion relative to the interaction of organisms energy, matter,
cycles, and climate to constitute living nature.

Charles A. Cissell
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FOREST COMMUNITY

Wherever sufficient conditions are favorable,and wherever man has not destroyed
them, the earth is blanketed with forests.

Two conditions are p -ticularly critical for the establishment of the w- d-
land community. Name them.

1.

2.

Explain why these two (2) factors are essential fora thriving forest growth.

Forest trees belong t_ many species. Note the variety in the arca you have
selected to survey.

Number of Species

GYN OSPERMS-CONIFEROUS SPECIES

Position in the Community Abundance

List five (5 ) characteristics that are unique to gymnosperms.

Compare differences of gymnosperM species you have observed,

ANGIOSPERMS

Estimate of Species Number Position in Community Abundance

List five (5) characteristics that apply to all angiosperms.
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How do you explain the difference of position and abundance of Gymnosperms
with that of Angiosperms:

Position--

Abundance--

Why is a mature t ee generally very tall in contrast to plants that are not
so woody?

ADAPTIVE FACTORS

How may height be th)ught of as an adaptive factor?

Examine smaller plants on the forest floor. You will note that they are shade-
tolerant.

What ore their ch nces of survival? Explain.

Make an estimate of the % of young plants which will be doomed?

Now estimate the length of time of survival of three (3) species of young
angiosperms.

What do you observe about competition for space?

How is this factor important to the growth and development of plants in the
Forest Community?

Charles A. Cissell
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A BIOLOGICAL AND GEOLOGICAL FORCE

The role of man as a biological force is not difficult to observe in any
civilized area.

Choose three diverse habitats and look for evidence of man's influence in
changing each local environment.

BIOLOGICAL FORCES

Influence/Effects on EnvironmentHabitat

Woodland/Forest

Bare Hill

Clear RiverfLake

BIOLOGICAL F RCES

Habitat Influence/Effects on Environemnt

Leveled Hill

Fill-Area, Bay, Swamp, etc.

Rerouting of Wate_fRiver-Lake

Exposed Soil/Flowing-Grading

Have conditions been improved or impaired for man and other animals by these
environmental alterations? Explain.

How has man become a force affecting his own species and his own evolution?

Charles A. Cissell
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SIMPLIFICATION OF THE FOOD WEB

Man has transformed the forest aud the prairie with the ax, the plow and grader,
and by the use of fire.

Find an area in hicb higher plant life has been disturbed by man within the
last 3 years.

Now take 20 minutes to conduct a thorough survcy of the undisturbed environment
mmediately adjacent to the cleared area.

Record the total number of species of plant life observed.

OBSERVATION OF WOODY PLANTS

Number of Primary Cons mers/Diseases associated with Woody Vlants--

OBSERVATION OF HERBACEOUS PLANTS

Number of Primary Consumers/Diseases associated with Herbaceous Plants--

Move into the Cleared Area and make three (3 ) sample examination checks across
the area,

OBSERVATION OF WOODY PLANTS

Number of Primary Consumers/Diseases associated with Woody Plants, if any are
present in the Cleared Area--

Primary Consumers Diseases

OBSERVATION OF HERBACEOUS PLANTS-GRASSES

Number of Primary Consumers/diseases associated with Herbaceous Plants--
Primary Consumers Diseases

Why has man attempted to eliminate all primary consumers in safeguarding the
producers?

What effect it) man having on the overall food-web?



In what way
Explain.

does man continue to introduce a stress into theenvironemnt?

Note the factors and organisms that are neces8ary to stabilize a habitat or
a Community.

Note specific situations where man has used the ox, plow and grader, and fire
and describe the manner in which nature has been disturbed.

AX

PLOW AND GRADER

FIRE

Charles A. Cissell
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MAN AND THE BALANCE OF NATURE

As in the past and at present, and for as long into the future as man permits,
plants and animals will interact with each other and with us.

No organism is capable of living al_ne. All living things influence and are
being influenced by other organisms of the same species as well as by other
species.

The nonliving environment fits into these interrelationships in an integral way.

Choose three (1) habitats--water or water's edge, open field, woodland area.

Look for evidence and signs of the activities of man in which there has been a
reduction of species of animalslarge and small.

REDUCTION OF PREDATON SPECIES

Species Number Evidenee/signs
Reduction by traps---

Reduction by guns---

Reduction by Poison--

Reduction by fir

PRIMARY CONSUMERS

INVERTEBRATE SPECIES

Continue to observe the three (3) habitats you have selected and collect the
following information.

Species Observed Number Habitat Abundance of _opulation

VERTEBRATE SPECIES

Species Observed Number Habitat Abundance of Population

What relationships do you note that exists between predators and primary
consumers?



What is the significance df differences of Abundance of Poptaation?

Explain how the interaction of plants and animals serve us in maintaining a
dynam.i.c balance throughout the natural world?
ei: iuth Grade
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FUNGI STUDY

There are a great ma y different kinds of fungi responsible for decomposition.
Many fungi are wood-rooting varieties which infect and destroy living trees.
It is estimated that these fungi destroy more wood than ell other destructive
agencies put together--including fire and man.

All fungi have three (3) characteristics:
1. They have no vascular 'tissUes

2. They reproduce by spores

3. They lack chlorophyll

Collect as many different verities of mushrooms as you can--only one specimen
of each variety--from the floor of the woods and from the living trees.

Examine each specimen carefully when you remove it and attempt to determine
the manner En: which it obtains its noutishment.

Can you find the hyphae? What is their function?

You will find both saproph- ic and parasitic types of mushrooms, which type is
the most abundant?. Why?

The classification of fungi is based upon differe.nces in reproductive structures.

Use the following key to identify the Family of each specimen you have collected.
The characteristics mentioned in the key will help you become familiar with the
structural features of mushrooms.

Make an effort to find a specimen for each Family or Group listed on the Key.

KEY TO THE MAJOR CROUPS OF FUNGI

1. Mushrooms with gills (plates of tissue on underside of cap)

Agaricales.

1. Mushrooms lacking gills, underside of cap (if one is present) smooth, with
pores, with teeth or the head or cap pitted to convoluted .2

2. Fruiting bodies with teeth hanging from the underside of the cap of from a

fleshy mfss of tissues if no true cap is.formed Hedgehog

Mushrooms (Hydnaceae



2. Fruiting'bOdy lacking teeth on underside of ca, _ or no cap differentiated

3

3. With innumerable small to large pore- on the underside of the cap

Not having pores on un _csi of cap (if one is present)

Fruiting body fleshy and readily decaying..,.

..................Fle hy Pore Mushrooms (Boletaceoe)

4. Fruiting body typically tough and relatively persistent-- .=

----True Spore Fungi (Polyporales)

5. Fruiting body a simple upright club or a system of upright branches,

surface smooth to uneven (see Tremella also)..

.4

.........Coral Mush -us (Cantharellales

5. Fruiting body not as described above............ ....................6

6. Fruiting body consisting of a stalk and a pitted to wrinkled head.......
_

. 15A6A60005500 ......,..Morel Family (Heivellaceae)

6. Fruiting body cup-or u er-shaped. -Cup-Fungi (Pezzizaceae

6. Fruiting body-as-a-laYer of pimples o_ the underside-of'a mushroom cap.

a 45 00 5 A 555n55455n b 5 A 455A55n A555 A. .Hypomyces

6. Fruiting body various, but the spores typically produced as a powdery or

slimy mass in its interior-- . . ... . ................Puffballs

Which Family or Group was most abundant? Can you tell why?

Do you think this generalization would hold true for a-1 habitats? Explain.
Joe Milam

Level: 10th Grade Douglas Buckner
Gary Thompson
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FERNS-A FLOWERLESS PLANT STUDY

Locate a habitat desirable for st dy of a thriving fern community. Colle,.tt

the following data.

OBSERVATION OF FRONDE

Simple, CompOund

Fronds Undivided, Lobed, Separate Leaflets

SKETCH OF VENATION PATTERN

FRUIT FORMS

1. Spore-cases, distinct from green leaf

2. Spore-cases, Torne on green leaf.
Fertile leaflets smaller than sterile leaflets

3. Spore-cases, borne on imeen leaf.
Fertile and sterile leaflets same size.

ROOTSTOCK EXAMINATION

The rootstock is a stem rather than a root. It is evidence of the dead past.
Make a careful study of the fern stump (rootstock) and note the following:

I. Evidence of withered f ends

Do they loin the rootstock?

Are the green fronds the same as the withered fronds on the rootstock?
How are they different?

4. Can you identify a growing tip of the r tstock? How does it compare
with the total rootstock?

Look carefully for the frond traces of the past year only. How do they
compare with the traces of previous years?

What portion of the rootstock is alive? What portion is dead?



Can you find tre true roots of the fern?

ST1 E-13.4,CHIS EXAMINATION

Is the stipc-rachi- smooth or rcu0'

Scal-- of -en ?

What is the colot of rhe scate?

What is the int *Ei T! of

Is there a scale-bud reiaiton

Carefully examine eacl-- frond
of pinnae on each side?

Sketch the Shape,

Do the fronds hay

of stak

clump. Do the fronds have the same number

and the V-1

rg pinnae?

At least fo rteer(i ) fern species are abundantly distributed in the Land
Between the Lakes area and Western Kentucky. Locate as many different species
as you can and collect notes on the habitat of each species.

What envlronme tal c,Dnditions do all ferns share in common?

Do you ever find fe ns in sunny places? Wh

Study the following poem ty. John B. Tabb and note the biological significance
of each.line.

i'ERN SONG

Dance to the beat of the
And spread out your palms agai
And say, "Tho! the sun
Hath my vesture spurn,
He had labored, alas, in vain
But for the shade
That the Cloud hat% made,
And the gift of the Dew and the
Then laugh and upturn
All your fronds, little Fern
And rejoice in the beat of theorAinW i

3.:'

little Fern

3SO

! !

Level: 10th Grad

Joe Milam
Douglas Buckner
Gary Thompson
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LIFJJ IDENTIFICATION AND OBSERVATION

I. Purpose: The purpos, of this exercise is to acquaint the student with the
various forms of local bird life and the niche they occupy.

II. Behavioral Objec

1. The student should be able to identify fne habitat and characteristic
habits of one (1) bird when he chooses.

2. The student should be able to define the niche which his bird fills.

III. Materials:

For this exercisc each student will need the following materials:

1. Pair of field glasses
2. Field guide to the birds
3. Note pad
4. Pencil

(Because of limited materials, it may be necessary to have students
work in pairs or small groups. Silence is imperative

IV. Procedure:

Each student should -ocate a bird and identify the genus and species by using
a field guide to the birds. A single bird should be observed for one hour.
During this time complete and accurate field notes should be taken.

1. Area location

2. Time and date

3. Weather conditi ns
a. temperature
b. sky conditions
e. amount of moisture

A. Habitat

5. Activities on the bird.

a. Feeding habits
b. Song
e. Call
d. Color displays
e. Solitary or gregarious

V. Nest location and description
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BIRD IDENTIFICATION ND OBSERVE TION

Locate and identi'z one bird. (Use field guide if it is an unknown
species.)

II. Observe th;_s one spe&s fr c,5e hour ,11r1. make- the following notes. In
the event the bf.rd y6-6 .Rre oerving ,t:scapes you, find another bird of the
same species,

A. Location

B. Time of Observe

Weather Condfflons

1. Temperature

2. Sky Conditior-

3. Moisture C-nditions

D. Habitat

E. Description of bird's activiti ---what is it doing, where and for
how long.

1. Feeding

2. Song

Call

4. Color Display

F. If possible, locate and describe nest

G. Take these field notes and use references which will enable you to
write a life history of this bird when you return to class.

-el: 10th Grade

Douglas Buckner
Gary Thomp9on



SAMPLE THREE DAY SCHEDULE

Jackson Elementary School
Environmental Education
March 26 thru 28, 1969

STAFF
Leslie B. Sternberg, Project Leader
Addie Mae Helm
Betty Palmer-----
MargleShinklin
Barbara Wright
Gary Trentham
Dale Trentham

Wednesday, March 26

YOUTH PERSONNEL
Melinda Crutchfield
10byn Jo Cates
Susan McGuirk
:Karen Lund

11:00 - Leave Paducah by bus
1200 - Arrive at Y. A. S. - Eat lunch, settle gear in dorm
1:30 - Orientation Period - Sternberg

2:00 - Red Croup - Map & Compass

Blue Group - Map & Compass

Green Group - Map & Compass

Brown Group - Map & Compass

Helm
Shanklin
Wright
McGuirk

G. Trentham
Crutchfield

Palmer
Lund

D. Trentham
Cates

At this time the groups will be divided into teams and share a compass :Ind
map. You may use this time to visit the farm, see the Silo Overlook, Honker
Dam or any other point -of interest.

4:30 - Mini-exercises - Sternberg
6:00 - Supper
7:00 - Campfire (ou;; of doors if possible) Songs and local history
8:30 - Movies in dining hall - Sternberg

Snacks
9:30 - Prepare for bed

10:00 - LIGHTS OUT
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Thur day, March 21

7:15 - Rise & Shine
7:,=6 - Flag Raising - Helm
8:00 - Breakfast
9:00 - Red Group - Math & Art - Helm

Wright
McGuirk

Green Group - Stream & Valley - G. Trentham
Crutchfield

Blue Group - Ecology - Palmer
Stanley

Brown Group - Geology - D. Trentham

11:45 - Clean Up for Lunch
12:00 - Lunch
1:00 - Red Group - Stream & Valley - G. Trentham

Crutchfield

Creen Group - Ecology - Palmer
Lund

Blue Ge logy - D. Trentham
Cates

Brown Group Math & Art - Helm
Shanklin
Wright
McGuirk

4:45 - Clean up for supper
5:00 - Supper
6:00 - Campfire (out of do,- possible)

Sing Songs
7:00 - Night watch and animal hunt by groups

Red Group - Sternberg & Lund
Green Group - G. Trentham & McGuirk
Blue Group - D. Trentham & Crutchfield
Brown Group - Palmer & Cates

8:30 - Movie & Snack - Shanklin, Helm & Wright
9:30 - Prepare for bed
10:00 - LIGHTS OUT

Friday, March 28
7:15 - Rise & Shine
7:45 - Flag Raising - Palmer
8:00 - Breakfast
9:00 - Red Group - Geology - D. Trentham & Cates

-Green Group - Math & Art - Helm, Shanklin, Wright, McGuirk
Blue Group - Stream & Valley - G. Trentham & Crutchfield
Brown Group - Ecology - Palmer & Lund
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- Clean up for lunch

12:00 - Lunch

1:00 - Red Group - Ecology - Palmer & Lund
Green Group - Geology - D. Trentham & Cates
Blue Group - Math & Art - Helm, Wright, Shanklin & McGuirk
Brown. Group - Stream & Valley - G. Trentham & Crutchfield

3:30 - Clean dorms & pack gear (make sure the dorms are as clean or cleaner
than you found them).

5:00 - Supper

6:00 - Board buses, leave for Paducah

7:30 - Arrive in Paducah
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Paducah Environmental Education
Land Between the Lakes Clark School

Nov. 19-21, 1970

Staff:

Project Leader - Dorothy Kirchhoff
Instructors - Marnette Calloway

Mary Anderson
Lynn Hodges
Larry Salmon
Dutch Bryant

WEDNESDAY

Student Instructors - Mike Pinaegar
Chuck Maidment
Keith Brown

10:30 Leave School
11:45 Arrive Y. A.
12:00 Lunch

Settle in dorms
1:00 Honkers - Mr. Salmon - Geology and Stream & Valley

Fellows Mr. Hodges - Conservation and Animal Habitats
Hematites - Mrs, Calloway - Cemetery and Contour Mapping
British Soldiers Ecology - Mrs. Anderson

5:00 Clean up for din =

5:30 Dinner
6:15 Follows and Honkers - Night watch

Hematites and British Soldiers - Art
8:00 Hematites and British Soldiers - Night watch

Fellows and Honkers - Art
9:30 Film

10:00 Get ready for bed
10:30 Lights Out!

THURSDAY

6:30 Everyone up
7:00 Flag Raising
7:10 Breakfast
8:00 Honkers - Mr. Hodge

Fellows - Mr. Salmon
Hematites - Mrs. Anderson
British Soldiers - Mrs. Calloway

12:00 Lunch
1:00 Honkers - Anderson

Fellows - Mrs. Calloway
Hematites - Mr. Hodges
British Soldiers - Mr. Salmon

4:00 Day into Night Watch - Mrs. Kirchhoff
5:00 Clean up for dinner
5:30 Dinner
6:16 Fellows aud Honkers - History

Hematites and British Soldiers - Animal Watch
7:30 Hematites and British Soldiers - History

Fellows and Honkers - Animal Watch
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8:30 Campfire
9:30 Film

10:00 Get ready for bed
10:30 Lights Out!

FRIDAY

6:30 Arise
7:00 Flag Raising
7:10 Breakfast - Pack to go home
800 Honkers - Mrs. Calloway

Fallows - Mrs. Anderson
Hematites - Mr. Salmon
British Soldiers - Mr. Hodges

11:30 Move out of dorms
12:00 Lunch
12:30 Leave for home
2:15 Arrive back at school
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FALLOWS

Lisa Amick
Jane Johnson
Julie Daniels
Mary HollLvd
Grace Pedley
Melinda Poore
Laura Harrelson
Carolyn Hickey
Amy Nelson
Janice Ridgeway
Patricia Moss
Carol Herron

HEMATITES

Dan Boaz
Philip Foster
Steve Owen
Craig Pittard
Mike Young
AI Stainback
Jay Grace
Steve Colby
Mark Redden
Jay Rudolph
Kenny Ryan
Billy Yates
Cary Hopper

FIELD GROUPS

HONKERS

Nancy Blair
Pam Garrett
Peggy Morello
Kim Warren
Jennifer Stroup
Carol Whitehead
Karen Haney
Leah Tinsley
heron Grubbs

Kathy Rickman
Angela Loe
Lisa Rushing

BRITISH SOLDIERS

Scott Gossett
Keith McKenzie
Steve Parrott
Steve Ray
John Russell
Bobby Turok
Greg Coleman
Donnie Rogers
Ev Lyles
Mike Sanderlin
Lane Wall
Larry Stewart

KITCHEN ANDD INING ROOM DUTIES

Report to the kitchen 10 minutes before the meal to help serve.

Get in line to be the first served.

After the meal help load the dishwasher, wipe off tables and sweep.

SCHEDULE

Wednesday Lunch............. .... . ...Dorm 1
Wednesday Dinner...... ... .. ..,.....Dorm 2
Thursday Breakfast: --Dorm 3
Thursday Lunch.......................Dorm 4
Thursday Dinner..................Dorm 5
Friday Breakfast....
Friday --Dorm 1



Dorm 1

Lisa Amick *
Mary Holland *
Melinda Poore
Lisa Rijshing
Carol ulhitehead *
Carolyn Hickey
Patricia Moss
Kathy Rickman

Dorm 4

Dan Boaz *
Keith McKenzie
Craig Pittard *
Mike Young
Greg Coleman
Mark Redden *
Jay Rudolph *
Lane Wall

DORI TOFIES

Dorm 2

Nancy Blair
Jane Johnston *
Grace Pedley
Jennifer Stroup *
Laura Harrelson *
Amy Nelson *
Janice Ridgeway
Carol Herron

Dorm 5

Philip Foster *
Steve Owen *
Steve Ray.
Al Stainback
Jay Grace
Gary Hopper *
Donnie Rogers *
Kenny Ryan

Dorm 3

Julie Daniels
Pam Garrett
Peggy Morello *
Kim Warren
Karen Haney *
Leah Tinsiey
Angela Loe *
Sharon Grubbs

Dorm 6

Scott Gossett *
Steve Parrott
John Russell *
Bobby Turok
Steve Colby *
Billy Yates
Ev Lyles
Mike Sanderlin
Larry Stewart *

*Means that these students see the work is done but. EVERYONE helps keep
the dorms clean.
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Dear Parents:

On

meeting in the auditorium for parents of children participating in the

"Land Between the Lakes" area

we will have an orientation

and

We zre happy to tell you that there will be no charge for the trip

itself. However, if your child is not currently covered by school

insurance or some kind of Home Owners policy, we ask that you take out

some insurance at this time. School insurance may he obtained for $3.00.

We h pe that you will be able to come over on

so that we will be able to answer any question that you may have.

Sincerely,

Principal
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SAMPLE LETTER AND PERMl

RENTS

Dear Paren

The Paducah School 9ystm is constantl
learning experiences for -Joni child.
the present time were ar the experiment
We hope that you feel as we do tnat the
ways for children to Leal:=1 Nas been rewarding.

T N SLIP

st---ying to provide better
-oy of the programs taught at

_ stage only a few years ag(
search for different and better

In keeping with this program of imprevement,the Paducah School System
is sponsoring an outdoor education field trip for classes from ourschool system. All fiftn grade a7Ld selected secondary students will
participate in this program this year,

The purpose of this field tr p will be
in the outd ors in the fo lowing areas:

1. Plant Ecol
2. Animal Ecology
3, Local and !gional history4. Geology and topograph
5. Conservation and nature appreciation

pr vide learning experiences

The field trip will last tot two and one-half
at the fifth grade level and two (2) d

the juniot high level. your child's class wi
outdoor education project on

(2) days and two (2)
ys and one (1) night at
I participate in the

and
His class will leave approximately at
first day, and will return at approximately
their last day.

on the
on

This program in Outdoor Education will be conducted at the Conserva-
tion Education Center in the Land Between the Lakes. Meals and lodging
will be provided in the Youth Activities Station.

"The Youth Activities Station is located in the
Conservation Education Center, a 5,200 acre area
within the boundaries of the Land Between the Lakes
National Outdoor Recreation Area. Situated on a
small point jutting out into Lake Barkley, it has
been developed by the Tennessee Valley Authority
for use by school systems throughout the southern,
central, and eastern United States .

The Youth Station is designed to accomodate two
classes, 60 students with their teachers and counselors.
Although the liaring accomodations were developed
specifically for fourth-through-ninth graders, they
may be used by groups who do not fail within this
category. Individoal school groups are welcome
to use the outdoor campus for periods ranging from
two days to two weeks. Some schools in the region
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imme -Lately snr ounding Land Between the Lakes
have used t1:,e area for a series of one-day field
trips. A resident program, however, can offer a
more complete well-roanded experience with the
added advantage of haying students living and
working together.

Tennessee Valley Authority personnel handle the
food service at the Youth Activities Station,
giving students and teachers opportunity to devote
fuli time to edocational activities. Food is
prepared and se=ed from a modern kitchen using
packaged meals. The menu includes dishes ranging
from hamburgers to crab tetrazzini

While visit ng the Youth Station students and teachers
will live in six dormitories, each designed to sleep
10 youths and two adults. Blankets and pillows
are provided, uut each person will generally be
required to bring his own linens."

All cost for the program will be paid by the school system. On the
following page you will find a list of clothing yoUr child will need.
Transportation will be provided by regular school buses awned and
operated by the Paducah Public Schools.

Before your C.hjILt. can participate in this educational program it will
be necessary for -you to give your permission for him to participate at
the rlonservation Education Center at the Land Between the Lakes.
P1ease sign and return this form to your child's teacher.

We, the parents of
permission for our crild to participate in
trip.

grant
he school sponsored field

Parentle Sign ture



In order for your c:,-r1,1,d to parcic Lpate in this field trip, tt willbe required of him Lu have adequate accident insuranLt_sEge, andsermission from his_atents,

-The Wah,,, h insurance Compan'i student insurance plan ($3A)0 for
and -;;12JM for twenty-four hourcoverage) plan that you have on our child this current school yearis sufficient, If your ild is not coversd by the Wabash InsuranceCompany's student plan, your family accident insurance policy will beacceptable The parent or guardian is responsible for determiningwhether or not their family plan provides adequate accident coverage_

school and &choc,I ac t Fkr L

Tf you are not c_rryng the Wabash Insurance Student Plan and aredepending on your family accident insurance policy, please indicateon the line below the name of che insurance company, which providesyour accident coverage

Name of Company

3 3

If for any reason you do not have the Student Accident Insurance orfamily accident insurance, you may purchase the Student AccidentInsura ce from your child's school for $3.00

We are looking foi ard to working with your child in this educationalendeavor.

Sincerely,

Richard B. Brown,
Assistant Superintendent
PADUCAH PUBLIC SCHOOLS

James M. Major
Subject Matter Specialist in. Science

and Environment Education
PADUCAH PUBLIC SCHOOLS

RBB/J11M.jhw
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CHECKLIST FOR STUDENTS ON DAY STAY

I. Clothing

1. Comfortable walking shoes (ten is shoes are not acceptable)
2 pair boots

2, Socks - 4 pairs
3. Light jacket (water-proof is preferable) and raincoat
4. Sweater or sweat shirt
5. Ankle-length slacks (no shorts or skirts) - 2 or 3 pair
6. Pajamas
7. Under clothes for 3 days.

II. Linens

I. Toothbrush, toothpaste, etc.

III. Equipment - All of these items are optional

1. Compass
2. Binoculars
3. Camera
4. Notepad (pocket size ) and pencil
5. Canteen
6. Overnight bag for clothing

IV. Items NOT to bring

1. Knives
2. Food and chewing gum
3. Radio
4. Bulky suit case
5. Fire works

(Different lengths of stay at YAS will make changes in above list.)



CHE KLIST FOR PROJECT GUIDE

I. Equipment

1. flashlight
2. first-aid kit
3. tape recorder
4. recreational equipment

a. record player and folk dance records
b. drawing paper and charcoal

5. Map - big and little

CHECKLIST FOR TEACHERS

Suggested Clothing - same as children

II. Equipment

1. flashlight
2. baggies, (one for each of your students)
3. kleenex supply
4. list of student names, phone numbers, and addresses
5. outline map for each student.

III. Preparation

1. permission slips collected
2. name tags with safety pins
3. organization of studentrgroups by sex

NOTE: On permission slips ask parents if child has any health

'probl ms we should be aware of before taking him or her on

a two-day trip.
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CLASSROOM TEACHER EVALUATION OF A ONE-DAY FIELD TRIP

TO TEE LAND-BETWEEN-TFIE-LAaKES

WITH TWO CLASSES OF FIRST GRADE CHILDREN

To: Jim Major, Director of Environmental Education

From: Nancy Daniels, Morgan School and Jana McBride, Whittier School

Re: Field Trip to LBL, May 13, 1969

The trip to the Lead Between the Lakes with six- and seven-year-
olds proved to be a success. One anticipated problem that did not
materialize was that of keeping the children entertained during the
hour and a half bus ride to the LBL. The children took care of this
themselves. They were quite intrigued wiah the bus ride and the
things they saw along the way. When interest in this lagged, they sang.

Another problem to take into consideration with young children is
that of restrooms but the children made it nicely to the Visitors Center
where there were plenty of facilities. Also at the Center, the children
were fascinated by the stuffed animals, especially the beaver. Even
the wild animals cooperated on this trip. we saw three deer, a wood-
chuck, a raccoon and a "huge black snake."

This was the first trip to the LBL and/o- to a farm for many of
the children. The farm and the snake were the highlights of the trip.
While at the farm, the children not only saw but were allowed to pet
a four-day-old baby kid, Daisy, the cow an-1 Charley, the lamb. They
also saw ducks, a goose, a turkey, rabbits, horses, mules, a pony,
sheep, goats, barn swallows, and their nests, and the farm cat. They
especially enjoyed the baby rabbits and seeing the lamb get its dinner
from the cow.

While one group was observing the animals, the other group toured
the museum, compared the old and new farm equipment, took hikes and/or
had a Day Watch.

Mr, Veazy, manager of the farm, felt that the children responded
enthusiastically and hopes that next year the Paducah School System
will allow more of its younger children to visit the Empire Farm.

After leaving the farm, we went to Hematite Lake for lunch. The
cafeteria workers at the respective schools had prepared sack lunches
and provided milk in ice chests for everaone. While some of the adults
prepared for lunch, the children went to the deer pen. Following lunch
and one last quick stop at Center Station, we reluctantly started back
to Paducah. The return trip was no problem either for the children
rested much of the way back.

We consider this trip an educational one and feel it would be
worthwhile for other clasaes. However, it would be better if the buses



were availabj to a Io' pe_ ird of time so that more time could be
spent in the .area--ttme to vIs-ir, et-17;.E points of interest, time for
nature walks, Etc. Bur iriLes crlsideted, this was a_ very good

ts one chijd e,_Immed it up, "We had a good day
and we learned E IOC.

EVALUAT.,_ OF TRIY LYiL 1 41 2_, 2 nd 28, 1969

IcK AND FOREST HILL SCHOOLS

INSTRUCT' N Exoelle-f mado it df icult to teach in the
field, T`;e teaoers soli7ed this by- having a longer period
of ins ructfoti before going into the field. These sessions
were held in te various dormiteries was able to be
w1,01 eacf-: at east pair of one period and was very
pleased wLth bat was 1.eing taught
ECOLOGY - Miss McBride -aad very definite plans made and
usually was about to complete them with each group. She
returned -via the farm and this was a highlight as the sheep
were lambing. Two groups arrived at the farm just after
lambs were cjrn, (Twina and triplets) That was real
coeperatiee1
STREAM AND 'SALLE Mr, Winn used the stream over by
Cress's Excellent sketches were made on each trip.
He retursed vie the museuaL Ha also took the responsi-
bility of the seen. This I appreciated,
COMPASS AND C,DNIOOP. MAPPiNG - Mrs. Kirchoff learned a lot--e -e - e- ---
about the compass and conteur mapping with the children.
The students were afl successful in the mapping. Mr.
Kirc'eoff has mude some suggestions to improve our surveying
and d_ovatIA7Jg some real survey equipment to our operation.
ANIMAL TRACKS_AND HABITATS - Mr. Chapman felt a little-----
disappointed us the weather interferred with some of his
piers. Howeeser, he did get some very good casts of tracks.
The children were very interested in this. His exercise
is very good and en excellent contribution to our overall
program.
ART - Miss McBride had some very good kaf prints, collages__
and sketcq7es,
ITZEZIEZS7ION - Mrs. Kircheff felt that the students that
had heen involesed in the new science program (ESS?) were
outstanding in their ability to look for information they
needed rather than wait for her to tell them. They were
able to observe microscopic animals but desired a better
microscope tban ese one available.
ANIMAL WATCH - It just takes Old Pros-like Mr. Winn and Mr.
Chapman to find the animals, 68 deer_were seen by one
group one-evening, 63, 58, and 38 I believe were-the number
seen by the other groups. Two skunks in _one evening is
good too. Poxes, raccoons, possums, rabbits, groundhogs
ac_d others were enjoyed, A fewsnakea were reported,
do:DLit-know haw official the reports were. PersonallY, I
enjoyed.-a.red-tailed hawk from-a closer range- than I ever
had before..
HISTORY --Each gr2up had .about .an hour with-me on the
history. 101*y showed a,lot of ihterest.



DRAMATIZATION - efter dinner the students returned to their
dorms for about thirte minures aed prepared a skit or some
entertaiament for our fireside pregram, The Forest Hill
Girls were outstanding in theic presentation of Harper
Valley PIA,
MOVIES - We showed "Life in Lite Forest", "Life on a Vacant
Lot", "Birds", 'Antmal Homes", "Numerals Everywhere", "The
Beaver", aed "Patterns ef Cee Wild'. Didn't any of the
children see all of C:ese, bur eli of the children saw Some
of them. I dide't care fir 'Numerals Everywhere",

HIGH SCHOOL STUDENTS They showed a reel interest end maturity. Lee
Harned was outstanding. He 1-.ed more experience than the
others, Paul Cholson detinefely was dependable. Rudy
Douthitt was mosteeehueeeeeeee Danny Beard was very good,
too. The boys' attitudes were tops. They at all times
seemed to have the respect fifth graders and never
once was there any conflict itd a teacher. They were
eager to learn more abour cii the activities and so it was
their decision to rotate ratler than stay with one teacher
all the time. This ts goed as they are now better trained.

CLASSROOM TEACHER - We were fortunate eneugh to have enough trained teachers
so Mrs. Mitchell could participate in all tha subject areas.
She really applied herself and now is sufficiently trained
in these areas to teach in LBL.

GENERAL OBSERVATIONS - The one outstanding thing about this trip, to me,
was the excellent cooperation and enjoyment the staff
seemed to have with each other and the students. Some of
the teachers remarked about the relaxed feeling. This is
something my trips have needed. This was possible by
having an adequate well-trained staff.

The success in conditioning the stdde ts to the weather.

There was no discipline problem. No child became ill.
There was only- one absentee at Clark Thursday. Nc major
accidents. A few hoarse, but no reported sore throats
or ear aches. One child went home Tuesday-homesick.

SCHEDULING The day periods were tour hours long and the evening about
an hour each One teacher felt that the four hour day
periods were too long, another commented on how much she
liked having the students for this long period. I liked
the long periods. It enabled us to take the students to
the farm and museum in small groups. I think this might
have had something to do with the relaxed, unpressured
feeling while there too.

We were unable to do the night-watch due to the weather.

SUGGESTION - If we had about two five gallon gasoline cans to take with
us it would save time and money. The van doesn't hold
much gas and uses a lot,and everytime we go for gas that is
an extra 50 miles-besides it takes one person about an hour
.and a half to go for it.



L.B.L. Trip as Evaluated by Betty Palmer, Classroom Teacher and Guide:

All changes that T have noticed have been an asset to classroom teaching.
Therefore, I -,7i11 put these noted differences in a brief form that I bPpe
will be readable-

A. Human Relations
1. Pupils and teachers became better acquainted
2. Pupil-teacher talk became more free end frequent
3. Pupils' acceptance of each other increased
4. Pupils became more independent
5. Pupils weak academically proved to be good "out-doors-men"

B. Social Studies
1, Map and compass skills were carried over to the classroom.

- More interest in map study
Better understanding of different kinds of maps and reasons
for them

2. Land forms - This seemed to be one of the most valuable
concepts carried back to the classroom. Examples: Pupils
can see how the lay of the land _can be related to the strategy
of a battle. They more easily see how the land effects the
people and Lheir way of life. They see how water effects the
land and people.

3. History - This made a profound impression- They seemed to
remember all of this, especially the "moonshinin graveyards,
and iron industry.

Language Arts
1. Pupils wrote freely of their experiences
2. Oral communication very free
3. Great enjoyment of arts and cr fts made from nature's objects

These students are still talking about their trip. They didn't feel like
they were at school; however, it is this writer's opinion that they learned
more in two and a half days out-of-doors than they would have in several
weeks in the classroom.

Isn't it thrilling when you see a child see his or her first deer scampering
off through the woods or picking up a piece of "reindeer moss" and asking
about it?

The teacher enjoyed the trip, t o!

Mrs. Betty Palmer is a fifth grade Language Arts teacher. This evaluation
was written two months after the trip to the Y.A.S. at the L.B.L.



Evaluation classroom teacher-Margie Shanklin-Jackson School
Written two months after trip. Mrs Shanklin is a fifth grade science
teacher.

The Child's Reaction _After Returning to the Classroom

The trip was very enjoyable and educational. 1 feel that the program
included something to fit each pupil's interest. I was certainly amazed
at the less aggressive child. Each of them took an interest in a particular
part of science. It was encouraging for me to see these children so
excited, and showing that much enthusiasm over learning from nature study.
As a result of the trip, some of the students have achieved a greater
interest in a particular phase of science and others are enjoying the entire
course.

Upon returning from the trip we had voluntary discussion on the things we
did and learned at the lakes. The children responded to questions very
good. They brought samples of some of the things they had studied previously
in the classroom and at the Land Between the lakes. Each pupil presented
and summarized his findings and then added it to the new collections we
had started.

Some of the things that were brought back to the classroom for study were;
matter from the earth's crust, rocks, mosses, and ferns. Also, in the
classroom the children wrote poems and songs about the woodland community
they were in.

in our science class the gifted children have become involved in do-it-
yourself projects. Many of the projects consist of ideas they had gotten
from the Land Between the Lakes, such as, building dams, mural paintings
of forest and animals, and making homes for animals. They have also gained
a greater appreciation for the animals that we are sometimes able to have
in the classroom.

We achieved a greater teacher and pupil relationship. The pupils seem
to realize that teachers are human beings, and we too, have feelings. After
our return trip they understood what I had emphasized many times, that a
teacher can't do her best'job of teaching if she is unhappy about the way
she is getting along with her class. Since our trip the children have
taken many classroom responsibilities on their own and their dispositions
have improved toward each other.

Outdoor education has helped me to recognize personality factors that would
enhance the child's capabilities in the classroom.

feel that as a whole the trip was beneficial to all. There are always
exceptions in any case. There were those who did not achieve the intended
knowledge to be gained. Yet, they too, learned, and enjoyed many things,
some of them had never experienced a trip of this nature before.



Central Intermediate School
Classroom Teacher Evaluation of LBL Trip

Oct. 22-24, 1969

Ny job at the Land Between the Lakes was to relate to the children

the study of ecology. Manystudents had L'ard of the terms lichen, fern,

moss, and algae, but few really understood what they meant or had seen

them in their natural environment. The students could hardly wait to

find some of their awn after I pointed some out. One factor that amazed

me was that the children were always attenti-,-e. Many of them exclaimed

that it was fun lear ing this way.

Since I taught the same lesson each day one might think it would

become repetitious bu- each time it was a challenging experience because

each group had different questions to be answered and needs to be met.

Different groups tried different experiments so that the information of

the lesson would be meaningful to them.

As it grew closer to departure time I would hear students expressing

wishes to stay longer, live there, or at least be able to return someday.

As an educator I was wondering what percentage of this activity would

carry over into the classroom.

I teach reading and our stories in each reading group consist of a

wide range and variety of topics. The students when encountering some-

thing like the paths of streams, footprints, rocks and lower plant-like

life would and still do recall learning about it at Land Between the Lakes.

It is interesting to note that the sixth graders who went to the Land

Between the Lakes last year still talk about or remember their experiences.

Jimmie Wehrmeyer



The trip that the fifth grade students participated in at the Land

Between the Lakes had in,1 enced their behavior in ifany respe ts

Through their enthusiasm and excitement they were to share newer experi-

ences. One could feel a sense of them being free from the routine of

their previous milieu. They accepted the responsibilities of working

together as a team, both on the trail and in the dormitory.

It was important that the students have a "carry over" from the experiences.

The children should have something to carry with them through-out life.

The important thing being the fact that there are other places than just

Paducah. They were able to observe first-hand the ways of nature and why

they are so important to us.

I have prepared an evaluation of what the teaching situation of the field

did for the children and what I think the teaching situation of the school

and the neighborhood is doing for the students.

This evaluation of the responsibilities, interests and retainment of the

students involves the 1968 and 1969 trips.

In the Field At School

Self responsibilities

Excellent
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7;9

Self responsibilities

Good



In the Field At School

Findings of interest Findings of interest

Excellent Poor

Retainment of experiences Retainment of experiences

Excellent Good

Sharing of experiences Sharing of experiences

Excellent

360
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Poor

Harvey Warren



BEHAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

The writing of behavioral objectives for activities or any lesson

is not meaningful unless there is agreement on the usage of action

verbs. These are not the only possible ones but these ten will serve

the purpose in most cases and will be adequate for the writing

behavioral objectives for environmental education activities.

Our agreements about action verbs mean that whenever you describe

a behavioral objective you will use one or more of the action verbs we

have agreed upon, and no others. It also means that whenever you see

one of these verbs used you will know immediately the kind of behavior

the learner is to exhibit or acquire.

Before we try using the action verbs, let's review the ten verbs

which formed the game of definitions. Mr. Shapes, if you please
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Definition of Action Words

The action words which are used as operational guides in the construction of the instructional
objectives are:

1. IDENTIFYING. The individual selects
(by pointing to, touching, or picking up)
the correct object of a class name. For
example: Upon being asked, "Which animal
is the frog? when presented with a set of
small animals, the child is expected to re-
spond by picking up or clearly pointing to
or touching th& frog. If the child is asked
to "pick up the red triangle- when presented
with a set of paper cutouts representing
different shapes, he is expected to pick up
the red triangles. This class of performances
also includes identifying object properties
(such as rough, smooth, straight, curved)
and, in addition, kinds of changes such as an
increase or decrease in size.

2. DISTINGUISHING. Identifying objectives or
events which are potentially confusable
(square, rectangle), or when two contrasting
identifications (such as right, left)
are involved.

CONSTRUCTING. Generating a construction
of drawing which identified a designated object or set
of conditions. Example: Beginning with a line
segment, the request is made, -Complete this
figure so that it represents a triangle."



4. NAMING. Supplying the correc-- name
(orally or in written form) for a class of
objects or events. Example: What
is the three-demensional object
called7 Response:
"A Cone"

5. ORDERING. Arranging two or more objects
or events in proper order in accordance with
a stated category. For example: "Arrange
these moving objects in order of their speed.

6. DESCRIBING. Generating and naming
all of the necessary categories of objects,
object properties, or event properties, that
are relevant to the description of a designated
situation. Example: "Describe this object,"
and the observer does not limit the categories
which may be generated by mentioning them,
as in the question, "Describe the color and
shape of this object." The child's description
is considered sufficiently complete when there
is a probability or approximately one that any
other individual is able to use the description to
identify the object or event.
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IT HAS 4 CORNERS
WITH EQUAL SIDES_
IT LOOKS LIKE A B



7. STATING A R U LE Makes a verbal statement
(not necessarily in technic,J1 terms) which con-
veys a rule or a principle, :nciuding the names
of the proper classes of objects or events in their
correct order. Examp!e:-What is the test for
determining whether this surface is flat?" The
acceptable response requires the menrion of the
application of a straight edge, in various directions,
to determine touching all aiong h e edge for each
position

8. APPLYING A RULE. Using a learned vinciple
or rule to derive an answer to a question. The
answer may be correct identification, the
supplying of a name, or some other kind of
response. The question is stated in such a way
that the individual must employ a rational
process to arrive at the answer. Such a pro-
cess nriay be simple, as "Property A is true
property B is true, therefore property C
must be true."

9. DEMONSTRATING, Performing the
operations necessary to the application
of a rule or principle, Example: "Show
how you would tell whether this surface
is flat." The answer requies that the
individual use a straight edge to deter-
mine touching of the edge to the sur-
face at all points, and in various
d irect ion s.

10. INTERPRETING. The child should
be able to identify objects and/or
events in terms of their consequences.
There will be a set of rules or principles
always connected with this behavior.



BTAVIORAL OBJECTIVES

FINAL SUMMARY

1. A statement of instructional objectives is a collec ion of words
symbols describing one of your educational inten

2. An objective will communicate your A,Itent to the degree you have
described what the learner will be DOING when demonstrating his
achievement and how you will know whei he is doing it.

To describe terminal behast, r.he learner will be DOING):
a. Identify and name the over-all hebaior act.
b. Define the important conditions under which the behavior is to

occur (givens or restrictions, or both).

4. Write a separate statement for each objective; the more statements
you have, the better chance you 'nave of making clear your intent.

If you give each learner a copy of your objectives, you may not
have to do much else.
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